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Abstract

In recent years, fires in tall buildings have become more frequent, which costs billions of dollars

each year and the loss of many human lives. Uncontrolled fires caused three supertall steel

framed structures to collapse completely in New York following the terrorist attack on 11

September 2001 resulting in thousands killed, including hundreds of firefighters; the horrific

fire that spread rapidly across the entire façade of the Grenfell tower cost 72 lives; and earlier

the same year 20 firefighters were killed in the collapse of the Plasco Tower in Tehran. Despite

such extreme events that continue to occur periodically, no well-defined methodology exists

to reconstruct both the fire and structural behaviour and carry out a comprehensive forensic

investigation of building fires. Using currently available tools and data, this thesis proposes a

novel and robust methodology to reconstruct the fire for the forensic assessment of tall buildings

that can guide the structural and fire safety engineers to improve the building fire-safety and

life-safety designs. The collapse of the Plasco Building is assessed by employing the proposed

framework. The fire scenario that led to the collapse of the Plasco Building is reconstructed. A

well-defined sequence of events is presented to establish a rational fire timeline in conjunction

with structural damage that occurred in the building during the event.

In the past century, exhaustive studies have been conducted to understand the structural

response to different fire scenarios. Various fire models have been proposed so far, such as

standard time-temperature curve, highest temperatures in a compartment, and localised fires

to define the fire scenario in a large open compartment. Chapter 2 reviews and presents the lim-

itations and applicability of some widely adopted fire models to understand their suitability for

structural fire assessment. This chapter also presents the fire-models developed in the advance-
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ment of the performance-based engineering (PBE). The recent trend toward PBE approaches is

beginning to require even more accurate representations of fires and consequently more realistic

boundary conditions for fire exposed structural components, leading to greater use of computa-

tional models. More sophisticated computational fluid dynamics (CFD) based fire models and

analytical models to present travelling fires have emerged in the last two decades. Travelling fire

models produce the most realistic building fire models at low cost but they are only meant to

provide a simple method for estimating design fire scenarios for performance based engineering

(PBE). CFD provides much better resolution (spatial and temporal) of the thermal boundary

conditions over structural surfaces. However, it is a challenging task to couple a CFD model

with finite element methods (FEM) for simultaneous or coupled simulations of both the fire

and the structural response. This thesis focuses on how the most important prerequisite infor-

mation for a reliable structural analysis is achieved i.e., getting the realistic thermal boundary

conditions for structural analysis and how to automatically provide to an FEM package for

heat transfer and structural response analysis.

A generic middleware is developed in Chapter 3, which interfaces FDS and OpenSees

to enable fully integrated simulation of fire scenario, heat transfer, and structural response.

Using the middleware, to determine the structural response to fires, an open-source package

(OpenFIRE) is developed. OpenFIRE is an only open-source and licence-free computational

framework that allows the structural fire community to customise and modify according to

client requirements and rigour of the analysis desired in the context of PBE. OpenFIRE could

enable even small consultants to undertake large projects requiring PBE solutions against the

fire hazard for existing and new buildings. OpenFIRE is a robust tool for the analysis of

structural response to realistic fires (such as localised, spreading or travelling fire phenomena),

which should help enable performance based engineering and design of structures to real fires.

Forensic investigators can use OpenFIRE to carry out structural analysis of a building that has

been damaged in a fire incident. In this thesis, OpenFIRE is used to obtain thermal boundary

conditions for the fire in the Plasco Building, Tehran (2017) by modelling the real fire in that

building using CFD.

A methodology to carry out forensic investigations of tall building fires is presented in

Chapter 4. It facilitates generating a conclusive fire timeline by collecting the information from
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multiple resources such as visual evidence and interviews. Chapter 4 investigates the collapse

of the Plasco building using the proposed methodology. Using evidence, the fire scenario that

led to the collapse of the Plasco Building is estimated, , which is used to calibrate the CFD

models.

For performing a forensic investigation of a fire accident, it is critical to understand the fire

dynamics involved in a compartment fire. Various codes and standards explicitly mention the

fire load for an occupancy type; however, the effect of fuel distribution is scarce in the literature.

In Chapter 5, a qualitative study is performed to understand the effect of fuel distribution on

the fire spread behaviour in a building. It helped reconstruct the probable fire scenario that

led to the rapid spread of fire in the Plasco Building, which eventually collapsed within three

and half hours after the fire broke out.

Chapter 6 uses CFD to reconstruct the empirically estimated fire spread of the Plasco

building presented in Chapter 4. The vertical and horizontal fire spread in the Plasco Building

is reconstructed using CFD fire modelling and calibrated with the evidence library generated

in Chapter 4. The thermal data obtained from the calibrated fire simulation is transferred to

the OpenSees using OpenFIRE (developed in Chapter 3). The thermal data can be used as

input boundary conditions to simulate the structural response and collapse of the building.
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Preface

The current thesis is written in a manuscript style. The first chapter introduces the objectives

of this thesis and presents outlines of each chapter. Each chapter in the body of the thesis is

written in the form of an independent paper prepared for journal publication. Though chapters

stand as pieces of separate research, they are presented in a way that satisfies the objectives of

this thesis.

Chapter 2 reviews the idealised fire models for their limitations and suitability for structural

analysis. These models provide thermal boundary conditions for structural assessment. This

chapter also discusses the advancement of the performance-based engineering approaches to

carry out the structural analysis to real fires. This chapter is based on:

A.A. Khan, A.S. Usmani, J.L. Torero, Evolution of fire models for estimating structural

fire-resistance, Fire Safety Journal (2021). https://doi.org/10.1016/j.firesaf.2021.103367

Chapter 3 presents a framework to couple the CFD with the FEM. An open-source and

freeware package – OpenFIRE – is developed for the assessment of structures to real fires. This

chapter is based on:

A.A. Khan, M.A. Khan, C. Zhang, L. Jiang, A. Usmani, OpenFIRE: An Open Computational

Framework for Structural Response to Real Fires, Fire Technology,

https://doi.org/10.1007/s10694-021-01184-0

Chapter 4 proposed a robust methodology to perform forensic investigations of tall buildings.

The methodology is used to investigate the collapse of the Plasco Building. This chapter is

based on:
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A.A. Khan, M.A. Khan, A. Usmani, X. Huang, S. Bakhtiyari, M.J. Ashtiani, S. Garivani,

A.A. Aghakouchak, Framework for Fire Investigation of Tall Buildings: A Case Study of the

Plasco Building, Submitted to Fire Safety Journal (Under Review)

Chapter 5 discusses the effect of fuel distribution. The probable fuel distribution method

that supports the rapid vertical and horizontal fire spread in the Plasco Building is determined.

This chapter is based on:

M.A. Khan, A.A. Khan, A.S. Usmani, X. Huang, Can fire cause the collapse of Plasco Build-

ing: A numerical investigation, Fire and Materials (2021). https://doi.org/10.1002/fam.3003

Chapter 6 presents the reconstruction of the fire that occurred in the Plasco Building. Using

the estimated fire spread history estimated in Chapter 4, CFD fire models are presented in this

chapter. This chapter is based on:

A.A. Khan, R.V.V. Domada, X. Huang, M. Ali Khan, A.S. Usmani, Modelling the Collapse

of the Plasco Building Part I: Reconstruction of Fire, Building Simulation (2021),

https://doi.org/10.1007/s12273-021-0825-4

Chapter 7, the final chapter, summarises the conclusions and suggests current challenges and

further research areas that can be extended from this research.

Other publications

A.A. Khan, S. Lin, X. Huang, A. Usmani, Facade Fire Hazards of Bench-Scale Aluminum

Composite Panel with Flame-Retardant Core, Fire Technology (2021).

https://doi.org/10.1007/s10694-020-01089-4.

M.A. Orabi, A.A. Khan, L. Jiang, T. Yarlagadda, A.S. Usmani, Integrated Nonlinear Struc-

tural Simulation of Tall Buildings in Fire, Engineering Structure (2021) (Accepted).

M.A. Khan, A.A. Khan, G.A. Anwar, A.S. Usmani, Framework for fire risk assessment of

bridges, Structures. (2021). https://doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2021.04.071

M.A. Orabi, A.A. Khan, A. Usmani, An Overview of OpenSees for Fire, Proc. 1st Eurasian

Conf. OpenSees OpenSees Days Eurasia. (n.d.) 1–6

R.V.V. Domada, A.A. Khan, M.A. Khan, A. Usmani, OpenSees simulation of the collapse of

Plasco tower in fire, in: SiF 2020– 11th Int. Conf. Struct. Fire, 2020.
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M.A. Khan, A.A. Khan, A.S. Usmani, Fire hazard assessment, performance evaluation, and
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Introduction

Fire is a severe threat to urban environments and accounts for a very large proportion of

economic losses and mitigation costs on society. For instance, in the USA the total cost of fire

in 2014 was estimated at 328.5 billion, or approximately 1.9 % of US GDP [1]. The provision of

adequate fire safety in the built environment requires inputs from many science and engineering

disciplines, however with little communication between them. For over one hundred years prac-

tically all global engineering practice has continued to define a fire environment as a standard

time-temperature curve [2]. This has traditionally been considered to be a conservative repre-

sentation of a fully developed fire scenario in compartments. However, modern materials and

architecture have changed so fundamentally that this assumption is being seriously questioned,

particularly in the context of tall buildings and large open plan spaces preferred in modern

office towers, which bear no resemblance to the approximately 3m cube compartment on which

the “standard fire” is based. The tragic events of September 11, 2001, in New York were a

watershed, when three tall steel-framed buildings collapsed, partly or wholly because of fire, for

the first-ever time. There have been several major events involving fire in multi-storey buildings

(e.g., the Plasco Building fire in January 2017 and the Grenfell Tower fire in June 2017) involv-

ing loss of life and building collapses, often characterised by fires that were not predicted and

therefore not considered in the original fire safety design. Current fire models for the design

of tall buildings are unable to reflect the realistic fires to which structures may be exposed.

The realisation of the inadequacy of the current approach to quantify the likely fire hazard

intensity has provoked new thinking and ‘idealised fire hazard scenarios’ are being proposed

[3, 4] that would account more faithfully for features of real fires. For wider acceptance and

adoption of these more scientific and rational approaches in fire safety engineering, a number

of technical challenges must first be addressed, followed by training of engineers and regulatory

reform. The current thesis focuses on the twin technical challenges of accurately estimating

the demand imposed by complex fire scenarios on the structure and faithful simulation of the

structural response using an integrated computational tool. None currently exists that enables

seamless automated simulations of accurate fire hazard demand and structural response.

Each year more than 490,000 building fires are reported only in the USA [5], out of which

an average of 14,500 fires per year occur in tall (or high-rise) buildings. Fighting tall building

fires presents a serious challenge because of accessibility issues. Therefore, high-rise structures
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Figure 1.1: Tall building fires (a) WTC Towers 1 and 2 in 2001 during the fire (credit: NIST)
and collapse debris of WTC 1 and 2 (credit: Mate Eric J. Tilford), (b) the Plasco Building
under fire and the collapse of the Plasco Building (credit: Amin Khosroshahi), (c) the Grenfell
Tower fire in 2017 and the structure after the fire (credit: Getty).

are usually expected to resist burnout with tolerable structural damage. As a result, the

total collapse or severe damage of structures such as three towers of the World Trade Centre

(WTC) in New York in 2001, the Windsor Tower in Madrid in 2005, the Plasco Building in

Tehran in 2017, and the Grenfell Tower in London in 2017 are not common and require to be

investigated. Although buildings constructed according to modern codes are expected to be

equipped with high levels of fire protection measures, many existing high-rise buildings built

in the past suffer from poor fire safety design and protection measures. Figure 1.1 shows some

of the fire accidents of tall buildings during and after the fire. Despite such tragic events, no

well-defined methodology exists to reconstruct both fire and structural behaviors and carry out

the forensic investigation of a building fire.

A robust forensic fire investigation of an accident may require a great deal of information,

such as identifying the cause, fuel load and its distribution, fire patterns from its growth to

decay, de-compartmentation, the performance of fire protection systems, location, and source

of fire ignition. It is practically impossible to have all information, especially when all fuels

have burnt out. However, considerable information can be gathered from the visual evidence,
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witnesses, firefighter’s interviews who were present at the scene during the fire, initial reports.

In this study, collecting such information, the fire scenario that led to the collapse of the Plasco

building is estimated.

While investigating the collapse or failure of a building due to a fire, it is important to

understand the fire behaviour inside the building. Fire behaviour is highly unpredictable,

which depends on a number of factors such as ventilation conditions, quantity and type of the

combustibles, fuel distribution, and so on. To analyse the fire spread in a corridor, McGuire

[6] performed a series of experiments using various materials for ceiling, floor, and wall lining.

He evaluated the flame spread indexes of each material. Sun et al. [7] carried out a review

study to understand the fire dynamics in a tall building, but their study was limited to the fire

spread due to combustible façade material. Chow et al. [8] conducted a survey to estimate the

fire risks to the hotel buildings in Hong Kong. The major parameter in their study was fuel

load (mass of fuel per unit surface area). Their study does not provide any insight into the

influence of the fuel distribution pattern or packing density of the fuel on the fire severity. It is

imperative to understand the effects of fuel distribution within a compartment on the severity of

the fire and fire spread behaviours. In this thesis, two distinct cases of fuel distribution methods

are numerically analysed to determine their effect on the horizontal and vertical spread of fire

in a building. The most probable case - based on this study and witnesses’ interviews - is

used to reconstruct the fire in the Plasco Building. Using numerical fire modelling with CFD,

the fire development in the Plasco Building is calibrated. The thermal data obtained from

the calibrated fire model is transferred to the OpenSees using OpenFIRE that can be used to

demonstrate the failure of the building. Comprehensive forensic investigations of the failure of

tall buildings in a fire is vital for improving the understanding of the deficiencies in the current

structural fire engineering design and fire safety practices and can provide valuable insights on

how to improve them.

1.1 Objectives of the research

The objectives of this research include the five major tasks:

1) Reviewing the widely adopted fire-models for evaluating structural response to fire to
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determine their limitations and scope of application;

2) Developing a generic middleware framework that enables coupling of CFD based fire

simulation software; FDS, with FEM based heat transfer and structural response simu-

lation software; OpenSees. Validation of the integrated computational framework using

documented experiments and numerical results;

3) Establishing a framework for forensic assessment of major fires in tall buildings;

4) Performing a case study of the forensic investigation of the Plasco building fire to produce

an empirical timeline of the critical events and estimation of the fire spread in the building;

5) Quantitative reconstruction of the Plasco Building fire by calibrating CFD models where

input parameters are taken from the data obtained from the forensic investigation. In

another independent study, the thermal boundary conditions obtained from calibrated

models can be used for further heat transfer and structural response and collapse analysis.

1.2 Outlines of each chapter

Figure 1.2 shows the flow diagram for achieving the objectives of this thesis and describe logical

order of each chapter.

Chapter 2: Evolution of fire models for estimating structural fire-resistance

In this chapter, some of the widely adopted fire-models in structural engineering are reviewed

and their evolution is examined. This chapter also presents the limitations and applicability of

the fire models. Recent research in the coupling of CFD and FEM models surveyed and their

suitability to practical fire scenarios are explored. This chapter also discusses the calculation

methods of fire load.

Chapter 3: OpenFIRE: An Open Computational Framework for Structural Re-

sponse to Real Fires

In this chapter, the development of the OpenFIRE framework is discussed. The generic mid-

dleware is developed using python programming language, which interfaces between FDS and
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Figure 1.2: Flow diagram for achieving the objectives of the thesis

OpenSees to enable complete simulation fire scenario, heat transfer, and structural response.

The most appropriate thermal boundary conditions for a particular fire scenario (described in

Chapter 2) can be transposed to OpenSees.

Chapter 4: Framework for Fire Investigation of Tall Buildings: A Case Study of

the Plasco Building

A framework is developed for the forensic investigation of a structure exposed to fire. It ex-

plains how a conclusive fire timeline can be set up while reconstructing the fire by collecting the

information from the various resources. The process explained in this chapter is demonstrated

for the Plasco Building as a case study.

Chapter 5: Can fire cause the collapse of Plasco Building: A numerical investigation

This chapter discusses the effects of the fuel distribution on the duration of the fire, peak tem-

peratures, and the severity of the fire. The temperatures for both cases are measured on the

structural surfaces using OpenFIRE - discussed in Chapter 3.

Chapter 6: Modelling the Collapse of the Plasco Building: Reconstruction of Fire

Using the fire spread estimated in chapter 4 for the Plasco Building, fire is reconstructed by

the CFD fire modelling and calibrated by the evidence library. The fire modelling results in

the form of fluid temperatures, act as boundary conditions, are transferred to a finite element
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tool using the methodology described in Chapter 3. The travelling nature of the fire obtained

in the Plasco building is presented. A preliminary study of the collapse of the Plasco Building

is carried out to demonstrate the capability of the OpenFIRE for analysing structural response

to complex fire scenarios.

Chapter 7: Conclusions

This chapter summarises the outcomes of this thesis. It also discusses the future work that can

be extended from this work. The thermal boundary conditions obtained from the calibrated

CFD model will be used for a detailed structural analysis for the collapse mechanism of the

Plasco Building in a separate independent study. The need of interdisciplinary research and

current challenges are discussed in this chapter.
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Evolution of fire models for estimating structural fire-resistance

Preface

Many fire models have been proposed to investigate structural response to fire, where fire is

considered as a structural “load” and the structural response determines the “resistance” offered

by the structure. Where the term “resistance” is used with its physical meaning and is not

restrained by its standard application. Over the course of time, fire models have evolved from

simply using the highest gas temperatures resulting from a fully developed compartment fire

to more sophisticated computational fluid dynamics (CFD) models, where hyper-realistic time-

varying structural temperatures can be determined for a range of realistic fire scenarios. This

chapter examines the current state of the art in terms of defining gas temperatures for structural

fire analysis. Widely adopted fire models used in structural analysis are therefore reviewed.

This chapter discusses the limitations and scope of applicability of the most commonly used

fire models. Recent developments on the coupling of CFD and FEM models are also discussed

in detail and their applicability to practical fire scenarios is explored. The primary concern

of this review is to evaluate the fire models for their suitability while using for structural fire

assessment and not to review studies on the manner in which the actual structural assessment

is done.

2.1 Introduction

Over the past seven decades, exhaustive studies have been conducted to understand the struc-

tural response to different kinds of fire scenarios such as compartment fires, localised fires and

“travelling” fires [1]. Most of the models used so far assume fully developed fires based on

the assumption that the evaluation of structural fire resistance is really only required for post

flashover fires. However, as experience of real fires has accumulated, models for localised or

“travelling” fires have been increasingly used, where the fire may be in a pre-flashover or spread-

ing regime. The data used to develop these fire models is mainly based on experimental studies

resulting in empirically derived correlations to quantify the models. Analytical and numerical

models have also been developed, based on idealisations of the fire compartment, such as zone

models. Recent trend toward performance-based engineering (PBE) approaches is beginning to

require even more accurate representations of fires and consequently more realistic boundary
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conditions for fire exposed structural components, leading to greater use of computational mod-

els. In this context it is becoming important to understand the origin, scope and limitations of

the most commonly used fire models used to establish a “fire load” for structural analysis, so

that the best possible choice can be made for the problem at hand.

A comprehensive study of fire testing to analyse the interaction between fire and structural

elements is conducted by Bisby et al. [2]. The interaction of fire with a solid is a complex engi-

neering problem. To acquire an accurate solution, researchers have proposed methods which are

usually simplified to address specific fire scenarios by introducing suitable assumptions and lim-

iting the scope of such methods to those specific fire scenarios. Studies have further established

that extending the use of these fire models to other scenarios may be questionable. The earliest

approach comes from research that led to the development of the standard “temperature-time”

curve [3], which is most commonly used as the “fire-load” in structural design, although it is

well known that the curve does not represent a real fire. The standard “temperature-time”

curve has led to a generalized link between the term “fire resistance” and exposure to the stan-

dard “temperature-time” curve as the “fire load.” While it is recognized that this link might

lead to confusion, it is important to retain the terminology “fire resistance” as a representation

of the response of the structure to any “fire load.” The initial work of Kawagoe [4] and Thomas

[5] pioneered the development of the relationship of fire with the geometry of compartments

resulting in the first alternative definition of the “fire load.” This directed researchers towards

conducting more refined studies to refine and validate the models developed by them.

A detailed study of fire models can be found in the SFPE handbook [6] for both pre-

flashover and post-flashover fire scenarios. SFPE Task Group on Fire Exposures to Structural

Elements developed the SFPE Engineering Guide for Fire Exposure to Structural Elements [7]

followed by Engineering Standard on Calculating Fire Exposures to Structures [8], these guides

provide a detailed review of numerous methods used for calculating structural response to fire.

In recent years, more sophisticated models have been developed which are based on CFD. CFD

provides greater resolution (spatial and temporal) of the thermal boundary conditions over

structural surfaces. However, because of difference in spatial and temporal resolution of the fire

and the structural domains, it is a challenging task to couple a CFD model with finite element

methods (FEM) for simultaneous or coupled simulations of both the fire and the structural
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response.

Although, both numerical and experimental models have evolved resulting in greater un-

derstanding of fire behaviour, there are still no generalised models that could be used for all

fires. Furthermore, the capabilities and limitations of existing approaches have not been ex-

plored in a systematic manner. This chapter examines and reviews the evolution of fire models

as it pertains their use in determining structural response to fire and tries to answer the fol-

lowing three essential questions for each model considered: (1) what are the assumptions and

simplifications? (2) what are the limitations? and (3) in what kind of fire-scenarios is the model

applicable? Once these three questions are answered, structural engineers can use these models

in an appropriate manner and focus on establishing the necessary performance requirements

for structures exposed to fire.

2.2 Formulation of the Problem

When implementing a fire model for the purpose of structural analysis it is necessary to de-

termine the evolution in time of the net energy input from the fire to the structure [9]. This

will enable the determination of the time varying temperature change of the structure and the

detailed temperature gradients within the structural components to the desired resolution. The

net energy input needs to be assessed throughout the duration of the fire, i.e., time to burn-

out (tBO), and through the cooling period until the structure has reached ambient temperature

(tCD). The time to burn out (tBO) is defined by the amount of fuel available (M”
F [kg/m2 ]) and

the burning conditions (i.e., ventilation and geometry of the compartment) and the time to cool

down (tCD) is defined by the conditions within the compartment after the fire has consumed all

the fuel (or has been extinguished by firefighters) and the thermal mass of the structure itself.

The amount of fuel available (M”
F [kg/m2 ]) is therefore an essential input to the analysis and

it is generally defined in statistical terms [10, 11] for different occupancies.

The net energy input is defined by means of a boundary condition between the structural

element and the gas phase. Within the structural elements, conduction heat transfer enables

the transport of energy throughout the structure and the quantitative determination of struc-

tural temperatures and temperature gradients within the structure. The boundary condition
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is probably the most complex aspect of the analysis and it has been the subject of many stud-

ies. The definition of the boundary condition is a function of the model being used and the

assumptions and simplifications embedded in such models. This applies during both heating

and cooling regimes. The subsequent sections will focus on this aspect of the problem.

2.3 Complexity of the Fire Structure Interface

As discussed above, to evaluate the structural response to fire, the key complexity is to acquire

the temporal and spatial evolution of proper thermal boundary conditions for structural anal-

ysis. Without reliable inputs from a given fire scenario, it is not possible to estimate accurate

thermal and mechanical response of structures to fire.

Some of the key issues that need to be resolved when establishing the “fire load” to be

used when performing structural analysis for a given fire scenario are as follows:

• Defining reasonable boundary conditions for heat transfer. It is not uncommon that

incorrect boundary conditions are used without fully understanding the physics embedded

in the heat transfer analysis (convective and radiative heat transfer). Such is the case

of the standard fire curve, when a homogenous temperature is assumed throughout the

boundary with a prescribed evolution in time. This approach does not represent the

realistic thermal load imposed on the structure in a real fire.

• The temperatures within the gas phase around a structural component change signif-

icantly faster than the temperature variation in the solid phase. While the thermal

response of a structure depends on the thermal properties of the structural material, the

time that characterizes the evolution of the gas temperatures will always be much shorter

than the characteristic time for the solid phase. This difference plays a critical role on

the choice of time step for coupled modelling [9].

• The duration of the fire plays a vital role while defining the severity of fire, and the

evolution of the boundary condition needs to be carefully assessed throughout the duration

of the fire including the decay period (cooling phase).

13
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• The geometry of the compartment establishes the burning conditions (ventilation, energy

distribution, rate of fuel consumption, etc.) which may follow a pattern of growth, steady

burning, and decay or might never achieve a steady phase. Therefore, the distribution

of the fuel is one of the factors that influence the burning conditions. Therefore, the

evolution of the burning conditions must be tracked.

2.4 Fire Load

The “fuel load” is one of the most decisive parameters to evaluate the structural response to fire,

since it governs the amount of heat that can potentially be generated within the compartment.

It strongly influences the maximum temperature reached within the compartment and the

duration of the fire. Therefore, it is imperative to quantify it rationally. Generally, fuel load

density depends on the occupancy classes such as business occupancy, assembly occupancy,

hospital, etc. However, uncertainty about fuel load increases with the time of use (entropy)

and may require regular surveys to obtain reliable bounds for fuel load for each occupancy.

Over the past century, a few methods have been established to quantify the fuel loads in a

compartment that are discussed in subsequent paragraphs.

2.4.1 Classical surveys

One of the earliest and most comprehensive work to quantify the fuel loads in a compartment

was published by Ingberg et al. [12]. A report was produced based on the surveys conducted

between 1928 to 1940 for various occupancies. Ingberg’s report provided the fuel load per unit

floor area for several occupancies (apartments and residences, hospitals, schools, mercantile

occupancies, manufacturing establishments, printing plants, warehouses, and offices). The

author considered a number of factors while analysing the survey data such as fuel load for

different floor areas for the same occupancies and estimation of the contents of closets etc.

Moreover, weight of combustibles was measured and expressed in terms of equivalent calorific

values of wood and paper. However, staggering changes have occurred since then, such as the

advent of computers in almost all types of occupancies, advanced equipment in hospitals (high

content of chemicals and plastics and more complex materials), ever-increasing use of polymers,
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and similar changes in other occupancies as well. Therefore, Ingberg’s data is inappropriate for

contemporary fire scenarios.

Design values of the fuel load density are generally assigned by performing a statistical

study of the surveyed data. A few common approaches are employed during surveys i.e., di-

rect weighing method (involving weighing all combustibles inside the compartment); inventory

method (indirect calculation of the mass using volume and density of the material); and ques-

tionnaire (a qualitative analysis). A number of surveys have been carried out so far however

only a handful in the last two decades. Furthermore, only in a few surveys the compartment

size and its usage had been recorded.

In one of the most comprehensive studies by Culver [13] (23 office buildings in US) in

the 1970s for office buildings, it was concluded that fuel load density is strongly influenced by

the floor area and the purpose of the room. Moreover, using the inventory method, Culver

concluded that the life span of the building does not affect the fuel load density. However,

life of the building would impact the structural integrity when exposed to fire [14] as during

the lifetime of a building, it may suffer deterioration due to environmental and operational

conditions as well as due to natural and unnatural shocks. Other statistical studies using

different survey methods can be found in references [15, 16, 17, 18]. However, all of these

surveys have their own advantages and disadvantages for example the weighing method requires

skilful and experienced personnel to collect data. Similarly, for inventory methods it is required

to have detailed database (catalogues) of equipment and furniture. Moreover, most of these

surveys (other than Ingberg et al. [12]) focused on office buildings and the calorific value of the

fire load was expressed in terms of equivalent amount of wood or cellulose.

A report by Thomas [19] was published in 1986, it included data from almost all sur-

veys from different countries available at that time. The report included mean and standard

deviation for the fuel density obtained from the surveys. For some of the occupancies in the

European and Swedish data, fractile value of fuel density was presented. To calculate the design

fuel density, a number of factors were included in the calculation as shown in Eq. 2.1. A similar

equation can be found in Eurocode 1 (which is described later).

Pettersson et al. [20] also explored the subject of fuel load. Based on a statistical inves-
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tigation (in Sweden), the authors provided a minimum and maximum magnitude for the fuel

load. They recommended a value for the fuel load that can be applied for 80% of the cases

of the same type of occupancy. It is worth noting that the values provided in their study in-

cluded only furniture and fittings in each occupancy such as dwelling, school, office buildings,

hospitals, and hotels. However, the potential fuel loads from wall linings and flooring were not

included, therefore it must be carefully assessed or evaluated by the designer. However, they

suggested a strict and rigorous method to calculate the fuel load in any building by employing

the relationship of the fuel load with the combustion efficiency of any fuel (Eq. 2.1). Where

mass (mi) of each material is measured and multiplied with its calorific value (Hi).

q =

∑
µimiHi

AT
(2.1)

Where ‘i ’ represents the i -th material and µi is the degree of combustion which varies

between zero and one. µi could be defined only on the basis of fitting to a sufficiently large ex-

perimental data base. Failing that, generally it is taken as 1, which may sometimes overestimate

the energy released by the fuel load in a compartment.

2.4.2 Eurocode 1

Eurocode 1 [11] quantifies the design load by providing the mean and fractile values of the

characteristic fuel load per unit floor area for different occupancies. The source data [20] from

the Eurocode provides a deterministic value for each occupancy that is not influenced by the

use of the compartments or has any relationship with the floor area. This is despite, floor area

having been shown to have a significant influence on the average fuel load. Culver’s survey data

[13] for office buildings showed that the fuel load density was higher for smaller floor areas than

for large open floor areas. It was also concluded that usage of the room is critical to quantifying

the realistic fuel load. For example, rooms used for filing and storage have much higher fuel

load density than general office or clerical rooms. Therefore, the design values (Eq. 2.2)[qD in

MJ/m2] from the Eurocode will inevitably overestimate the fuel load for some scenarios (low

density areas) and underestimate for other areas (high-density areas).
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qD = qK .m.δ1δ2...δn (2.2)

In Eq. 2.2, qK (MJ/m2) represents the characteristic fuel load density per unit floor

area of any material (or combination). m, is the combustion factor, generally taken as 0.8

for cellulosic materials. Characteristic fuel loads can be calculated using Eq. 2.3 The various

factors presented in Eq. 2.2 are described in Table 2.1.

qK =
1

A

∑
MiHiψi (2.3)

where Mi (kg) is the mass of a material and Hi (MJ/kg) is the calorific value of the

material which depends on the moisture content [1, 11]. ψ represents a factor that defines if

the material is protected or not. A (m2) is the floor area of the compartment.

Although the Eurocode provides a deterministic value, it includes in that value a number

of factors that can alter the design fuel load (qD) within a compartment.

As can be seen from Eqs. 2.2 and 2.3, the fuel load can be significantly modified by

the presence of factors δi and ψi The modifications are so significant that specific sets of

modifications can alter the outcome from extreme fire proofing requirements to very mild or no

fire proofing requirements. Therefore, these constants deserve more attention. The Eurocode

Annex E provides some guidance, but this information is not clearly contextualized or detailed.

Table 2.1 provides the coefficients as presented in Appendix E of the Eurocode. As explained

above, products of the coefficients of δi and ψi can drastically change the fuel load.

The principle behind Eq. 2.3 is that Mi follows a probabilistic distribution obtained from

a survey [19]. This probabilistic distribution may be determined from an independent survey,

however, it is more likely that the practitioner will use the recommended values. If the value of

Mi is treated as a load, then it can be modified according to physical constraints, risk category

or probabilistic arguments. This needs to be analysed very carefully because the fuel content

is not truly a load, in what concerns structural analysis. The fuel load has to be converted into

energy, which involves many other parameters such as building geometry, encapsulation, etc.

This energy then needs to be transferred to the structure, which once again adds additional
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parameters. It is the energy transferred to the structure that represents the load. Thus, a brief

clarification of these parameters will be provided here.

The factor ψi corresponds to encapsulated combustible materials. This factor can eliminate

combustible materials by assigning ψi = 0 in cases where encapsulation prevents the particular

fuel load “i” from participating in a fire event. This is of critical importance in the case of

timber structures, combustible insulation and composite panels, because the encapsulation can

result in a very large reduction of fuel load. Encapsulation is a system by which a mechanical

barrier provides thermal protection to the combustible material so that it will not attain igni-

tion conditions. Being a mechanical barrier, the encapsulation needs to be carefully assessed

to establish its reliability because mechanical failure of the encapsulation will result in an ad-

ditional fuel load. The Eurocode does not provide any means for this assessment. In contrast,

in the case of exposed mass timber, the timber in itself can result in self-extinction without

encapsulation [21, 22]. The Eurocode approach will assign to exposed timber ψi = 1 which will

introduce the integrity of the structural timber as fuel load. In this case the characteristics of

the material are essential to its favourable performance, nevertheless, the Eurocode approach

will penalize timber by favouring encapsulation through the value of ψi. Thus, the treatment

of ψi in Eq.2.3 requires attention that is product specific and goes beyond the information

provided in the Eurocode.

The case of the δi is also of concern. The principle behind the modulation of a load by

risk factors is associated with managing the probability of specific events. Thus, risk factors

consider hazard categories and countermeasures to always deliver acceptable levels of risk.

Hazard categories establish contextual variables that change the level of risk, thus to

appropriately manage risk compensation is necessary. This can come in the form of a risk factor.

This is how a large and complex building located in a highly populated urban area might carry

a higher risk-factor than a small and simple building in a remote area. A detailed assessment

of the variables involved in the risk assessment is essential and generally these risk factors are

mostly greater than unity. Table 2.1 shows two cases of hazard categories, compartment floor

area and occupancy. In the case of occupancy, the nature of the activity defines its risk, thus the

justification of the risk factor should be based on statistical data of historic events. While the

Eurocode is not clear on the basis of this classification or quantification of the risk factors, the
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values are all conservative (δi > 1 ) with the exception of art galleries, museums and swimming

pools (δi = 0.78). This will be discussed in more detail later.

The use of risk factors for trade-offs or compensation by means of alternative countermea-

sures is very complex. First, it is essential that the countermeasures provide true compensation,

in other word, the inclusion of one countermeasure has to supplement the exclusion of another.

Furthermore, issues of reliability need to be considered to guarantee that true compensation

is attained. This applies whether the value of δi is greater or smaller than unity. In the case

where δi > 1, it is assumed that the structural protection works in conjunction with another

countermeasure, thus the absence of this other countermeasure requires a δi > 1. This is the

case of safe access routes, firefighting devices and smoke exhaust systems (Table 2.1). In all

the other cases, δi < 1, a compensation is being claimed by which the added countermeasure

substitutes for the role of structural fire protection.

A common and incorrect argument in favour of this approach is that this risk factors should

be interpreted as a means to address a change in probability through countermeasures, where

a value δi < 1 is a means of moving through the statistically defined fuel load curve to an

area of fuel load corresponding to a lower percentile, while a value of δi > 1 is equivalent to

moving towards an area with a higher percentile. With a reference percentile considered as an

acceptable design value. This interpretation will be possible only if the fuel was the “fire load,”

but in this case, the “fire load” is the energy transferred to the structure. The relationship

between fuel load and the thermal load applied to the structure depends on many variables,

many of them having a much more significant impact than the amount of fuel. Nevertheless, by

interpreting the risk factor in this way, the benefits of reducing the amount of fuel are translated

linearly to the energy delivered to the structure. Eq. 2.4 shows how the time to burnout, tBO,

is the solution to a highly non-linear equation that involves local burning rates, ṁ
′′

f (x, y, t), and

the total fuel load (Mf ). In a similar manner, the fire load (q
′′
e (x, y, z)) is not only a complex

function of the fire dynamics of the compartment but also is a spatially distributed function

that is also a highly non-linear (Eq. 2.5). As such, this interpretation is over simplistic, and

many times assigns a disproportionately beneficial impact of countermeasures on structural

behaviour.
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Table 2.1: Various coefficients presented in Eurocode Annex E

Fire activation risk factor due of size of the
compartment

Floor area (m2)
25 250 2500 5000 10000

δq1 1.1 1.5 1.9 2.0 2.13

Fire activation risk factor due of occupancy
type

Examples of type of occupancies
museum offices engines

factories
chemical
factories

fireworks
factories

δq2 0.78 1.0 1.22 1.44 1.66

Fire Fighting
Measures

Automatic suppression sys-
tem

δn1
Automatic Water suppression system
0.61

δn2

Independent water supplies
0 1 2
1 0.87 0.7

Automatic fire
detection sys-
tem

Automatic fire
detection and
alarm

δn3
Heat detection
0.87 or 0.73

δn4
Smoke detection
0.87 or 0.73

Automatic
alarm trans-
mission to fire
brigade

δn5 0.87

Manual Fire
Suppression

Work Fire
brigade

δn6 0.61 or 0.78

Offsite Fire
brigade

δn7 0.61 or 0.78

Safe access
route

δn8 0.9 or 1 or 1.5

Fire Fighting
devices

δn9 01 or 1.5

Smoke Ex-
haust system

δn10 1 or 1.5

Factors for protected fire
loads

Fire load with
at least 10% of
protected fire
load

ψi 1.0

Fire load that
cannot be ig-
nited by un-
protected fire
load

ψi 0.0

Mf =

∫ ∫ A(x,y)

0

∫ tBO

0

ṁ
′′

f (x, y, t)dtdA(x, y) (2.4)

q
′′

e (x, y, z) =

∫ tBO

0

q̇
′′
(x, y, t)edt (2.5)

Furthermore, it is necessary to understand the role that each countermeasure plays in the

overall fire safety strategy. On this basis, it is possible to establish if structural performance

can be truly compensated by the other countermeasures.

In the context of the fire safety strategy structural elements can be designed to five different

performance levels, the most basic one is purely related to life safety where all structural

elements need to fulfil their function until a point where their failure does not compromise the

life safety of people, the next level of protection will be for structural elements to fulfil their life

safety function but to allow for failure of structural elements only if progressive collapse can be
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arrested until burn-out of the fuel load, the third level is for structural elements to fulfil their

life safety function but not to allow for failure of the structural elements until burn-out of the

fuel load and the final level is for the structural element to fulfil their full function until burn-

out of the fuel load. Low rise housing will fit in the first category, and thus require little or no

structural fire performance, while super-tall buildings might require for structural performance

to fulfil their full function until burn-out of the fuel.

Given the role assigned by the fire safety strategy to the structure, i.e., life safety func-

tion, then compensation has to be demonstrated if a reduction in structural performance is

suggested, i.e., through reduction of the imposed fuel load by means of a risk factor. A proper

compensation will be the introduction of a countermeasure that reduces the fire load (i.e., re-

duction of q
′′
e (x, y, z)). Instead, Table 2.1 shows that the fire risk factors can be grouped into

two distinct forms of countermeasure, automatic water extinguishing systems and fire brigade

intervention. In the case of automatic water extinguishing systems, both their presence and

their reliability are granted a risk factor of less than unity (δn1 = 0.61 and δn2 = 0.7 − 1.0

respectively) and in the case of the fire brigades, it is assumed that early detection and no-

tification is an enabler of more effective intervention, thus granting risk factors of less than

unity ( δn3 = 0.87 for heat alarms, δn4 = 0.73 for smoke alarms and δn5 = 0.87 for automatic

alarm transmission to fire brigades). In similar manner proximity and adequate access to fire

brigades are also deemed to enhance their effectiveness, therefore, a risk factor of δn6 = 0.61

to 0.78 is assigned and δn8 = 0.90 for safe access routes. The specific quantitative values of

these risk factors are not properly justified, but even if they were, the question of adequate

compensation is not answered. In most jurisdictions the fire brigades are not considered part of

the fire safety strategy but a contingency in case the fire safety strategy does not work correctly.

Thus, the fire brigades are a redundancy and cannot compensate a primary function with the

life safety function of structural integrity. In a similar manner a sprinkler is primarily a prop-

erty protection measure intended to reduce the probability of a post-flashover fire. Structural

performance is a life safety requirement that needs to be fulfilled to a standard defined by a

fully developed fire, independent of the performance level targeted. Thus, the two measures

act in parallel in the fire safety strategy and cannot be interchanged. Trading-off sprinklers for

structural performance can therefore not be considered as adequate compensation to the life
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safety function of structural integrity. Despite the fact that neither fire brigade intervention nor

automatic water extinguishing systems are adequate compensations for structural performance,

they are granted, as an ensemble, risk factors that can result in a massive reduction of the fuel

load (>75%), which in turn is reflected directly in a significant reduction of the structural fire

performance.

From Table 2.1, it is clear that occupancy represents a hazard category and therefore it is

consistent with the concept of risk factors. Unfortunately, from a quantitative perspective, the

general categories presented in Table 2.1 are inconsistent with the nature of a fire safety strategy.

The quantitative representation of a risk factor should emerge from a proper probabilistic risk

assessment of the occupancy. While the risk assessment of most swimming pools will result in

a very low fire hazard, however, the Summerland disaster demonstrated the opposite [23]. In

contrast to occupancy, compartment size is much more difficult to argue as a hazard category.

Compartment size alters the fire dynamics in a complex way, analysis methods become less

robust as the compartment increases in size and experimental data is scarcer, therefore it

can be argued that risk factors should increase with compartment size. Nevertheless, as for

occupancies, only a proper risk assessment will enable quantification of the risk factor.

While the Eurocode provides some guidance that enables the quantification of the thermal

load imposed by a fire on a structure, the methodologies proposed have fundamental miscon-

ceptions and weaknesses, thus this information needs to be treated with great caution.

2.4.3 NFPA 557

The methods presented in NFPA 557 [10] are deterministic but attempt to introduce risk based

variables. NFPA 557 defines two types of fuel load; localized (concentration of combustible

material at a location) and distributed (total fuel load throughout a compartment). According

to NFPA, the design fuel load densities are determined by combining three factors namely;

the statistical distribution of the fuel load within the building, fire initiation frequency (taken

from the fire incident data), and the presence of effective and reliable fire protection features

that contribute to fire control in the early stages of the fire. The combination of weighing

(smaller items) and inventory survey (heavy items) methods are suggested in NFPA 557. While
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calculating the design fuel load, two types of fuel load are defined; fixed fuel load (combustible

materials used as structural elements or as interior finish) and content fuel load (all movable

and secure fire content in the compartment). NFPA 557 provides a procedure to determine

the design fuel load for different occupancies. From survey, fuel load is calculated, and mean

and standard deviation is specified for each type of building. And, further fuel load density is

calculated based on risk objective (F ) and the Gumbel distribution of fuel loads. A risk factor

is obtained from the frequency of structurally significant fires (fs) and risk performance criteria

(Rs) of a structure (Eq. 2.6), where Rs is defined by the appropriate code of a structure and

its value must be lower than 10−6/year for the collapse of a building. It is worth noting that

fs is a function of floor area (Af ) as represented by Eq. 2.7. Eq. 2.7 implies that for larger

floor area there is higher risk of significant fires, similar to Eurocode.

F = 1− Rs

fs
(2.6)

fs = ffAf (2.7)

where ff is frequency of fires (obtained from the national statistical studies of fire incident

data) which is defined for each occupancy for per million square meter per year. The average

design fire load density Q̄f is calculated from Equation 2.8.

Q̄f = Q̄f,f + Q̄f,c (2.8)

where Q̄f,f and Q̄f,c are the average of fixed fire load density and average content fire load

density, respectively. The values of Q̄f,f and Q̄f,c are taken from the survey.

And, finally fire load density (Qf ) can be calculated from Equation 2.9.

Qf = Q̄f +

√
6

π
σf (0.577 + ln(− lnF )) (2.9)

NFPA documents also provide the techniques of survey, however, like Eurocode, NFPA

methods also require significant user effort along with the requirement of skilled and knowl-
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edgeable personnel to perform surveys to determine the fuel load density. NFPA documents,

while simpler, follow a similar pattern to the Eurocode, therefore have the same type of guidance

as well as suffering from very similar misconceptions. An advantage of the NFPA approach, as

explained in Eq. 2.9 is that in all circumstances Qf ≥ Q̄f , thus the approach to defining the

fuel load is always conservative.

2.4.4 Probabilistic approach

Both of the above approaches (Eurocode and NFPA) do not fully account for the effect of

floor area and usage of the compartment while calculating the design fuel load, they basically

provide a single value of one type of occupancy that comes from the statistical data from

extensive surveys. To improve the current practice Elhami-Khorasani et al. [24] proposed a

probabilistic approach to determine the fuel load for office type occupancies that improves the

calculation for fuel load density proposed by the codes and standards (Eurocode and NFPA

557). Using a Bayesian framework authors corrected the deterministic values presented in the

codes by including the influence of the intensity of use (heavy use and light use) and the floor

area of office buildings. The approach introduces the floor area as a multiplicative factor, a

constant term which depends on the usage of the room and a selected value of fire load from

the codes and standards. The constant terms for heavy and light use are determined from

the surveys as represented in from Eq. 2.10 (light use) and Eq. 2.11 (heavy use). In their

probabilistic model, they employed Culver’s data, therefore this approach is limited to office

buildings.

ln(Q) + θL = 6.951 (2.10)

ln(Q) + θH = 8.252 (2.11)

In Eqs. 2.10 and 2.11, Q is the deterministic value of the fuel load from codes and standard,

and θL (for light use)and θH (for heavy use) are values determined from the Culver’s survey

data.
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2.4.5 AI approach

Recently a report has been published by NFPA research foundation about a novel method of

estimating fuel load density using computer vision by Elhami-Khorasani et al. [25, 26]. The

proposed methodology employed recent developments in 5G technology, cloud storage, and

artificial intelligence (AI). To facilitate the current survey methods, authors developed a method

which consists of four major steps: (1) creation of a digital inventory (by taking the snapshots of

all available material in a compartment, dimensions of contents and compartments), organizing

the data (creation of a structured database), image matching ( use of image recognition to

get the information of each material) with available data, and quantifying the fuel load (by

specifying the calorific value of each material). This method is quite sophisticated and relatively

simple to apply to any kind of occupancy compared to surveys; however, it requires a large

database. An application of this method can be found in [25]. Despite its advantages, it

naturally has a limitation in discovering hidden of fixed combustibles that are unable to be

captured in an image.

2.5 Development of Fire Models

When a fire starts in any compartment it undergoes a number of stages namely; ignition,

growth, pre-flashover, fully developed, post flashover and decay as shown in Figure 2.1. These

stages are defined as ‘phases’ by Magnusson and Thelandersson [27] that are subcategorised

as ignition phase, flaming phase (when the fuel is burning and producing flames without any

decay in combustion rate), and cooling phase (smouldering or decay in combustion rate). The

correlations proposed for different stages of the fire are determined by applying ‘conservation

of energy’, which is explained later in this section. Most of these methods are based on the pre-

diction of average temperatures by considering uniform gas temperatures in the compartment

and do not consider local conditions.

For structural fire resistance, the focus has traditionally been on the post flashover stage

of the fire, because the growth period was deemed as being of sufficiently low temperatures

and short duration so that it had no impact on the structure. One of the earliest works to
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Figure 2.1: Stages of fire in a compartment

understand the structural response to fire, was performed by Kawagoe [4]. Using experimental

results he introduced a physical basis to the standard temperature-time curve and established

a concept of compartment fire and defined a link between ventilation (geometry), gas phase

temperatures and burning rate, where mass burning rate depends on the size and shape of the

vents (or openings) and deduced the expression below (Eq. 2.12).

R = KA
√
H(kg/s) (2.12)

where R is the burning rate, A and H are the area and height of the openings in the

compartment, and K is a constant whose empirical value is proposed in various experimental

and mathematical models [4,30,31]. It is worth noting that the validity of this correlation is

restricted to the geometry of a compartment (size of the vent, aspect ratio, compartment size,

etc.) as assumptions are linked to the geometry.

The work of Kawagoe was followed by Thomas [5] who established engineering expres-

sions that characterise the maximum temperature within a compartment. Thomas measured

maximum temperatures averaged over the entirety of the compartment and presented a re-

lationship of temperature with ventilation characteristics of a compartment (Figure 2.2). In

Figure 2.2, x-axis represents the opening factor (or ventilation condition), where As is the sur-

face area of the compartment. He explained this relationship in the form of regimes; Regime

I, where enough soot is present and supply of oxygen is limited, and Regime II, where vents

are big enough and soot concentration is lower, and combustion is independent of air supply.

Harmathy [28, 29, 30] termed these regimes as ventilation controlled and fuel controlled, re-
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Figure 2.2: Classical curve for representing the relationship of temperature with ventilation
factor [5].

spectively. Thomas’s work provides the worst-case time invariant temperature regime for the

fire until fuel burnout. Nevertheless, the proposed temperature-opening factor relationship is

applicable only for fully developed ventilation-controlled fire scenarios. Thomas did not propose

a mechanism to calculate the heat transfer from the fire to the structure, although, this will be

somehow a circular argument because, as described by Torero et al. [31] an assessment of the

energy absorbed by the structure is part of the assumptions leading to the ventilation factor.

Various methods to study the Thomas Regime I fire (ventilated controlled) can be found

SFPE handbook [6] to predict gas-temperatures for both pre-flashover and post-flashover con-

ditions. Most of these methods are applied for well-ventilated conditions only and correlation

for the gas mass flow rate Kawagoe’s expression is used. Generally, fire models are used to cal-

culate heat fluxes over structural surfaces as boundary conditions. Heat fluxes are determined

using energy conservation. The presented form of the energy conservation equation (Eq. 2.13),

revisited by Torero et al. [32], is used to develop most of the fire models.

dQcv

dt
= Q̇in − Q̇out + Q̇− Q̇W (2.13)

where, Qcv is the total enthalpy of the control volume, Qin and Qout are enthalpy entering

with the reactants and enthalpy leaving with the products, respectively. Qw represents heat
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Figure 2.3: Representation of energy balance in a compartment

losses to the surfaces of enclosures and Q is heat generation within the enclosure as shown in

Figure 2.3. To calculate the heat fluxes on the surface, the major assumptions include that all

oxygen entering the compartment is consumed during the combustion process, radiative losses

through the openings are neglected, the temperatures for both gas phase and solid surface of

the structure are assumed to be distributed uniformly. These assumptions are also necessary

for the burning rate to be governed by the Kawagoe expression (Eq. 2.12). Based on the

above-mentioned simplifications, the heat transfer boundary condition at the surface can be

expressed by Eq. 2.14

Q̇W = Aht(Tgas − TW ) (2.14)

Where ht is the total heat transfer coefficient (including both radiative and convective

terms) and As is the area of the surface over which flux is estimated. Eq. 2.13, with all

the appropriate simplifications, will provide the maximum temperature (Tgas) for Regime I of

Thomas (full combustion). It is important to note that Thomas did not use Eq. 2.14 but

substituted this equation by the data of Figure 2.2 and did not provide any method to estimate

ht.

Given that not all fires lead to flashover, but achieve steady-state conditions without

reaching fully developed state, McCaffrey et al. [33] approximated the energy balance equation

to predict pre-flashover conditions and calculate the gas temperature in the upper hot layer.
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They proposed a correlation (Eq. 2.15) for the gas temperature rise (∆Tg) in the hot upper

layer. The upper layer was assumed to have a uniform temperature in a naturally ventilated

compartment. The heat transfer coefficient (hk) presented in Eq. 2.15 depends on the thermal

penetration time. The thermal penetration time is a characteristic time that establishes how

far the solid phase is from reaching steady state conditions. When steady-state conditions are

attained the temperature profile in the solid is assumed to attain a linear function and thus

hk becomes proportional to the conductivity of material. For transient conditions, the ratio

between the penetration time and the characteristic time of burning serves to estimate hk.

As all other methods of this type, McCaffrey’s method is completely based on experimental

data, where the fuel was burnt near the centre of the room, so it can only be applied to similar

conditions. Based on the assumptions, the correlation is only applicable where temperature does

not reach more than 600◦C (which is usually considered the inception of flashover conditions)

and is capped at this value. Other researchers followed this work to improve the correlation for

forced ventilation fires and provided additional empirical terms to modify McCaffrey’s method.

e.g. Foote et al. [34], Beyler et al. [35, 36], Peatross and Beyler [37]. McCaffrey’s correlation

is as follows:

∆Tg = 6.85

(
Q̇2

AThkA
√
H

)
(2.15)

where Q̇ is the energy release rate of the fire and AT is the total surface exposed to fire.

2.5.1 Extension of classical study

Two more simplified models are worth discussing in terms of measuring average temperature

in a compartment, one proposed by Babrauskas [38] and another by Law [39].

2.5.1.1 Babrauskas correlation

Babrauskas [38] proposed a method to approximate post-flashover temperatures using several

empirical factors and the concept of adiabatic flame temperature, as presented in Eq. 2.16. He

included five factors (θ1, θ2, θ3, θ4, and θ5) which were used with an empirical value of tempera-
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ture (T ∗) obtained based on predicting stoichiometric conditions with no heat losses (adiabatic

flame temperature). These factors vary between 0 and 1, and are determined from known

parameters about the burning rate of fuel and its characteristics, losses to the wall, opening

factors and efficiency of combustion (explained in detail in this section). The proposed expres-

sion simplifies the calculation; however, all unknowns need to be determined. He compared

his results with the results obtained from a computer calculation (COMPF2) by employing the

heat balance equation (Eq. 2.13) in a compartment [40].

Tgas = T∞ + (T ∗ − T∞).θ1.θ2.θ3.θ4.θ5 (2.16)

In the above expression (Eq. 2.16), T∞ and five θs represent the ambient temperature and

efficiency factors, respectively that are discussed below. The author chose T ∗ values that fitted

better with the adiabatic flame temperature obtained in a compartment, and lowered its value

by assuming that no perfect stoichiometric condition is present in a compartment, which means

there are some losses. Finally, he proposed an empirical value of 1725◦C for T ∗. The paper

does not provide a convincing reason for this choice.

θ1 represents efficiency of the burning rate of a combustible in air against burning under

stoichiometric conditions. θ1 was calculated for both fuel-rich and fuel-lean regions incorpo-

rating equivalence ratio (ratio of actual burning rate with the burning rate at stoichiometric

condition) in the expression. Equivalence ratio depends on the ventilation factor and burning

rate, where burning rate was obtained from the empirical relationships for wood cribs and liquid

(and thermoplastic) pool fire. It is worth noting that as burning rate varies with time and de-

pends on chemical kinetics, therefore the expressions for θ1 are valid only for wood and liquids

(fuels having well established empirical expressions for burning rates) in a flashover condition.

θ1 represents losses to the wall (or ceilings) under steady state conditions and depends on

the ventilation factor (A
√
h), thickness (L) and area of the wall (AW ), and conductivity (k)

of the materials of construction. As these values are known, the influence of two key variables

(A
√
h

AW
and L/k) on the losses (under steady state) were estimated over a wide range of these

variables, and fitted to obtain an expression for θ2. θ3 represents the transient losses to the

wall (or ceilings). By employing the Fourier number, the transient losses were plotted based
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on known variables (A
√
h

AW
and t

kρCp
) as before (for θ2) and an expression that fit the curve was

proposed. Although wall effects were not modelled for lower value of time (t) i.e., initial stage,

therefore the expression for θ3 is valid for flashover conditions only.

θ4 represents the influence of opening height on overall heat balance. The variation of

radiation heat losses due to the height of the openings is plotted against numerical results,

and an expression for θ4 was deduced which depends on the height only. Finally, θ5 represents

the influence of combustion efficiency, which characterizes the degree of mixing of the fuel and

air on the gas temperatures. An expression for θ5 is deduced based on measured fires. This

expression is limited to the types of fuel for which the combustion efficiency is known.

The author argued against accounting for types of fuel as it was found that among common

fuels such as wood and hydrocarbon fuels the difference in the influence of the ratio of heat of

combustion of the fuel to the mass of air and fuel composition is negligible. Furthermore, no

significant influence of the wall and fire emissivities were found. However, it should be noted

that in real fires, as discussed in section 2.4, different types of fuel would be available, therefore

Babrauskas correlation would not be valid as complex kinetics may be involved. Also, as

mentioned earlier, it is applicable for flashover conditions only, so the expression cannot be used

for large open floor plan compartments, where radiation losses would be significant over a long

period of the fire. Babrauskas [38] correlation provides only the average gas temperature reached

inside the compartment by assuming similar conditions as those of Kawagoe and Thomas,

therefore this method belongs to same category as those classical methods.

2.5.1.2 Law’s empirical correlation

A notable extension and modification of Kawagoe and Thomas curve was introduced by Law

[39]. Law proposed a correlation to calculate the maximum average gas temperature during

the fully developed phase of fire. She evaluated – empirically – the average gas temperature

(Tgas) in a compartment (fully developed fire) as shown in Eq. 2.17. To obtain Eq. 2.17, the

author used the Thomas’ curve (Figure 2.2) and used mathematical functions to fit the data

(from mostly wood crib tests) obtained from many experiments conducted internationally [19].
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Tg(max) = 6000
(1− e−0.1ϕ)
√
ϕ

(◦C) (2.17)

where, ϕ =
AT − A0

A0

√
H0

(m0.5)

where AT represents the total surface area of the enclosure (including windows) and ϕ

represents the ratio of exposed area (AT − A) to the opening factor. She explained the dip in

the Thomas’ curve from the function ϕ (inverse ventilation factor). When ϕ value is low (high

ventilation) HRR would be high, however as the opening size is larger gas temperatures are

lower because of higher heat losses. On the other hand, when ϕ is higher (low ventilation, regime

I of Thomas curve), the heat losses are lower, however, heat release rate is also lower resulting

in lower temperatures again. Maximum temperature was attained for ϕ = 12. Law further

argued that when fuel load is lower, lower gas temperature would be obtained. Law modified

the above expression (Eq. 2.17) by including the effect of the fuel load (M) as expressed in

Eq. 2.18. The factor ψ (depends on the fuel load and geometry) was also deduced from the

experimental data to fit the curves.

Tf = Tgas(1− e−0.1ψ)(◦C) (2.18)

where, ψ =
M

[A0(AT − A0)]0.5
(kg/m2)

Law further argued that structures are not only affected by gas temperatures alone but

also by the duration of heating that must be quantified to estimate the fire resistance of a

structure. It was the first time that the severity of duration of fire was introduced to Thomas’s

curve in terms of fuel load and compartment geometry. During fire if all the fuel is allowed to

burn, the duration of fire can be expressed as Eq. 2.19 .

τ =
M

R
(s) (2.19)

where τ is the fire duration. R (rate of burning) depends on the opening factor (Eq. 2.12).
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Consequently, at lower opening factors, duration of burning would be higher, which could result

in more severe impact on the structure. Law also suggested that the duration of fully developed

phase was about half of the total duration of fire, that begins when the fuel mass reduces to 80

percent of initial mass and ends when it reaches 30%. The average gas temperature during the

fully developed stage is estimated by Eq. 2.17 obtained by fitting curves to experimental data.

Like Thomas’s expression, Law’s correlation is also applicable to ventilation-controlled fires

with a uniform temperature inside the compartment for a fully developed fire.

2.5.2 Parametric curve

In the early 70s, to overcome the limitation of standard fire curves, numerous curves were de-

veloped which represent the time-temperature relationship for a fully developed fire, and its

dependency on the characteristics and quantity of fire load, and geometry of a compartment.

One of the foremost investigations to determine the variation of temperature with time — in-

cluding the cooling phase temperature — was conducted by Magnusson and Thelandersson [27].

They argued that temperature-time curves that are largely employed in structural engineering

designs represent the fire duration well only in the flaming phase. Classical curves that are

adopted widely do not provide any relationship between the fire load and the duration of fire,

and physical explanation of the cooling phase is completely ignored (standard curve, Swedish

Curves, ASTM E118, etc.). The calculation for flaming temperature does not take account of

the combustion rate and the effects of openings on the temperatures even though the flaming

phase depends on the opening factor over the duration of fire. The duration of fire (t) is defined

as the duration of flaming phase and depends on the fire load (M) and opening factor (Eq.

2.20).

t =
MAT

25A
√
H

(2.20)

The primary objective of their work was to find rational temperatures during the decay

stage of fire that could be determined for different values of opening factor, fire load and struc-

tural material. The Swedish curves represented the decay phase combustion gas temperatures

as a linear decrease of temperature of 10◦C/minute (an empirical value). This approach is
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Figure 2.4: Swedish Curve for representing the relationship of temperature with time including
cooling phase temperature for both solid and gas [27].

presented in the Swedish Building Regulations (1967), as shown in Figure 2.4, and is similar

to that proposed by Kawagoe [4]. No physical explanations were provided for the decay phase.

Combustion during the decay phase is complex as only remnants of combustible materials are

available and traditional ways of establishing heat release and burning rates no longer apply.

In classical studies, a fixed decay rate was usually selected arbitrarily, however, Kawagoe

suggested that the decay rate depends on the duration of fire. From experimental observations,

he proposed that a decay rate of 7◦C/minute for a fire that lasts for more than one hour and

10◦C/minute for a fire lasting less than an hour. While this could appear to be logical, given

that fire duration equates to higher maximum temperature for the solid surfaces, it is clear

that this relates to heat transfer processes influenced by solid hot surfaces and is not a true

representation of the gas phase temperature.

Magnusson and Thelandersson [27] observed that the decay rate depends on both the

duration of fire and the opening factor (discussed later in this section). Once again, this

observation seems to relate more to the solid surface temperature than to the gas phase. SFPE

suggests that in the absence of adequate information, a decay rate of 7◦C/minute can be selected

for a fire lasting less than an hour [8]. Magnusson and Thelandersson [27] emphasised that the

decay rate may influence the fire resistance period of the structural component therefore it is

imperative to have a realistic temperature-time curve for the whole fire duration.

It is important to reiterate, that while details of these studies are not provided in the
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reports, the fact that all authors emphasise that the duration of the fire affects the decay rate,

indicates that the decay rate is associated with solid phase cooling not gas phase cooling [1].

The gas phase cools rapidly, and the cooling rate is not affected by the fire duration, as when fuel

burns out there will be no further heat generation. In contrast, solid phase heating and cooling

are governed by the high thermal inertia of the construction materials, thus it will strongly

depend on the heating duration [41]. Therefore, recommended decay phase temperatures need

to be used with caution.

The energy balance by Kawagoe and Sekine [42] and Odeen [43] is applicable during the

flaming phase when rate of combustion is dependent on the mass flow rate of air exchange in the

compartment. If the energy generated per unit time is known during fire development phase,

energy balance can be deduced by determining the energy loss per unit time through conduction

(to the walls and ceiling) and through convection and radiation at the ventilation openings. The

assumptions to solve the heat balance includes; uniform temperature in the enclosure, uniform

heat transfer coefficients, and one-dimensional heat flow through the bounding surfaces of the

structure. However, Eq. 2.12 (by Kawagoe) cannot be used to deduce the energy generation

during the cooling phase as energy liberation is not governed by air supply in the cooling

phase. Magnusson and Thelandersson [27] managed to deduce the compartment temperature

throughout the heating and cooling phases by resolving each term in energy equation (Eq.

2.13). For better understanding their method, following paragraphs demonstrate how each

term was calculated.

Energy generation (Q̇)

Magnusson and Thelandersson [27] used Eq. 2.13 like Thomas (and revisited by Torero et

al. [32]), explaining each term as illustrated in Figure 2.3. The energy generation within the

enclosure (Q) can be determined from the Eq. 2.12 (during the flaming phase). To obtain

the combustion rate with respect to time during the phase of fire development, authors used

the results from experiments [4, 43, 44]. A computer program was developed to determine the

compartment temperature over time based on an assumed combustion rate. The assumed time-

temperature graph was varied until it agreed with the experimentally obtained temperatures

over the whole flaming phase. The only criterion was to assume that the total energy liberated
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Figure 2.5: Gas flow and neural layer representation at an opening in a compartment.

during the fire development process must be equal to the total energy of the fuel. It is worth

noting that most of the experimental data used by Magnusson Thelandersson [27] involved

wood cribs as fuel. The combustion rate variation with time was systematically plotted for

various combinations of opening factors and fuel load which made it possible to determine the

curve showing the variation in combustion rate with time for a given fuel load or opening factor.

Heat loss at the openings

To calculate the heat loss at the openings (Q̇out − Q̇in) as a result of the exchange of hot gases

with the cold air, Kawagoe and Sekine [42] used Bernoulli’s equation to predict the quantity

of outgoing gases and incoming air in the compartment as a function of temperature and

neutral layer position (where the internal pressure in the compartment is equal to the external

pressure as represented Figure 2.5). Ahlquist and Thelandersson [45] deduced the position of

the neutral layer as a function of the combustion rate (which varies from 0 to its maximum

value) and temperature, which again depends on the opening factor.

Assuming that the mass flow rate of the incoming air is equal to the mass flow rate

of consumed gases during combustion, Kawagoe and Sekine [42] determined the position of

the neutral layer. If the quantity of the air consumed per unit weight is known, maximum

combustion rate (Rmax) can be determined. From the dimension of the openings and position
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of the neutral zone, the variation in the velocities can be determined, and the mass flow rate

of outgoing (ṁout) and incoming air (ṁin) can be calculated as shown in Eqs. 2.21 and 2.22.

ṁout =
2

3
µW (y)3/2

√
2gρg(ρa − ρg) (2.21)

ṁin =
2

3
µW (x)3/2

√
2gρa(ρa − ρg) (2.22)

where µ is the coefficient of contraction of the opening, W is the width of the opening,

and y and x are the vertical distances from the neutral layer to top and bottom of the opening,

respectively. ρa and ρg are the density of the outside air and the hot gases, respectively.

Mass flow rate can also be determined by the maximum rate of combustion (Eq. 2.12) in

the form of Eqs. 2.23 and 2.24 .

ṁout = RmaxG0ρa (2.23)

ṁin = RmaxLρa (2.24)

where G0 and L (measured in Nm3/kg) are the volume of gases and air produced and

consumed by the combustion of 1 kg of fuel, respectively.

It was found that Rmax depends on the temperature difference between the hot gases and

the fresh air (Eq. 2.25).κ(∆T ) is a temperature dependent coefficient, calculated for wood and

alcohol in [4]. It is nearly constant during the flaming phase where temperatures are assumed

to be uniform in the fire compartment.

Rmax = κ(∆T )A
√
H (2.25)

∆T = Tg − Ta
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where Tg and Ta are the temperature of the hot gases and fresh air, respectively. The

expressions above hold true for the flaming phase only, where all air entering the compartment

is assumed to be consumed and the combustion rate is constant. However, to calculate the

combustion rate (R ) for the whole process a coefficient ‘a’ is introduced to account for the

proportion of oxygen in the outgoing gases (Eq. 2.26). If the outgoing gases contain only air

and no combustion products, ‘a’ is equal to zero, however, if outgoing gases contains combustion

product only, ‘a’ is equal to 1.

R = a.330.(∆T )A
√
H(kg/h) (2.26)

By assigning the value of R in Eqs. 2.21 to 2.24, a relationship between combustion

products and air mixture proportion (a) and neutral zone location (y/H) is obtained (Eq.

2.27).

(y/H)2/3ρg(ρa − ρg)− (1− y/H)3/2 =
(G0 − L)ρa330a

2/3µ
√

2g
(2.27)

The heat loss from the openings can also be written in terms of specific heat of outgoing

gases (Cp) as Eq. 2.28 .

Q̇out − Q̇in = ṁoutCp∆T/ρa (2.28)

By substituting the values of mass flow rate of the outgoing gases, heat loss can be expressed

as Eq. 2.29

Q̇out − Q̇in = θ(∆T )Cp∆TA
√
H (2.29)

where θ(∆T ) is a factor that depends on the height of neural layer and temperature

difference and can be expressed as:

θ(∆T ) =
2

3
µ
√

2g

√
∆T/273

1 + ∆T/273
(y/H)3/2 (2.30)
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For any given value of y/H, µ, G0, and L authors plotted the variation of θ(∆T ) for a

number of values of ‘a’ and ∆T and found a relationship between θ and ‘a’. Finally, if ‘a’ is

known heat loss to the opening can be determined, and ‘a’ can be obtained from the combustion

rate (determined by regression using the experimental data). In the calculation, it was also

assumed that G0 and L are constant throughout the whole process. As all experiments were

conducted using wood cribs, therefore the process explained above is limited to such.

Heat loss at boundaries (Q̇W)

To calculate the heat losses at all boundaries (walls, ceiling, and floor) of the compartment,

represented by Q̇W , the general equation of non-steady conduction (Eq. 2.31) was solved

numerically.

Cp
∂T

∂t
=

∂

∂x

(
K
∂T

∂x

)
(2.31)

where, C is the specific heat of wall material, ρ is the density of the wall material and K

is thermal conductivity.

Eq. 2.31 was treated as an ordinary differential problem and solved by applying a modified

version of the Runge-Kutta method [46]. The wall layer is divided into ‘n’ number of layers

of variable thickness and temperature variations for small time intervals were calculated by

invoking heat balance (Eq. 2.13) for each layer. The resultant emissivity (including both from

flames and surface) was approximated by considering two parallel surfaces for the radiation

between the flame and the exposed surface. The radiation losses at the opening (Q̇R) were

considered fixed throughout the whole process of fire development. Having all terms of the

heat balance, gas temperatures can be obtained from the numerical treatment of the ordinary

differential equations, that can be used to determine losses to the wall (Eq. 2.32). Finally, the

transient gas temperatures can be plotted for the whole process.

Q̇W = Ath(Tg − T1) (2.32)

where h is the coefficient of heat transfer on the internal surface including both convective
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and radiative heat transfer coefficients. At is the area of the exposed surface, and Tg and T1

are the gas and surface temperatures.

Based on the assumptions used, this model is applicable to fully developed ventilation

controlled fires only, where temperatures are uniformly distributed over the surfaces of the

structure similar to Thomas’s study. Additionally, structural elements are fully engulfed in the

fire so that gas temperatures can be assumed as radiative temperatures and emissivity of soot

or gas can be approximated. These curves have been widely adopted and various parametric

studies were performed, such as by Pettersson [20] who developed a number of time-temperature

curves, currently referred to as the parametric fire curves. Pettersson [49] extended the work

of Magnusson and Thelandersson [27] and develop parametric temperature-time curves. Using

the energy balance equation, gas-temperatures (Tgas) were calculated. He argued that stan-

dard temperature-time curves do not account for a number of important features that must

be considered to achieve a rational design of structures, e.g. quantity and type of combustible

material, fuel distribution in the compartment and geometry of the compartment. Like Mag-

nusson and Thelandersson [27], he also argued that the rate of combustion (Rm) calculated

using the Kawagoe’s correlation (Eq. 2.12) is valid for ventilation controlled fires ( applicable

during flaming phase only), however this correlation does not hold for fuel controlled combus-

tion (Regime II), which theoretically depends on various other factors such as type of fuel load,

the manner in which combustibles are stored (distributed), etc., which makes it difficult to

derive an analytical solution for combustion rate.

The opening factor and rate of combustion relationship as shown in Figure 2.6 is similar

to the Thomas’s curve (Figure 2.2). The right side of the curve can be considered as Regime

II of Thomas. Higher values of mean rate of combustion are obtained for larger fire load.

Based on same assumptions and simplifications as Magnusson and Thelandersson [27],

Pettersson [20] developed parametric curves for a number of ventilation factors and different

types of the compartments (based on construction material such as concrete, steel, composite,

etc), for fire protected and bare structural steel members. At first, parametric curves were

produced for one type of material for a standard compartment for various opening factors

(using modified version of the method of Magnusson and Thelandersson [27]). For other types

of construction, an equivalent factor determined from experimental data was used for the fuel
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Figure 2.6: Relationship of rate of combustion with opening factor for different fuel load [27].

load and opening factor. These curves are widely used in structural design for fire resistance.

The parametric curves from Magnusson and Thelandersson [27] and Pettersson [20] also

provide uniform temperatures in the fire compartment and are applicable primarily for venti-

lation controlled scenarios.

2.5.3 Standard fire curves

The curves and correlations discussed in the previous section mainly provide average gas tem-

peratures for fully developed or post-flashover fires, which can be used to determine the thermal

boundary conditions for structural analysis. However, standard Temperature vs Time curves

are much more commonly used in structural engineering problems even though they do not

represent a real fire and have other significant limitations. In a review article, Gales et al. [47]

provide a historic narrative of the standard-time temperature curves. A brief introduction is

provided in this section for the standard, nominal and parametric curves, and summarised in

Table 2.2 along with the limitations and assumptions associated with each.

Standard temperature-time curves are widely used by structural engineers because of their

simplicity. These curves represent a continuously increasing temperature with time without any
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decay or cooling phase. The cooling phase has consistently been demonstrated to be important

in terms of structural strength. For example, Hertz performed an experimental study for a fully

developed fire scenario and tested the strength concrete column, it was found that load bearing

capacity of column decreased by half during flaming phase and other half in cooling phase [48].

A standard set of curves were published in Eurocode I [11] and presented as nominal

Temperature-time curves and then Eqs. 2.33 to 2.35 are used to calculate the heat fluxes on

the surfaces of structural components. The calculations use a prescribed value of convective

heat transfer coefficient (hconvective) e.g. 25W/m2K for the standard fire curve (ISO834) and

50W/m2K for the hydrocarbon curve. These prescribed values are likely to deliver inaccurate

results as convective heat transfer coefficient varies with length scale and velocity of the hot

gases, therefore its value depends on structural component (beams, trusses or columns) size and

severity of fire. For thin structural elements such as trusses or web openings of cellular steel

beams, the convective heat transfer coefficient could be significantly higher than the prescribed

values [41].

These nominal fire curves also assume uniform gas temperature inside a compartment, and

structural members are considered fully engulfed in the fire therefore unit emissivity and unit

configuration factor are recommended in the absence of better data. These assumptions are

reasonable for fire-scenarios with no radiation losses and a compartment full of soot.

q̇net = q̇convective + q̇radiative (2.33)

q̇convective = ḣconvective(Tgas − Tsurface) (2.34)

q̇radiative = φ.εsurface.εfire.σ(T 4
radiation − T 4

surface) (2.35)

Eq. 2.35 represents the radiative heat fluxes over the structural surfaces, where φ is the

configuration factor and εfire and εsurface are the emissivities of fire and surface, respectively.

The radiative fluxes are simplified by assuming the emissivity of fire as one (all radiation energy

reaches the surfaces), and gas temperatures are taken as radiation temperatures by assuming
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thermal equilibrium of the radiation field in the gas phase which further represents that there

is no radiation exchange between soot and gas which is theoretically inaccurate and fails to

account for the physics of radiation exchange. The greatest shortcoming of the standard fire

curves is that they have no connection to the real fuel load, nature of the materials, geometry

of the compartment and its ventilation characteristics, all of which have a significant influence

on the compartment temperatures and heat transfer rates.

2.5.4 Eurocode 1

In the European code for structural fires, a number of correlations are presented to calculate

the gas temperature and heat fluxes over structural surfaces. These mathematical correlations

and their limitations and assumptions are presented in Table 2.2. Standard curves or nominal

curves are already described in the previous section. Eurocode I [11] provides parametric

curves which define gas temperatures over time during the heating and cooling phases. These

temperatures can be used to calculate heat fluxes using the Eqs. 2.33-2.35. Eurocode parametric

curves are limited to smaller compartments of 500m2 floor area or less. This can be severely

limiting in modern construction, especially industrial and business occupancies which usually

have much larger floor areas. Franssen [49] conducted dozens of experiments and found a

weak relationship between the steel temperatures obtained from parametric curves and the

measured temperatures during experiments. He recommended modifications in Eurocode I for

walls of different thicknesses and weight, and insulation characteristics of wall materials. The

modified model is able to provide more accurate compartment temperatures as a result of better

accounting for the loss of heat at the compartment boundaries.
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Table 2.2: Summery of some of notable fire models.
Models Curve/ Features Assumptions Limitations

Nominal
Temper-
ature
–Time
curves
(Eu-
rocode I)
[11]

ISO

Hydrocarbon

ASTM E118

-Simplest method

-widely used in structural
designing

-gas temperatures are used
to calculate the heat fluxes
over the surfaces

-uniform temperature

-radiative temperature as gas
temperature

-configuration factor as one

-fixed convective heat trans-
fer coefficient values

-no cooling phase representa-
tion

-no link with fuel load or ven-
tilation or geometry of com-
partment

-applicable where optical
length can be very small to
utilise local radiation effect

Magnusson [27]

-Represent cooling phase
temperature

-applicable for different
kinds of structural material
and fuel load

-expression for horizontal
and vertical openings

-Complete combustion where
all air and fuel is consumed

- Uniformly distributed tem-
perature

-products of combustion
gases and air has same spe-
cific heat and their volume
remains constant

-applicable for only ventila-
tion controlled fire

- Only for fully developed fire
and room full of soot

Petterrson [20]

-Extended study of Magnus-
son

-parametric curves are pro-
vided for different opening
factors

Same as of Magnusson Same as of Magnusson

Babrauskas [38]

-Provide theoretical correla-
tion

-various factors are quanti-
fied, like combustion, venti-
lation opening

-empirical constant for high-
est temperature reached dur-
ing combustion was consid-
ered

-for flashover condition and
temperature is uniformed
throughout the compartment

-ventilated controlled fire sce-
narios

Law [39]

-Provides the correlation for
the duration of fire

-expression for fire load was
also introduced

-Uniform temperatures

-fully developed fire

-ventilated controlled fire sce-
narios

Eurocode
1 [11]

Parametric
fire

-correlation of both heating
phase and cooling phases are
presented

-Fuel is completely burnout -applicable for area below 500
m2

-ventilated controlled fire sce-
narios

Localised fire

-expression for two fire
scenarios is given (Flame
reaches to the ceiling and
where flame does not reach
to the ceiling)

-surface temperature is con-
sidered as gas temperature

-a number of empirical values
are present in the correlations

-applicable where heat re-
lease rate is below 50 MW

-loss of radiation was not pre-
sented

radiation from the soot was
not depicted in calculation

2.5.5 Localized fire model

Most structural fire resistance is designed to resist a high temperature over a specified duration

of time based on the standard or parametric fire models discussed earlier, which imply an
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assumption of uniform temperature in the whole compartment as a result of fully developed

fire. Where a compartment fire assumption cannot be used, either because of the size or

characteristics of a compartment or because of the nature of a fire, such as a car fire in a

parking structure or stacked storage items in a warehouse, localised fire models have been

traditionally used. One of the earliest experimentally derived correlations for a localised fire

was proposed by Hasemi et al. [50] in Japan. Hasemi’s [51, 52, 53] localised fire model is

presented in Eurocode I for two cases, when the flames impinge directly on the ceiling; and

when the flames do not reach the ceiling.

The results from Hasemi’s experiments were plotted and generalized using a correlation

based on the parameters influencing the temperatures within the compartment. Gas tem-

peratures (TZ) at any location (z) along the localised fire plume can be calculated using the

correlation presented in Eq. 2.36, for the case when the flames do not reach the ceiling or the

height of the flame is less than the height of the compartment.

TZ = 20 + 0.25Q2/3
c (z − z0)−5/3 ≤ 900 (2.36)

In Eq. 2.36 Qc (W) is the convective component of the heat release rate, which was

approximated to be 80% of the total heat release rate (Q). z0 is the virtual origin of the plume

central axis, that can be determined by the equivalent diameter D of the fire source and total

heat release rate (Eq. 2.37).

z0 = −1.02D + 20 + 0.00524Q2/5 (2.37)

When flames impinge on the ceiling, Hasemi provided the following correlations from test-

ing various configurations and presented the relationship with the diameter of fire and horizontal

length of the flame. The empirical correlations to calculate the heat fluxes at any location (r)

on the ceiling are presented with respect to the non-dimensional ratio (y): distance of the

location (r) from the virtual location to the total length of the flame (Eq. 2.38).

y =
r +H + z′

LH +H + z′
(2.38)
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where z′ is the vertical position of the virtual source with respect to the burner (virtual

point of fire source) and determined by using non-dimensional heat release rate (Q∗) (calculated

using Froude number). LH is the horizontal length of the fire.

Q̇∗ =
Q

1.11× 106D5/2
(2.39)

z′ = 2.4D(Q∗2/5 −Q∗2/3) for Q∗ ≤ 1

z′ = 2.4D(1−Q∗2/5) for Q∗ ≥ 1

Using the above expressions, Franssen et al. [54], presented the heat flux (q′) received at

the ceiling, which were adopted in Eurocode 1 (Eq. 2.40).

q′ = 100 (kW ) for y ≤ 0.3

q′ = 136.3− 121y (kW ) for 0.3 ≤ y ≤ 1 (2.40)

q′ = 15y−3.7 (kW ) for y > 1

As localised fire models are used for larger floor areas, Dai et al. [55, 56], used Hasemi’s

localised fire model to propose a travelling fire model (discussed in section 2.6.2.3). Hasemi’s

model does not provide any information for radiation losses from the flame. The effect of radia-

tive fluxes on structural surfaces would be influenced by the products of combustion i.e., water

and CO2, therefore the radiation reaching the surface depends on their emissivity as well and

not just soot emissivity. These limitations make Hasemi’s localised fire model highly conserva-

tive and also less scientifically robust as energy balance is not accounted for. Furthermore, as

the correlations are based on small scale experiments, Hasemi’s models are limited to a fire of

diameter 10m and maximum heat release rate of 50MW.
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2.6 Performance-based Engineering for Structural Fires

The evolution of fire models to characterise temperatures in fire enclosures include probabilis-

tic (or stochastic) and deterministic models [57, 58]. Probabilistic models do not explicitly

use physics and chemical kinetics involved in fire development, instead rely solely on statistics

based on data from extensive collections of experiments and actual fire incidents. On the con-

trary, deterministic fire models represent the fire processes mathematically based on physics

and chemistry to analyse the dynamics of fire. With ever-increasing capability of computational

hardware and software, and growth in the fundamental knowledge and understanding of fire

processes, a large number of fire models have been introduced in the past five decades. Zone

models and field-models are continuously being developed to provide more realistic approaches

to determine temperatures inside an enclosure during a fire and the corresponding structural

surface temperatures. Since the collapse of WTC Towers, research using field models to under-

stand real fire scenarios in buildings and infrastructure has accelerated [59, 60]. Some notable

work to accomplish performance-based design (PBD) for travelling fire (discussed in section

2.6.2) has been carried out by researchers, where a few methods are suggested to quantify the

temperatures in the large compartments in modern open-plan buildings.

2.6.1 Zone Models

The most common and the simplistic computer models are zone models, where generally com-

partment is divided in two gas zones i.e., upper (hot) zone and lower (relatively cooler) zone

as a result of thermal stratification. Zone models are able to predict the macroscopic features

(temperature in each zone, height of each layer etc.) of the enclosure. Conservation equation

for mass, energy and species are invoked for each zone (upper and lower gas zones). However,

conservation of momentum is not explicitly solved hence the transport time of species and

flames is not accounted for in zone models. The upper layer (ceiling jet) is instantly produced,

however in reality the formation of ceiling jet is transient. A detailed survey of zone models

can be found in [61] and [62]. Each zone model includes sub-models [63] that describe the

various combustion processes and transport phenomenon. These sub-models are specific to the
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problem such as; entrainment model which is critical to representing a developing fire [64], vent

flow models which are crucial when a number of compartments are linked.

Cadorin and Franssen [65] developed a zone model (OZone) to determine the thermal

boundary conditions for structural analysis in FEM (SAFIR). Once flashover (fully developed

fire) is achieved, the two-zone model changes to a one-zone model and the time-temperature

(or heat flux) history can be obtained for use in SAFIR. The transition from the two-zone

model to one-zone model is deemed to occur once a pre-set criterion for flashover is reached

(e.g. temperature in the upper layer reaches the pre-set flashover temperature and/or height

of the interface reduces to lower than 20 percent of total height). Zone models also provide

uniform temperatures in a post-flashover fire compartment to be used as structural boundary

conditions.

Although zone models are simpler, faster, and computationally economical, there is a trade-

off against accuracy. The properties of the upper and lower layers are assumed to be spatially

uniform and both layers are assumed to be homogenous, which usually results in highly con-

servative estimates of temperature. Generally, convective heat transfer varies along the length

(both vertically and horizontally) as convection varies with the local boundary temperature

rather than bulk temperature and given that velocities are also assumed to be constant in both

layers (momentum equation is not used), therefore the convective heat transfer is not explicitly

computed in zone models. Radiative heat transfer to the surface is also calculated by assuming

a uniform gas layer and the contribution from the flame is dependent on empirical data and in

most zone models usually a rectangular compartment is considered to calculate the configura-

tion factor. Therefore, the results for large open-plan floor fires where a travelling fire might

be observed (as in WTC), zone models are not practical. Forney [66] presented a sub-model to

calculate the radiative heat flux for N walls assuming a rectangular compartment. This model

is used in CFAST zone model developed by NIST.

2.6.2 Travelling fire models

Floor plans of modern office buildings are significantly larger with continuous open spaces com-

pared to the enclosures where fire tests had been originally conducted to derive traditional
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post-flashover compartment fire models. The assumptions of uniform temperatures and homo-

geneous smoke layers in traditional compartment fire models break down for real fire scenarios

that may play out in large open plan modern spaces [67]. Often fires are observed to travel

across floor plates in large spaces, and also vertically between floors, as seen in the WTC Towers

in 2001, the Madrid Windsor Tower fire in 2005, the Faculty of Architecture building fire in

TU Delft in 2008, the Grenfell tower fire in London in 2017, and Plasco Building in Tehran

in 2017. Such fires are increasingly being referred to as a “travelling fire”, starting locally and

spreading across entire floor plates while becoming extinct at locations of origin as the fuel

burns out [68]. Such behaviour results in highly non-uniform temperature distributions across

the floor plates as found in the investigation of the WTC incident conducted by NIST [60],

where CFD simulations showed fires exhibiting a “travelling” behaviour over the floor plate.

Data from various experiments of relatively larger compartments showed that the condition

of relatively uniform temperature does not hold well [68, 69]. Despite clear findings like this,

most modern buildings continue to rely on traditional compartment fire models for structural

designs (based on the assumption of uniform temperatures within a compartment) regardless

the size or geometry of the compartment. In a survey conducted by Jonsodottir and Rein [70]

in a modern building (Informatics Forum at the University of Edinburgh), it was found that

around 92% of the total volume of the building was out of range of the Eurocode limit for use

of its parametric fire model [11]. Therefore, it is important to understand the fire dynamics

of such fire behaviour and propose new methods to quantify the temperature evolution over

time in modern buildings with large open plan floor spaces. Over the last two decades, several

experimental studies have been performed to observe both the structural response and the fire

dynamics within large compartments [70, 71, 72]. There have also been a few attempts to char-

acterise travelling fires to enable performance based engineering of structures for fire resistance.

Three of the most notable idealisations of travelling fires are discussed in this section.

2.6.2.1 Clifton’s model

Clifton suggested one of the earliest models to account for the “travelling” effect of a fire [73]. He

divided a compartment in a number of “design areas” referred to as a “firecell.” At a particular

time, each firecell could be under one of the four conditions i.e., fire, preheating, smoke logged
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or burnt out. A firecell that is burning may preheat and eventually ignite neighbouring firecells

and then burn out resulting in the conditions of all the cells of the compartment changing

from one condition to another. The Eurocode parametric curves are used to determine the

temperatures of the burning firecells, and fixed temperatures are assigned to preheating and

burnt out firecells, initially between 200 and 675◦C, but changed to 400 – 800◦C in a later

version of their method [74]. The size of the firecell was set according to the fuel load density

in the first version of this model [73], however it was changed to 50m2 for all fuel loads in

the modified version. The fire spread rate was set as 1m/s for well ventilated conditions

and 0.5m/s for ventilation limited scenarios which were based on Kirby’s experiments [72].

While this approach is relatively crude and simple, however, it represented a step in the right

direction towards acknowledging the real fire dynamics in large open plan compartments found

commonly in modern office buildings. Clifton’s model also does not explicitly account for

energy conservation and ventilation conditions that may vary considerably during the fire.

Although parametric curves usually represent a ventilation controlled fire (discussed in previous

sections),it is highly unlikely to have ventilation controlled fires in large enclosures [75], as fire

spread is usually controlled by fuel load. Majdalani et al. [75] argued that classical ways of

calculating the burning rate for ventilation controlled fires (Regime 1) are not justifiable in

travelling fire scenarios.

2.6.2.2 Rein’s model

Rein et al. [76] proposed a novel methodology to deduce temperature evolution over time in

a compartment for travelling fire scenarios. Unlike Clifton’s model, the fire compartment is

divided into two regions based on the thermal conditions i.e., near field and far field, where

near field is the region where flames directly impinge on the structural components, and far

field are the regions where only a hot smoke layer is present and these regions are remote

from the flaming region (Figure 2.7). The burning region “travels” over the floor plate of the

compartment. A large range of fires, from fire covering a relatively small area to a whole

compartment fire may be assumed as the possible fire scenarios. Fire size is decided by the

specific area as a percentage of the total floor area. They proposed a family of fires covering

1% to 100% of the floor area, where 100% represents the conventional whole compartment
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Figure 2.7: Travelling fire representing near and far field

post-flashover fire. Before proposing the analytical method, CFD was used as fire model [78].

However, in subsequent study, to achieve an analytical expression for the travelling fire, it was

assumed that the fire load is uniformly distributed across the fire path where a fire may burn

over a specific fire area (AN) with a constant heat release rate per unit area (Q̇′). The total

burning time (tf ) (Eq. 2.41) over the fire area is calculated on the basis of the fuel load per

unit area (M).

tf =
M

Q̇′
(2.41)

From the Eq. 2.41, it is clear that time of burning is independent of the floor area but

depends on the fuel load and HRR, and the values for both fuel load and HRR are taken

from standards and codes [11]. Therefore, the time of burning would be same for any fire

area. Eventually, the total burning time of the fire in the compartment would be inversely

propositional to the fire area e.g. for smaller fire area the total burning time would be higher.

As the design fire area moves across the floor plates and near field changes with each burning

time of fire area and left behind the burnt out area that is now in cooling stage however

considered as far-field as shown in Figure 2.7. So, fire spread rate (s) is determined by the time

of fire and the length of the fire (Lf ) area across the fire path (as it was assumed that all width

of the fire is in burning stage in a specific fire area) as represented in Eq. 2.42.
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s =
Lf
tf

(2.42)

They calculated the temperature fields in both regions separately. In the near-field (burning

zone) which is dominated by the fire, temperatures are dependent on flame temperatures which

are assumed to be uniform and in the range of 800-1200◦C (based on the fuel load), however,

in original version of this proposed methodology it was conservatively fixed to 1200 ◦C [67].

Temperatures in the far-field depend on the rate of heat release and inversely with distance

from the flame Structural components in the far field are assumed to be engulfed by the layer

of smoke and hot gases below the ceiling. To calculate the far-field (hot-layer) temperatures

authors used Alpert’s correlation [77](Eq. 2.43) which represents the ceiling jet temperatures

and provides peak temperatures (Tmax) in a radial direction,

Tmax − T∞ = 5.38
(Q̇/r)2/3

H
(2.43)

where in Eq. 2.43, T∞ represents the ambient temperature and Q̇, r and H represent

total heat release rate, radial distance from the flame and the height of the ceiling, respectively.

It is worth noting that Alpert’s correlation is meant for short distances [77] as the primary

objective of Alpert’s study was to predict the response time of detectors and sprinklers during

the early stages of fire, not for large fires considered in Rein’s model. Radiation losses were

not explicitly included in Rein’s model (following Alpert) with the major contribution to heat

transfer to structural components near the ceiling was from convection. Furthermore, Rein’s

model does not provide direction of “travel” which increases the uncertainties in the model as

fire initiation (ignition location) and direction cannot be known a priori; it does not account

for the heat balance and used the fixed temperatures in the near field; and it assumes uniform

fuel distribution along the path of travel.

2.6.2.3 ETFM model

Dai et al. [55, 78] developed another approach for idealising travelling fires, called the extended

travelling fire method (ETFM). Unlike Rein’s model, ETFM calculates heat fluxes in the near-
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field region using Hasemi’s localized fire model (as discussed in section 2.5.5) and a zone model

(discussed in section 2.6.1) to deduce the heat fluxes in the far field. ETFM incorporates more

of the fire dynamics of a travelling fire behaviour in a large compartment, as the zone model

accounts for both mass and energy conservation between the hot and cold zones. However,

as Hasemi’s model does not account for a smoke layer, radiative and convective heat fluxes

from both models (Hasemi’s localised fire model and the Zone model) are superimposed in the

overlap zone heat fluxes in the near field are likely to be conservative. Essentially Dai et al.

[78] provide a generalized framework where any localized fire model can be used for calculating

the near field temperature and any suitable zone model for the far field temperature. The key

parameters required to define the Hasemi’s model are; location of the fire, fire diameter, and

heat release rate. From earlier discussion it is already clear that all these values change with

time over the course of fire travel within the compartment. As discussed in section 2.6.1, zone

models provide temperatures in the smoke layer and smoke layer interface height by solving the

ODEs (mass and energy equations). It is important to know how the total heat release rate is

calculated and the travelling fire speed for the localized fire model. The total heat release rate

(Q̇) is calculated using the expression presented in Eurocode 1 (Eq. 2.44).

Q̇ = HRRf × Af (2.44)

where HRRf is the maximum heat release rate per unit area (MW/m2) of the fuel and Af

represents the burning area. HRRf varies for occupancies as stated in Eurocode 1 and would

depend on the fuel load. In the ETFM model, it is assumed that a fixed burning area (Af )

travels over the floor plate in a predefined trajectory and fuel is uniformly distributed over the

floor.

The key parameter for localized burning is burning area which is calculated based on the

leading edge of the fire that depends on the fire spread rate, trailing edge which is calculated

from the burnout time and width of the compartment (burning width of the fuel load). Dai

et al. [78] proposed to infer the leading edge velocity from fire tests, which suggested that the

burning speed is dependent on the ventilation conditions as well [79]. Clifton [73] assumed a

burning rate of around 8 mm/s for low ventilation conditions. The burnout time was calculated
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using the same equation (Eq. 2.41) as used by Stern and Rein [67]. Furthermore, the location

of the fire (required for the localized fire model) is determined by assuming the fire area (Af )

as a circular source with diameter (D), which provided the centre of the fire (centre of the

leading and trailing edge). Hasemi’s model and the correlation with heat fluxes can be found

in Eurocode Annex (C), which are put forward by Franssen et al. [54].

As Hasemi’s model does not account for energy conservation, therefore energy conservation

is not considered for the near field. Far field temperatures are calculated using a zone model,

that gives one uniform temperature in whole smoke layer, however, enormous thermal gradients

in the upper zone have been observed in experimental studies [70, 71]. Uniform fire load

distribution with a pre-defined trajectory of fire spread is assumed.

2.6.3 Models of gas to solid phase heat transfer for performance-

based engineering of structural fire resistance

All models hitherto discussed are idealisations of one sort or another based on the specific fire

scenarios and enclosure properties. From the previous sections it is clear that practices that were

adequate a few decades ago are deficient. The adoption of the more flexible PBE approach is a

widely accepted solution to this lag in engineering practice. PBE approaches promote rational

methodologies for quantification of hazards and their human, infrastructural and socio-economic

consequences and result in improved resilience of communities, infrastructure and business.

This applies both to new construction and pre-existing buildings where through deterioration

of the building fabric the active and passive safety systems may have become compromised and

the nature of hazards may also have changed. However, this change in engineering practice

requires computational tools (coupled with well-designed education and training programmes)

that would enable realistic simulations and better quantification of hazards and the risk implied

to the built environment and its users. To achieve full PBE approach for a structure under

fire, it is necessary to use realistic fire models as inputs to the thermal and thermomechanical

models.

To date, the most realistic representations of enclosure fires can only be obtained through

simulations using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) in the context PBE, which may require
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multiple realistic fire scenarios to be considered. However, given the complexity and effort in-

volved, this is not considered a practical approach for structural fire resistance design. Another

considerable impediment is the tediousness of applying the highly non-uniform CFD simulation-

based heat flux boundary conditions to structural components. This section describes efforts

underway to automate this process.

Work on coupling realistic fire models with structural models accelerated after the World

Trade Centre (WTC) disaster in 2001 to better understand the structural response to fire.

Usmani et al. [59] investigated numerically the collapse of WTC Towers 1 & 2, where only the

effects of fire were considered in the simulation of structural failure ignoring the damage caused

by aircraft impact. Authors proposed a generalised exponential gas phase time-temperature

curve (Eq. 2.45) to calculate the time varying heat fluxes by using gas temperatures, where

both convective and radiative fluxes were included,

T (t) = T0 + (Tmax − T0)(1− ebt) (2.45)

where T (t) is the gas temperature at any time ‘t’, T0 is ambient temperature, Tmax is the

maximum temperatures achieved in the compartment and ‘b’ is the arbitrary ‘heating rate’. To

calculate the heat fluxes authors [59] performed the parametric study for a range of heating rate

(‘b’ in Eq. 2.45)) and maximum temperatures to model structural behaviour for the various

fire scenarios described by Torero et al. [80]. Using standard and parametric curves as an

input in FEM models many researchers achieved PBE. Lim et al. [81] used ISO-834 standard

fire gas temperatures as fire load for thermal analysis and numerically analysed concrete floor

slabs exposed to fire using finite element software SAFIR [82]. Liew et al. [83] used the

NFSC curves rather than conventional ISO standard fire curve, for analysing a 3D multi-story

building subjected to compartment fire. Franssen [84] also investigated 3D temperature fields

in steel joints using SAFIR as FEM model. Jiang et al. [85] used OpenSees [86] (an open-

source software) for thermomechanical analysis of structures under fire. In Jiang’s study, a tool

named SIFBuilder mapped the temperature histories resulting from a chosen idealised fire used

a boundary condition to structural components after processing through a heat transfer analysis

module. SIFBuilder includes a number of well-established fire models namely; Eurocode I [11],
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post flashover, hydrocarbon fire and Eurocode parametric curves, localised fire and travelling

fires, where gas temperatures are used to calculate the heat flux boundary conditions. Fixed

values of emissivities and convective heat transfer coefficients are used to determine the heat

fluxes.

To facilitate PBE solutions for structural fire resistance, three models are required (a) fire

model, which may also be obtained from a CFD simulation; (b) thermal or heat transfer model

to obtain the temperature evolution history of all relevant structural components; and (c) ther-

momechanical model to determine the nonlinear structural response in terms of deformations

and damage. The coupling of all these models is a complex problem. The key complexity

in simulating the structural thermomechanical response during fire arises from the enormous

difference in the relevant length and time scales associated to fire and structural models. This

leads to significantly different computational approaches involving very different grid configu-

rations and resolutions in both spatial and temporal domains. These issues are discussed in

detail in the following sections.

2.6.3.1 Fire structure interface (FSI)

Prasad and Baum [87] used a radiative heat transfer model to demonstrate the effects of fire

on a structure (the WTC towers). The authors assumed the gas to be ‘grey ’ where mainly

soot particles emit and absorb thermal radiation. For simplification, authors divided the com-

partment into two zones i.e., hot upper layers (hot zone) and relatively ‘cold’ lower layers (cold

zone). Spatial average of temperatures and absorption coefficients were taken over vertical

layers, whereas temporal averages were based on structural properties.

Radiant fluxes were calculated in the upper layers assuming uniform thermal properties.

As shown in Figure 2.8 optical depth was integrated in the vertical direction assuming that soot

is optically thick enough to neglect the effects of non-local radiations. For each vertical layer,

only local radiation effects were considered (small optical depth, κL >> 1) in the horizontal

direction. This method is applicable only for conditions where temperatures are homogenous

in upper layers and soot is thick enough to consider emissivity of 1.

Radiative transport equation is used to determine the fluxes which includes two parameters
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Figure 2.8: Upper and lower layer of Prasad and Baum [87]

i.e., temperature and optical depth (depending on soot volume) as shown in Eq. 2.46. If there

are thermal gradients along the length, then the proposed method would not provide the true

fluxes. Similarly, if the soot layer is thin (large optical length) the emissivity (ε) would not

reach 1, and local radiation can’t be considered which is quite common for large spaces as

discussed in section 2.6.2.

dI

dz
= εσT 4 − κI (2.46)

where in Eq. 2.46, I is the radiative intensity, and κ is absorption coefficient.

In addition to the above assumptions, to calculate the convective fluxes on the surfaces,

a fixed value of heat transfer coefficient (hc) was considered (25W/m2k) [88], however, hc

varies with characteristic length scales of the structural component cross-sections and local

velocities [89]. The value of hc is quite large for very small characteristic lengths, therefore it

may potentially be very high for flanged sections and truss elements [90]. Prasad and Baum

mentioned that to determine the convective fluxes local instantaneous temperatures at upper

layers were taken as bulk temperature, however, the optical depth is not mentioned (integral of

z) whereas CFD grid size was 50cm. If the optical depth is larger than this (which it is likely to

be), the value of bulk temperature would be much lower than the average temperature of soot

layer as shown in Figure 2.9 (deduced by the Prasad and Baum). Moreover, if the soot layer

is not thick enough in the far field, the radiation losses would be higher and other products of

combustion would come into play e.g. water and CO2, and it is a known fact that emissivity

of CO2 and water varies with temperature [91].

Based on the assumptions and applicability of the model to calculate the radiant fluxes,

this model belongs to the same category as of classical and parametric curves where one uniform
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Figure 2.9: Heat flux profiles with height, where d is depth of upper layer [87].

temperature (averaged or maximum) with unit emissivity can be assumed and a fixed value of

convective heat transfer coefficient can be considered.

2.6.3.2 Adiabatic surface temperature

The concept of Adiabatic Surface Temperature (AST) was first introduced by Wickström [92].

AST represents the surface temperature of a perfectly insulated surface when exposed to the

same conditions as the real surface. In terms of fluid-structure interface, AST can be considered

as fluid phase temperature that can be employed to calculate both radiation and convection

heat transfer by employing certain number of assumptions (discussed later in this section). The

author demonstrated how a single quantity (AST) can be transferred from the fluid domain to

the FEM model as an effective boundary condition. Since the introduction of AST, it has been

frequently used by researchers to study structural behaviour (sometimes without explaining its

applicability and assumptions [93, 94, 95]). Before going further, it is important to begin with

understanding the heat transfer phenomenon between the solid domain (structure) and fluid

domain (gas phase),

During fire, the total heat flux (Q̇total) over a surface is the summation of incident radiative

flux (Q̇radiative) and convective heat flux (Q̇convective) as shown in equation 2.47.

Q̇total = Q̇convective + Q̇radiative (2.47)
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Effective radiative fluxes on the surface can be written as the difference of flux incident on

the surface and fluxes emitted from the surface (Eq. 2.48).

Q̇radiative = ε(Q̇incident − σT 4) (2.48)

Incident fluxes can be written as the summation of all fluxes (Eq. 2.49) incident on the

surface from all directions. In Eq. 2.49, ε represents the emissivities of all sources flame and F

denotes the configuration factors (view factor or geometrical factor).

Q̇incident =
∑
i

εiFiσT
4
i (2.49)

Wickstrom simplifies the model by assuming the emissivity of soot as unity and configura-

tion factors as one, so that incident flux can be written as in Eq. 2.50. Unit emissivity implies

that the surface is fully engulfed with smoke, and a unit configuration factor represents that

the surface receives radiation from all directions. The implications of these assumptions are

very significant and were discussed in detail by Torero [96]. Thus, it is important to understand

that this approach cannot be seen as universally applicable. It is particularly important to note

that these assumptions would be invalid where soot density is low, and structural surface is

concave (configuration factor would be lower than one).

Q̇incident = σT 4
radiative (2.50)

where Tradiative is radiation temperature

Radiative fluxes can be written as in Eq. 2.51, where hr is the radiative heat transfer

coefficient:

Q̇radiative = hr(Tradiative − Tsurface) (2.51)

Convective heat fluxes (Eq. 2.52) over the surface depends on the difference of gas tem-

perature and surface temperature:
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Q̇convective = hc(Tgas − Tsurface) (2.52)

Eq. 2.47 can be rewritten as:

Q̇total = hr(Tradiative − Tsurface) + hc(Tgas − Tsurface) (2.53)

By assuming the surface as adiabatic boundary (perfectly insulated) with the same emis-

sivity and heat transfer coefficient as of the real surface, the total fluxes on the adiabatic surface

would be zero as represented in Eq. 2.54, where TAST is the temperature of adiabatic surface.

hr(Tradiative − TAST ) + hc(Tgas − TAST ) = 0 (2.54)

Now, the total heat transfer at the surface (Eq. 2.53) can be calculated by subtracting Eq.

2.54 from Eq. 2.53, in terms of effective boundary temperature (AST ).

Q̇total = hr(TAST − Tsurface) + hc(TAST − Tsurface) (2.55)

According to Eq. 2.55, only ASTs are needed to calculate the heat fluxes over the structure

for heat transfer analysis. The time variant AST can be obtained from the fire modelling (CFD)

and then can be transferred for structural calculations.

Above equations from 2.47-2.55 explain how the net heat flux can be inferred from the

AST, however, it is necessary to understand how the AST is calculated from CFD. The ex-

pression in Eq. 2.49 for the incident radiation shows that the incident radiation flux depends

on the configuration factor (geometrical factor, F ) and emissivity of gas. As discussed earlier,

Wickström assumed the configuration factor as 1, which means that a surface receives the entire

radiant fluxes from all sources. Moreover, total emissivity of gas considered as 1 as well, in real-

ity the emissivity depends on optical length (Eq. 2.56). The authors assumed that soot is thick

enough (small optical depth) that allows them to assume unit emissivity. This is equivalent to

reducing all emitting sources to one i.e., smoke which is fully enveloping the structural member.

The analysis by Torero [99] shows that this approach is equivalent to assuming an emissivity
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of zero for the furnace gas and a Biot number much greater than unity for the furnace linings

when conducting a standard furnace test. The authors link the present TAST approach to the

use of a plate thermometer in the furnace tests. While there is a relationship, this relationship

is defined by the assumptions within the analysis.

ε = 1− e−kappaL (2.56)

where ε is emissivity, and κ and L are the extinction coefficient and path length, respec-

tively.

Although the AST concept is a robust, practical and simple method to obtain surface

boundary conditions for thermal analysis, it is applicable only for the conditions where optical

depth is thick enough to assume a single radiative source, emissivity of unity and therefore

radiation losses from the surface can be neglected and local conditions for heat fluxes can be

considered.

The analytical solution to determine the AST in FDS: a widely used CFD package for fire

simulation, can be found in [97] and FDS User’s guide [98]. FDS can compute and provide

an output file containing ASTs by integrating both gas temperature and radiative heat fluxes

from all directions. So, basically, AST contains the information on radiative heat transfer

from all surfaces and convective heat transfer of adjacent gases. It is important to note that

the computation of the AST by FDS does not require the assumptions of the analysis for the

emitting sources, so in reality it is only using these assumptions to neglect surface radiative

losses. Although this method provides a simple way to obtain thermal boundary conditions for

the heat transfer analysis in an FEM model, a user must be able to understand where Tgas (gas

temperature) and Tradiative(radiation temperature) can provide a better averaged value. For

example, while evaluating temperatures at the lower part of the room such as base of columns,

due to optical thin environment radiation would be less effective and the value of emissivity of

gas would be lower than one, so Tradiative might be poorly averaged in the CFD grid. Similarly,

at the upper part of fire compartment, gas temperatures might not be averaged correctly. While

calculating from FDS, heat transfer coefficient needs to be provided, Sandström [99] in his thesis

proposed a numerical scheme (based on heat balance) to calculate the radiation and convective
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heat transfer separately within FDS itself, where variation of convective heat transfer coefficient

with velocity and length was considered, however the method was not validated.

In CFD calculation, by placing the AST thermocouples along the length of the structural

member thermal gradient can be predicted. The AST concept can be used with any fire

scenarios, such as, localized fire [100, 101] and real fire incidents [93], refer to section 2.6.4. The

results, however, for localized fire or travelling fire may be conservative because practically it’s

not possible to have unit gas emissivity in the far field (away from the flaming zone) and in

optically thin environment other products of combustion may come into play.

2.6.3.3 Jowsey’s framework for extracting boundary heat fluxes from CFD

Jowsey [90] investigated convective and radiative heat fluxes derived from CFD simulations

(using FDS) at the solid boundaries and over the surfaces of structural components in his PhD

thesis. To quantify the heat fluxes on the structural surfaces his assumptions were:

Jowsey applied few assumptions to simply the model which are listed below:

• Structural members are fully engulfed by the smoke layer.

• Post-flashover conditions prevail so the fire can be considered fully developed.

• Compartment emissivity is dominated by soot particles rather than rather than CO2 and

water.

• Structural surface is considered cold, therefore no radiative feedback from the surface was

considered.

Jowsey’s framework is basically a post-processing tool that can use the outputs (gas tem-

peratures, velocities, extinction coefficients) from FDS (or from any other suitable CFD tool)

and determines the heat flux at the solid gas-solid interface boundary (by implication on sur-

faces of structural components) to use as boundary condition for heat transfer into the solid.

Jowsey’s model is able to capture the variation in the values of convective heat transfer coef-

ficient due to length scale and local gas phase velocities. It was found from his work that the

variation of convective heat transfer coefficient with temperature, length scale and local velocity
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Figure 2.10: Control Volume of Jowsey’s model to calculate the optical depth

was similar irrespective of shape or geometry. To determine radiative fluxes from the gases on

the surfaces, Jowsey uses the gas temperature and local emissivity. He calculated optical depth

(Le = 1/k) based on local extinction coefficient to evaluate optical thickness. A hemispherical

control volume (as shown in Figure 2.10) where local gas radiation can be considered is de-

fined. A series of hemispheres (shells) are examined for the presence of smoke. The radius of a

hemisphere can be determined from the path length by evaluating the extinction coefficient at

each shell radius. The radius of the final shell where the radiant intensity at the surface reaches

an acceptable error limit would be the hemispherical radius of the control volume. Within the

final shell volume constant properties of gas can be considered that can be averaged at a point

source on the surface. Thus, this model is able to capture the thermal gradients along the

length of structural member.

Before performing his analysis, Jowsey defined the characteristic heating time for the

structural materials based on the Biot number that defines if the structure is thermally thick

or thin, and other properties such as specific heat and density. It enables establishing time-

intervals over which heat fluxes can be averaged, which consequently reduces the computational

time of conduction heat transfer without losing the level of accuracy.

The Jowsey’s model is capable of providing better results for fire scenarios where the

fire environment is optically thick, which is again more applicable to ventilation-controlled

fires. For optically thin fires where soot concentration is lower than CO2 and water, the grey

gas assumption would over-predict the emitted radiation. However, in order to calculate the

convective heat transfer coefficient, Jowsey’s model is quite robust in comparison to others

Table 2.3 summarises the features and limitations of all the methods for CFD-FEM coupling
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Table 2.3: A summary of fire models used in CFD-FEM couplings
Models Simplification/Assumption Features Limitation
FSI

-Spatial average of quantities
in vertical direction

-Uniform thermal properties in
upper layers

-very thick soot in upper layers

-provide realistic results from a
CFD model

-can define the thermal gradi-
ents in vertical direction

-does not provide thermal gra-
dients in horizontal direction,
so basically employed homoge-
nous condition over the surface

-would provide over-
conservative results for
travelling fire

AST

-consider view factor value as
one

-emissivity of soot particles as
one

-it includes the information of
convective heat transfer and
radiative fluxes from all sur-
faces

-easy to apply as only one
quantity to transfer to model

-FDS itself can calculate and
provide an output file contain-
ing temporally ASTs values

-conservative results where sur-
face is concave or optical depth
is large

-may provide conservative re-
sults for localized or travelling
fire

Jowsey’s
framework

-fully engulfed condition

-fully developed fire

-No radiative feedback from
the structural surface

-a post processing tool which
just takes outputs from any
CFD tool

-provide more realistic heat
fluxes based on local conditions

-calculation for convective heat
from the velocities obtained
from CFD

-conservative results for opti-
cally thin environment

discussed in this section.

2.6.4 Current research on CFD-FEM coupling

Over the last two decades, considerable research has been done to couple CFD with FEM. In

addition to various kinds of fire scenarios (localised fire, pool fire), different types of structures

such as tall buildings, tunnels, and bridges were also investigated. Table 2.4 provides a selection

of some of this work in chronological order. Hamins et al. [102] and Pantousa et al. [103] used

Prasad and Baum’s FSI model to determine the surface temperatures. Others used the AST

method for compartment fire, localised fire as well as for pool fire [93, 104, 101, 105, 106, 107,

108, 97]. Welch et al. [109] paired a number of CFD and FEM software to analyse structures

in fire. In Welch’s models, the data from the CFD calculations were interpolated based on

the geometry created by FEM to identify the configuration factors. Radiative fluxes, gas

temperature and heat transfer coefficients were directly calculated from the CFD calculation.

Table 2.4 provides information on types of coupling, validation studies and software used for

fire modelling and structural analysis.
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Table 2.4: A summary of fire models used in CFD-FEM couplings
Author CFD-FEM Soft-

ware
Coupling
Type

Coupling
method

Test/Validation

Prasad and
Baum [87]

FDS-ANSYS One-way FSI The collapse of the WTC towers had been studied for
the failure of trusses under heptane pool fire

Hamins et al.
[102]

FDS-ANSYS One-way FSI An experiment had been conducted in a compartment
where steel elements (trusses) are present

Jowsey [90] FDS-(calculate
heat fluxes using
MATLAB)

One-way Develop a
framework

Cardington Test [69] was validated and compared with
Eurocodes

Wickström et
al. [92]

FDS-ANSYS One-way AST NIST test for the WTC investigation

Duthinh et al.
[110]

FDS-No Informa-
tion

One-way AST NIST test for the WTC investigation

Welch et al.
[109]

VESTA, SOFIE,
JASMINE and
FDS for fire and
DIANA, AN-
SYS, SAFIR and
STELA for FEM

One-way
and
two-way

A few numbers
of frameworks
were suggested
based on cou-
plings (No cor-
relation)

localised fires in a large compartment and a large open
car-park structure exposed to transient fire

Banerjee et al.
[105]

FDS -Abaqus One-way AST Beam in the room under localised fire

Baum [111] FDS-ANSYS One-way FSI The collapse of the WTC had been studied with im-
pact analysis on WTC

Tondini et al.
[112, 113, 114]

FDS - SAFIR One-way Direct data
from FDS i.e.,
gas temper-
atures and
radiant heat
fluxes using
interpolation

Conduct an experiment on beam under pool fire for
mechanical response and assess the effect of flame
emissivity

Alos-Moya et
al. [93]

FDS -Abaqus One-way AST Validate with case study of a bridge failure. Also,
compare with standard curve

Pesavento et al
[106, 115]

FDS - Comec-HTC One-way AST A numerical study for a fire in Brenner Base Tunnel
(between Italy and Austria) was conducted

Silva et al.
[107]

FDS-ANSYS One-way AST H-profile column is exposed to a localised fire

Zhang et al.
[108]

FDS-ANSYS One-way AST simulation and validation of the experimental data
(Kamikawa et al. [52])

Li et al. [100] FDS-ANSYS One-way AST compares with experimental data of Hasemi’s localised
fire model

Malendowski
et al. [116]

FDS-Abaqus One-way AST Geometry of by Pyl et al. [117] was utilised for testing
the model

Hofmeye et al.
[101]

FDS-Abaqus Two-way AST A steel facade in a compartment under localised fire

2.6.4.1 Coupling methods

A comprehensive study for coupling methods can be found in an article of Welch et al. [109].

One-way coupling is considered adequate, Navier-Strokes equations are solved first for the fluid

or gas phase usually assuming adiabatic boundaries. Outputs (temperatures, emissivity, heat

transfer coefficient etc.) from the CFD simulation are then used as input as boundary conditions

for the solid domain and heat transfer analysis is conducted to obtain the thermal response his-

tory in the solid domain (which includes structural components like beams, columns, trusses).

Finally, the temperature history of the structural components obtained from the thermal anal-

ysis is used to carry out a thermomechanical response analysis provided deformations of the

structural system. Where two-way coupling is considered necessary, the problem becomes more

complex and requires an iterative solution. This approach is naturally more accurate and en-
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ables the heat losses into the solid domain during the fire growth phase (and heat gain from

the solid domain during the decay phase) to be accounted for. This accuracy, however, comes

at a significantly increased computational cost and user effort. Table 2.4 highlights some of the

coupling approaches used recently.

Although there have been many attempts to couple CFD and FEM simulations (Table

2.4), the complexity associated with the coupling the fire models with the structural response

models has not yet yielded a satisfactory solution. Torero et al. [9] explained the importance

of Biot number in defining the thermal boundary conditions for structures in fire.

2.7 Classification of Models

As a result of this study, all fire models can be categorized based on their applicability for

particular fire scenarios. We classified them in three major categories as represented in Table

2.5. The first category includes the fire models that represent the idealized uniform fire scenar-

ios, which is further divided into three sub-categories (IA, IB, and IC). Category IA represents

the group of fire models or fire curves which are used for the fire scenarios where structural

components are fully engulfed in fire, and only one spatial temperature (at a specific instant

of time) is required for studying the thermomechanical response of the structure. However,

these curves do not include the physics embedded within the fire dynamics and heat transfer

in the fire compartment. Thus, the curves are universal, independent of scenario. The fire

models in Class IB provide only one steady state maximum temperature that can be used as a

thermal boundary condition for structural analysis for a specified period of time. These curves

include a simplified description of both fire dynamics and heat transfer. The last sub-category

(IC) includes the fire curves with time-variant temperatures. By realising the time dependency,

these curves do not add additional physics to category IB but simply provide a more refined,

data-based representation, of category IB. The correlation and idealisations that are used to

represent the non-uniform temperature distributions such as localised and/or fuel-controlled

fire scenarios are grouped in Category II; finally, Category III includes the methods that can

be used to characterize the temperatures (thermal boundary) for the structures in real fires.

Standard Time-Temperature curves such as ISO, ASTM that are widely used to determine
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Table 2.5: Classification of fire models
Category Description Models

Idealized
Models

Uniform

IA Uniform temperature, all structural components are
engulfed in fire, fully developed and no cooling phase
described

ISO, ASTM, Hydrocarbon curves

IB One steady state maximum temperature over a pe-
riod of time, ventilation controlled, fully developed
fire, uniform temperature

Kawagoe, Thomas, Law, Babrauskas

IC Time-variant temperatures, uniformly distributed
temperatures, represents the cooling phase of fire de-
velopment as well.

Magnusson and Thelandersson, Pet-
tersson, Parametric Curves in Eu-
rocode I, zone models

Non-
uniform

II Localised fires, fuel controlled, travelling fires Hasemi’s Model, Rein’s model, ETFM

Realistic III Realistic temperature distributions Experiments, field models (FSI, AST
methods)

Figure 2.11: Classifications of the fire models used for structural fire resistance

the structural fire resistance for compartment fires are included in Category IA. The fire models

in Category IB represent the ventilation-controlled fire scenarios. As discussed above, category

IB contains the curves that provide a single value of the temperature for the fully developed fire

scenarios such as the fire models proposed by Kawagoe, Thomas, and Law. The fire models in

Category IB do not provide any information for the decay phase of the fire. On the other hand,

the fire models in Category IC specified the uniformly distributed time-variant temperatures

for the whole fire process including growth and decay phase of the fire. Parametric fire curves

in Eurocode 1, zone models, and the methods of Magnusson and Thelandersson fall in this

category.

To determine the realistic thermal boundaries on a structural surface either a field model

(CFD) or time-evolving temperatures from experiments can be used. The methods that are

used to determine the thermal boundary condition from the CFD are grouped in Category III

such as AST, FSI, and Jowsey’s model. Structural fires can be defined as compartment fires,
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localised fires, travelling fires or real fires as shown in Figure 2.11 (Figure 2.11 summarises Table

2.5). Based on the type of fire, a particular fire models can be chosen to determine the thermal

boundary conditions. The idealised fire models that provide uniform temperatures (IA, IB, and

IC) are generally used to evaluate the thermal boundary conditions in compartment fires. To

define travelling fires, the available idealisations use the fire models from category I and II. It is

worth noting that the models ETFM uses zone models (Category IB) and localised fire models

to determine structural temperatures, however zone model alone cannot represent fires in large

open spaces where fire may be fuel controlled. Therefore, the fire models for travelling fires are

classified in category II.

While defining real fires, a CFD model is able to represent the physical model and provide

a realistic time-temperature history. Using any of the methods of calculating gas and solid

phase heat transfer such as FSI, AST thermal boundary conditions can be obtained for such

fires.

2.8 Current Development and Challenges

This section discusses about the some of the challenges in the structural fire engineering which

are addressed in this thesis.

2.8.1 Computational models for PBE

In designing structures to resist fire, prescriptive fire loading (standard curves) does not ac-

count for any factors affecting the fire behaviour or how these factors might affect structural

performance. Estimating realistic fire scenarios is an important prerequisite for the devel-

opment of the PBE approach. In the past CFD has been considered as the most suitable

approach for estimating realistic gas phase boundary conditions in order to determine solid

phase thermal history. As discussed in section 2.6.4, the CFD-FEM coupling problem is one

of the most extensively researched in past two decades. This type of integrated computational

framework addresses the need for significantly better simulation tools for structural and fire

safety engineers to encourage wider acceptance of PBE concepts. Currently, there is no single
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package capable of modelling the full sequence of a fire scenario, heat transfer to the structure

and the thermomechanical response of the structure. There are commercial and open-source

software tools capable of modelling the relevant phenomena individually, nevertheless, they all

have constraints and include assumptions that do not necessarily allow for seamless coupling

of the models. Some of the most popular structural fire engineering software (e.g. SAFIR, Vul-

can) are typically not open source therefore, the basic modelling approach cannot be changed.

This thesis focused on developing open-source software for structural fire engineering using the

OpenSEES software framework. An open-source model for CFD-FEM coupling problem has

developed which is discussed in Chapter 3, namely; OpenFIRE (can be downloaded from [118])

which enables users to get data from a CFD tool and apply to an open source structural analysis

software (OpenSEES). For designing a structure for ‘idealised fire scenarios’ such as standard

fires, parametric fires, localised fires, and travelling fires OpenFIRE also includes ‘idealised fire

models’ as well (Appendix B).

It is worth noting although CFD-based fire modelling has been used extensively, it has been

reported that CFD simulations are highly sensitive to certain parameters which are essential to

the necessary outputs [68]. Therefore, the user must have good knowledge and understanding

of the uncertainties involved in the CFD modelling and must have adequate information about

the fire spread phenomena and fire dynamics involved within the building to determine realistic

fire scenarios. While generating a computational model that represents the physical world, the

designer must have understanding of the physics and chemistry embedded with the CFD models

otherwise, as Merci and Beji [119] stated, that without understanding the fluid dynamics or

familiarity with physical and numerical modelling these computational packages would just be

a ‘black box’ with “colourful images”.

2.8.2 Fuel arrangement

Various studies have emphasised on the effects of fire load and ventilation on fire behaviour

[5, 120, 121], however, not enough attention has been paid to the effects of fuel distribution

and its packing and building geometry. Arrangement of the fuel also plays an important role in

determining the fire spread rate and severity of the fire. In the case of the collapse of the Plasco

Building, it was found that due to the height of the fuel fire spread vertically and reached the
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top floor in the 15 storey building (the fire was initiated at the 10th floor) within 25 minutes

[122]. This rapid growth in fire led to the collapse of the building within 3.5 hours. This thesis

addressed this issue for the qualitative understanding the effects of fuel distribution.

2.8.3 Fire investigation

In fire investigation and forensic analysis for reconstructing a fire, conventional methodologies

described in codes and textbooks are limited to “cause and origin” [123, 124]. These method-

ologies include scientific procedures that provide guidance for thermochemical decomposition

of combustibles [58, 91], and ignition procedure theories [125] but do not include methods to

determine the thermomechanical deformations of solids and structures that could be used to

determine the reasons for structural collapse. Improved understanding of thermomechanical

and structural response can lead to improved designs of structural fire safety and fire resistance

systems. The most extensive and detailed forensic study was performed by NIST for the col-

lapse of three towers of WTC (1,2 and 7) [60, 126], however these methodologies were ad-hoc

and were improvised during the investigation [127]. Reconstruction of a fire for a forensic anal-

ysis should be based on the realistic fire in order to develop a rational hypothesis. This thesis

presents a robust framework for conducting a detailed forensic investigation of a structure that

has undergone to fire.

2.9 Performance level

According to Hertz, “safe design” of a structure in terms of fire depends on two important

questions: first, if the building is allowed to collapse during fire (which is generally never an

acceptable criterion set by a code) or not, second; if the stakeholders rely on the fire brigade

[51]. It is through stakeholder agreement that the performance requirements are set. Perfor-

mance requirements not only involve defining what is unacceptable level of behaviour for the

structure, but in the case of fire, they also require to define expected intervention of stakehold-

ers such as the fire brigade or building management. While many times there is confusion with

regards to what are the quantitative metrics that define acceptable performance, what is clear

is that testing a design for performance requires modelling the fire. Furthermore, in the case
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of structural behaviour it requires modelling the thermal impact of the fire on the structure.

It is common that the approach is for structures to be designed to resist fire for a specified

‘design fire.’ Performance level of a design can be considered “achieved” if the structure is able

to resist the ‘design fire.’ The meaning of ‘resist’ is quite simple if standardized test metrics

are used but can be extremely complex if PBD metrics are required.

As an example conceptual performance requirement matrix based on the ‘hazard level’

and ‘probability of occurrence of fire’ is presented in Figure 2.12. A building can be designed

to resist to four damage levels that can be set as acceptable performance level; superficial

damage, minor damage, major damage, and total collapse. Probability of fire occurrence can

be quantified based on frequency of structurally significant fires (fs) (NFPA 557 [10], calculated

based on statistical surveys). Hazard levels can be categorised as high hazard, medium hazard,

and low hazard based on the fuel load for a particular occupancy such as high fuel load, medium

fuel load and low fuel load, respectively. It is similar to the hazards defined in NFPA 13 [128]

for active fire protection of a building (light hazard, ordinary hazard, and extra hazard). The

amount of heat generation depends on the fuel load. Evidently, design requirement would be

lower for a low hazard area. Based on probability of a fire and hazard level performance criteria

can be estimated; for instance, if a building falls under high hazard and the probability of fire

in those buildings is low in such case buildings can be designed only for superficial damage.

Similarly, if a building falls in the category of low hazard and probability of fire is very high,

due to the lower fuel load, the building can be designed only for minor damage. In Figure 2.12,

any design above the ‘design lines’ would be considered ‘overdesign’. In terms of life safety, the

minimum design requirement should relate to the evacuation time for occupants and cover for

the inherent uncertainties of human behaviour. Therefore, it can be included with ‘superficial

damage’ performance level (Figure 2.12).

In prescriptive codes, design requirements for any structure are primarily based on the

information obtained from idealised fire models, which provide passive protection for design

fires and are expected to resist collapse during fire. However, if the structure is expected

to be exposed to a minor fire (low hazard category), the fire may affect it superficially, in

such a case design would be considered ‘massively overdesigned’. On the other hand, if the

fuel load is applied using realistic models an expected performance could be assessed and
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Figure 2.12: Performance requirement for a building design based on hazard level

demonstrated to be achieved in all cases. However, this requires a thorough risk assessment of

a structure to develop reasonable fire scenarios and to obtain the associated realistic thermal

data for structural assessment. Finally, based on the required level of performance (“demand”),

a designer can create fire scenarios for a particular structure to get expected performance

(“supply”) and avoid overdesign.

The presence of active fire protection systems such as sprinklers may influence the hazard

level. Generally, the presence of sprinkler system may control the fire, but there is always a

significant probability that these systems might not work. A good example could be a fire that

follows an earthquake that has damaged the fire protection systems. According to a survey

carried out by NFPA [129] in 2017, in 8% of fires sprinklers did not operate. Therefore, it

is difficult to justify reducing the design fuel load [130] on the basis of sprinkler protection,

despite this approach being implemented in Eurocode 1.

2.10 Conclusions

Over the last seven decades, a number of models have been published which have progressively

enabled design of structures to better withstand fire induced loads. In the current chapter, the

evolution of the fire models to quantify the structural fire resistance is reviewed. The methods

to determine the gas temperatures inside a compartment have evolved from idealised standard
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temperature-time curves to more sophisticated computational models. Most of the models for

compartment fires are proposed for ventilation-controlled fires, where the heat balance equa-

tion is applied to obtain structural boundary conditions. Fire models are generally simplified

based on valid assumptions for particular fire scenarios, this chapter discussed their suitability

while using for structural fire resistance assessment. The limitations and assumptions asso-

ciated with the most commonly used fire models are discussed in detail. A survey of recent

advances in obtaining realistic boundary conditions for structural analysis using CFD and its

coupling with FEM models is reported. Methodologies employed to couple a CFD model with

an FEM model to investigate the structural response to fire are discussed which show that

the proposed methods also have limitations such thermal gradients in the horizontal direction

are not predicted in the FSI method or the temperatures obtained from AST method may be

conservative for localised fire scenarios. However, it was found that most researchers are using

the AST method for different fire scenarios from compartment fires to localised fires (bridge

fires, tunnel fires) without providing any rationale for its use. To achieve full PBE solution,

an open-source package - that includes wildly adopted fire models and current developments

in computational models - is required that can perform all three analyses. The development of

such a tool will also facilitate continued evolution of PBE methodologies that are fit to address

the challenges and uncertainties arising from future technology driven changes including the

uncertainties associated with climate change. Although software cannot be a panacea and cer-

tainly no substitute for professionals, however, a good software package can contribute a great

deal in producing competent professionals. An open-source package allows the professionals to

inspect, modify, and learn from the freely available source codes and ensures that the software

is not a black box.

All models that are discussed that are discussed in this chapter are classified into three

categories where Categories I and II represent the idealised uniform and non-uniform fires,

respectively. The models used for travelling fire scenarios are also briefly discussed in the

chapter and categorised in category II, these models are not widely accepted in structural

engineering so far, and due to lack of validation studies are not mature yet. In the near

future, more sophisticated models might be required because of new architectural practises

for designing innovative and large floor compartments. A conceptual framework based on the
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probability of occurrence of fire is proposed to evaluate the performance criteria to obtain a

performance-based designs.
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Preface

More than 1300 new buildings over 200m tall have been built since the year 2000, rep-

resenting 80% of the total number of supertall buildings globally. The proliferation of such

challenging architecture in densely populated urban environments has led engineers to ques-

tion the fitness of the prevalent prescriptive approaches in ensuring the safety of occupants in

the event of a fire. As discussed in previous chapter (Chapter 2) CFD models can be used

to represent the real fires. This chapter proposes a more rational methodology to estimate

scientifically appropriate boundary conditions to represent realistic fire scenarios on the struc-

ture for more credible simulation of the consequent structural response using an integrated

computational tool. An open-source framework “OpenFIRE” is developed to implement the

methodology. OpenFIRE is capable of simulating the whole sequence i.e., development of a

fire scenario, heat transfer to the structure, and the thermomechanical response of the struc-

ture, through a sequential coupling of CFD tools with FE software. OpenFIRE exploits the

capabilities of available tools such as FDS and OpenSees and integrates them to produce a

free, efficient, and open-source computational framework that allows fire-structure community

to customise and modify. It can bring structural fire community a step closer towards the

adoption of performance-based designs (PBD). This framework is validated by comparing the

thermal and structural responses of a square hollow section (SHS) steel column under fire with

the experimental data. The critical parameters of the fire scenario produced by the framework

are found in close agreement with the experimental data. The thermal and structural responses

of the SHS column exposed to the developed fire scenario are also validated with test results

in terms of structural temperatures, failure modes, and failure load.

3.1 Introduction

Computational structural engineering is a mature field with numerous software options available

to model every kind of “loading”. Commercial software offers advantages (extensive verification

& validation, professional support, user-friendliness, etc.). However, development of commercial

codes is often dictated by the requirements of the most profitable applications and rarely ad-

dresses the needs of academic researchers, thus developments typically lag well behind research.
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In the context of international collaboration, even discounted costs can inhibit joint working

and deter new entrants to the field. Another option is to use proprietary software developed

by researchers. Well-known examples of such codes in the context of this chapter are: SAFIR

(University of Liège) [1], Vulcan (University of Sheffield) [2], and ADAPTIC (Imperial College

London) [3], all of which can be used for the analysis of structures subjected to fire (and also

earthquakes in case of ADAPTIC). Due to limitations of a tightly bound architecture resulting

from procedural programming paradigms prevalent at their inception, these codes can be in-

creasingly difficult to maintain and develop over time, making them unsuitable for a devolved

community of developers. Furthermore, because they are often developed by a small team of

dedicated researchers at the original host institution, they are typically not open source. These

limitations are being overcome by the development of open-source alternatives that use object-

oriented programming (OOP) [4]. A successful example of this is Fire Dynamics Simulator

(FDS), a free and open-source CFD software package developed by National Institute of Stan-

dards and Technology (NIST) of the United States Department of Commerce [5], it is the most

widely used CFD software in the world for fire simulations. Another good example is OpenSees

[6], originally developed at University of California, Berkeley for simulation of structural re-

sponse to earthquakes written in C++ (available for free download at opensees.berkeley.edu)

has spawned a rapidly growing community of developers who have added to its capabilities over

the past two decades [7, 8].

Often fires are observed to travel across floor plates in large buildings, as seen in the

WTC Towers in 2001, the Madrid Windsor Tower fire in 2005, and the Faculty of Architecture

building fire in TU Delft in 2008. In the case of the Grenfell tower fire in London (2017)

and the Plasco Building fire in Tehran (2017), the fire travelled vertically to the upper floors.

These are many other complex fire scenarios which further need to be explored to get a more

realistic simulation of fire. It is practically impossible to simulate the structural response to

the aforementioned complex fire scenarios with the currently used software tools without an

enormous investment of time and effort. Furthermore, due to the uncertainties embedded with

fire, fire cannot be modelled a-priori. Therefore, the development of a practical methodology

such as OpenFIRE is essential to enabling a fully performance-based approach to structural

fire engineering. Most of the commonly used commercial software packages lack the required
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features for more customised applications or introducing new fire models, and researchers do

not usually have the freedom to implement them in the source code. OpenFIRE is developed

as a fully open-source framework by integrating open source CFD and FE software which will

be available to the profession and the community of researchers and developers for use and

further development.

Although some attempts have been carried out couple the CFD with FEM, however source

codes for most of them are limited to the host institutions and/or compatible for commercial

packages only. The proposed methodology and computational framework OpenFIRE integrates

free, efficient, and open source computational tools: FDS from NIST [5]; and OpenSees software

from PEER, University of California, Berkeley [6]. For a complete analysis, OpenSees is used to

conduct thermal and structural analysis, and FDS is used to produce a realistic fire scenario. To

couple the CFD and FEM tools, a middleware – Fire Structure Data Mapping (FSDM) – is also

developed by utilising an open-source programming language (python). FSDM middleware is

used as a data mapping tool to provide an interface between OpenSees and FDS software. The

middleware is capable of mapping the data from the CFD simulation correctly to the right lo-

cation in the heat transfer and thermo-mechanical models of structural geometry by generating

relevant parts of the script files. This feature of the middleware makes the structural analysis of

tall buildings seamless and straightforward. Two different approaches are presented in the pro-

posed methodology to exploit the data from FDS. This kind of fully open-source framework can

be freely and independently updated and improved by other researchers. However, its primary

use will be in facilitating simulations of large structural models under realistic fire scenarios,

including the progressive collapse of tall buildings such as three towers of World Trade Centre

(WTC) and the Plasco building. In this chapter, OpenFIRE is validated with an experimental

and numerical study considering a simple case of a square hollow section steel column exposed

to a pool fire. OpenFIRE will enable even small or mid-level consultancies to undertake large

projects requiring performance-based engineering against the fire hazard for existing and new

buildings. Being an open-source and licence free package, OpenFIRE can be used and further

developed by research community and engineers and customised to their requirements. It is

worth noting that OpenFIRE is not limited to the CFD-FEM coupling, another module of

OpenFIRE includes a range of uniform and non-uniform idealised fire scenarios as well, that
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can be used as “design fires” (Appendix B).

3.2 State-of-art approaches for modelling structures in

real fires

3.2.1 Computational packages for structures in fire

Much of the activity on modelling and simulation of structures in fire stems from the Broadgate

Phase 8 fire in the UK [9], which led to the seminal full-scale fire tests at Cardington during

the mid-1990s [10, 11]. The six Cardington tests produced a great deal of excellent data,

which led to a tremendous spurt of research activity in this field in many UK and European

universities and research institutions. Franssen et al. [12] presented one of the earliest loaded

frame analyses also carried out at Cardington but preceding the full-scale tests. Some of the

earliest efforts in explaining the findings of the full-scale Cardington tests, primarily through

simulation and modelling, were by Bailey [13], Rose et al. [14], Wang [15], and Huang et

al. [16]. The Cardington tests allowed the validation of a number of finite element software

packages and simulation approaches such as ABAQUS, Vulcan [16], SAFIR [1], ADAPTIC [17]

and hybrid simulation approach [18, 19, 20]. The collapse of the WTC towers on 11 September

2001 spurred on further studies on progressive collapse of tall buildings in fire. The studies

carried out by official investigator NIST [21] concluded that the buildings would have survived

the aircraft impact without collapse had it not been for the fires that followed. Indeed one

of the buildings in New York (WTC 7) that did not suffer any aircraft impact (except minor

damage from falling debris) did collapse because of the fires started following the collapse of

WTC1 [22]. In recent years, more cases of structural collapse in fire have taken place around the

globe, such as the partial collapse of the Faculty of Architecture Building in Delft University

of Technology [23], and the collapse of the Plasco building in Tehran on 19 January 2017

[24, 25]. Further studies on understanding the progressive collapse in fire have been carried out

by Agarwal and Varma [26], and Sun et al. [27]. To understand the failures or collapses and

performing realistic structural analysis idealised fire models are crude and over-conservative.

Realistic structural behaviour in fire can be accurately simulated by performing CFD and FEM
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analysis. As discussed, some researchers attempted to carry out the structural analysis, however

no single package available which is totally licence free and open-source that can be modified

and improved by the designer and engineers. This chapter proposed such package which makes

the whole process seamless.

3.2.2 Existing attempts for coupling CFD-FEM

Despite the developments in computational techniques to understand fire behaviour and struc-

tural response in fire, there are certain factors to which a great deal of uncertainties with the

evolution of fire and its behaviour are embedded; such as fire load, ventilation condition, fuel

type, fuel distribution, compartment geometry, velocity (especially in travelling fires), and so

on. While there are several idealised models to represent the effect of fire, such as the stan-

dard temperature-time curve, the parametric fire curve, the hydrocarbon fire curve but these

models are perhaps too idealised to reflect the real fire behaviour. To achieve full performance-

based engineering (PBE) approach for a structure under fire, it is necessary to use realistic

fire models as inputs to the heat transfer models. Short of carrying out expensive full-scale

testing one may use CFD (computational fluid dynamics) techniques, which are steadily im-

proving with improved research input to their development and validation against experiments.

CFD solves the transport equations (continuity, momentum, and energy conservation) which

keep the energy conserved throughout the whole process of the fire and provide spatiotemporal

boundary conditions for structural analysis. As discussed in Chapter 2, the classical models to

obtain the time-temperature history, such as Kawagoe’s equation [28], standard fires, paramet-

ric curve, and localised fire, do no not present the energy conservation for the whole process

of fire especially during the decay phase. However, it is worth mentioning that even the most

advanced fire models use the simplifications of the gas-phase combustion and do not explicitly

present the pyrolysis and phase-change combustion of the solid fuels. Most of fire-simulations

are highly sensitive to the specific parameters (ventilation, fuel type, spread rate and so on),

and the modelling results can deviate from the realistic fire events. The input parameters re-

quired to represent a particular fire scenario must be accurately provided by the designer or

engineers. Therefore, while using the CFD codes to present the fire scenario, user must have

sufficient knowledge and understanding of the limitations and uncertainties involved in the
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CFD modelling. The ‘real fire scenarios’ may be developed based on the experimental studies

or reconstructed by calibration process, however in both cases ’real fire’ is basically a ‘user

defined ’ fire that is modelled through a physics-based approach.

In recent years, CFD is considered as the most suitable, economical and accurate approach

for developing a realistic fire scenario. Unlike the idealised fire models (standard fire curves,

parametric fires), CFD-FE coupling offers a very detailed resolution that may provide a more

informed analysis while maintaining principle of energy conservation for the whole process Work

on coupling realistic fire models with the structural model accelerated after the WTC disaster

in 2001 to better understand the structural fire response, and since then structural community

started to recognize the potential of producing a realistic fire scenario. To simulate structural

response under realistic fire conditions, three models need to be developed, (a) fire model, which

may be a CFD model (b) thermal or heat transfer model, and (c) thermomechanical model.

However, the sequential coupling of all these models is a complex task. The key complexity of

simulating the structural response during fire arises from the enormous difference in the relevant

length and time scales associated to fire and structural models. This leads to significantly

different computational approaches involving very different grid configurations and resolutions

in both spatial and temporal domains. Because of this difference in the spatial and temporal

resolution of fire and structural domains, it is a challenging task to couple CFD and FEM

models. The characteristic time for a fire model is much lower than a solid model; however, the

meshing in CFD could be even larger than the thickness of structural elements. The heating

of solid depends on the thermal inertia which varies with the conductivity and specific heat

of the material. In a study, Jowsey [29] presented a range of characteristic heating times for

various solid materials. Furthermore, performing such a fine mesh in CFD is not practical and

computationally very expensive. A few methodologies have been proposed which are capable

of coupling CFD models with FE models prepared using commercial FE software. These

techniques have their advantages and limitations. Over the last two decades, researchers have

worked to develop suitable methods to couple FEM with the CFD model, which should not only

be more accurate but also computationally cost-effective. To achieve a fully coupled simulation

of structural response under fire, quite a number of approaches have been proposed. These

coupling approaches include algorithms, new techniques, different ways of couplings, types of
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fire, and data mapping methods [30, 31, 32, 33]. Prasad and Baum [30] proposed a method,

called Fire-Structure Interface (FSI) by employing a zone-model approach to investigate the

effects of radiative heat transfer from combustion products on a structure and couple FDS

results with ANSYS and utilise this approach to investigate the collapse of the WTC (for more

detail refer to Chapter 2). Prasad and Baum [30] assumed unit emissivity in the upper layers,

these assumptions are practical for post-flashover fire. Silva et al. [32] proposed a methodology

(FTMI) and coupled ANSYS with FDS, however, this model is limited to ANSYS scripts. An

approach for spatial resolution of CFD-FEM is introduced by Beata and Jeffers [34]. They

developed a trapezoid rule algorithm to deal with the spatial difference between fire and solid

models. They used the macro-heat transfer elements - developed by Jeffers and Sotelino [35] -

which can simulate the non-uniform heated surface. Using macro-elements, a coarser grid could

be used that can reduce the computational time significantly. The proposed method provides

more accurate results than the algorithms based on sampling, averaging, and least squares. To

deal with the temporal scale between the CFD and FEM, Yu and Jeffers [36] proposed a time-

averaged subcycling algorithm. Their time-averaging method for transferring the thermal data

from CFD to FEM reduces the computational time significantly by achieving the converged

solution earlier than the traditional time-averaged method.

If CFD can be used to simulate the net heat fluxes at solid boundaries satisfactorily, then

a reasonable estimate of the thermal exposure history of structural members can be determined

from finite element heat transfer analyses. However accurate estimation of convective (depen-

dent on the velocity and length scales) and radiative heat transfer coefficients – by-products

of the optical properties of gas phase in fire affected by the emissivity, wavelength, extinction

coefficient, and so on [29] – at the boundaries is highly uncertain in the dynamic environment

of a fire. An effective approach was proposed by Jowsey [29] for estimating convective, ra-

diative, and total heat fluxes on fire exposed boundaries from a CFD simulation. Jowsey’s

approach is based on gas conditions near the exposed surface and analysis of the smoke layer

and products of combustion allow heat fluxes to be defined based on smoke absorption coeffi-

cients and temperatures (Chapter 2). To produce accurate boundary conditions for conducting

a heat transfer analysis, a concept of Adiabatic Surface Temperature (AST) was introduced by

Wickstrom [37, 38]. Conceptually, AST represents a perfectly insulated surface temperature
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when exposed to the same conditions as real surface. AST can be considered an effective fluid

phase temperature that can be employed to calculate both radiation and convection heat trans-

fer.Although, the AST method is a robust, practical, and simple method to obtain boundary

conditions at the structural surface for thermal analysis, its applicability depends on the optical

dept. Optical depth must be thick enough to assume a single radiative source, unit emissiv-

ity, and therefore radiation losses from the surface can be neglected which allows considering

local conditions for the heat fluxes. It is highly unlikely that such scenario is achieved in large

compartment [39, 29]. Chapter 2 discusses the limitations and applicability various fire models

including AST method.

Since the concept of AST was introduced, several researchers utilised the AST concept

while studying the structural behaviour in fire conditions. Banerjee [40] also used the AST

technique to calculate gas temperatures from FDS for heat transfer analysis of structural ele-

ments and to simulate a 3D structural behaviour under fire using ANSYS. Similarly, Alos-Moya

et al. [41] analysed the failure of a composite bridge under fire by coupling CFD and Abaqus

software. These proposed frameworks are limited to couple only the commercial FE software.

These frameworks were developed because of the compatibility of scripts and elements used in

thermal and structural analysis. Furthermore, these tools are generally limited to the small

group of research teams and not further developed or provide any opportunity to fire engineers

and research community to improve them. In this regard, OpenFIRE enables the coupling of

the FDS model with an open-source FE software (OpenSees) and gives total freedom to struc-

tural fire engineers which may be required for unique structures. Furthermore, the proposed

methodology is not limited to couple FDS and OpenSees, it can easily be implemented to any

CFD and FEM packages.

3.2.3 Realistic fire Vs ‘Idealized fire model’

It is the subject of argument among structural community whether to utilise code-based fires

or move towards computational techniques. As discussed in the previous section and Chapter

2, the fire curves presented in internationally recognised standards and codes were proposed

several decades ago and largely based on the idealised small compartment fire tests and depend

on empirical or semi-empirical relationships. Since then, there have been attempts to develop
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more realistic idealised fire models, for example, “travelling fires” for large open plan floor

plates [42, 43, 44]. Moreover, our understanding of fire behaviour and fire simulation methods

and approaches are improving with the advancement in the field of fire science. Apart from the

complications in performing experiments to produce empirical relationships such as code-based

fires, there are various questions which are yet to be resolved within the available fire models,

some of them are listed below:

• These fire models do not explicitly consider the type of materials stored inside the com-

partment, which strongly influences the dynamics of fire. The process of pyrolysis would

be different for each material which would be based on the volatility and stoichiometric

requirement of the fuel. This process affects the growth and severity of the fire which is

not taken into account in the idealised fire models.

• Generally, code-based fires are capable of producing reasonably accurate time-temperature

data for ventilation-controlled fire scenarios. Whereas Thomas’ curve [45] shows that fire

behaviour is highly unpredictable in fuel-controlled fire scenarios.

• There is no information on the distribution of fuel load (pattern and location within the

compartment), which plays a decisive role in defining fire growth, severity and travelling

behaviour.

• Each building is unique in terms of its interior and architecture, and all code-based fire

models do not account of the building geometry, which can be a governing factor in

defining the fire behaviour. The innovations in architectural designs to produce aesthetic

designs can significantly influence the pattern and extent of fire propagation. The ef-

fect of geometry must be considered while quantifying the fire load for conducting the

structural analysis.In a travelling fire test (Malveira fire test [46]), it was observed that

HRR suddenly increased due to the thermal feedback from the smoke layer when the fire

reached near the beam soffit.

Although most prevalent fire protection engineering is still code-based however, due to the

above-mentioned shortcomings of code-based fires, a detailed risk assessment is recommended

before commencing fire engineering strategies for any occupancy. The true response of complex
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structures to real fires cannot be determined using currently prevalent fire models. -Realistic

and high-fidelity fire scenarios can only be generated by using CFD tools if accurate input

parameters that can represent the physical model for fire simulation are used. It is imperative

to resolve the boundary conditions with a high degree of fidelity to understand the thermome-

chanical response of complex structure [47]. It is possible by using the CFD that can answer

the above questions in a much more convincing manner. In this chapter, a robust extendable

open-source framework (OpenFIRE) is proposed, which is capable of producing a realistic fire

scenario and performing a consequential thermomechanical analysis of structures to understand

the structural response to fire.

3.2.4 Fire simulation output

FDS [48] is the most widely used CFD software in the world for fire simulation to solve practical

problems as well as study the fire behaviour for research purposes. As discussed in section 3.2.2,

to obtain boundary conditions with detailed resolution FDS is exploited by the structural

community to achieve realistic boundary conditions for understanding structural behaviour in

fire. For solving compartment fire, FDS utilises the Large Eddy Simulation (LES) turbulent

model to solve the smoke transport in the fire. In LES, energy and momentum equations of the

large eddies are solved directedly whereas the eddies smaller than the mesh size are modelled

[49]. Therefore, FDS simulations are mesh sensitive and it is required to carry out numerical

tests for sensitivity analysis. A few methods are presented in [49] to determine the appropriate

mesh size for a practical problem.

FDS is capable of providing all the required data for analysis, such as gas temperatures,

velocities, wall temperatures, etc. However, it is imperative to understand how data can be

extracted from FDS before using it for heat transfer analysis of any structure. In the current

methodology, two major approaches available in FDS [48] are used to get the necessary data for

thermal analysis. One uses ‘BNDF ’ namelist (a FORTRAN input record to define parameters)

group parameter which allows recording data of specified quantity such as heat flux, wall

temperature, AST, etc. at all solid obstructions. Another method utilises ‘DEVC ’ namelist,

where user provides the specific location and orientation of the quantity to be calculated. While

utilising BNDF namelist group, the quantity to be measured at surface (ASTs or heat fluxes)
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must be mentioned in the FDS file before running the simulation. Although the computational

cost increases significantly because a large amount of data is produced, as ‘BNDF ’ records

the desired quantities at all control volumes, there is no need to rerun the FDS analysis for

extracting data at another locations. After the FDS analysis is complete, the output data from

FDS is written in a boundary file (‘∗.bf ’) in a binary format, which can be converted to ASCII

format by utilising the fds2ascii code written in FORTRAN, which is available with the FDS

package [4, 48]. To run fds2ascii code in interactive mode is cumbersome; therefore, a batch

file or a script is written by employing a module of the middleware developed in this chapter

to get the values of the specified quantity as a function of time at pre-defined locations.

In another approach, where DEVC namelist is employed to get the quantities (AST and

convective heat transfer coefficient [hc]) at the pre-defined locations, a module within the frame-

work provides all defined locations for each device with the quantities to be calculated and

generate FDS code file (FDS code can be written within the code or separately in a text file).

The major drawback of DEVC approach is that if data access is required at locations other than

predefined in the model, fire simulations must be rerun. However, it provides the time-varying

quantities in ∗.csv format, which can be used as input for the OpenSees heat transfer model

while results generated by the BNDF approach are in binary format, requiring fds2ascii pro-

gram to convert it into the required format. DEVC approach is a computationally efficient way

of performing the FDS simulations as it calculates the desired quantities only at specified loca-

tions compared to the BNDF approach, which estimates the responses at all control volumes

at solid boundaries. In DEVC approach, to obtain accurate thermal gradients in a large fire

compartment, it may be required to add many devices, however, the developed middleware can

handle any volume of data and produce the boundary conditions for a sequential heat transfer

analysis.

Generally, only the fire compartment is modelled in FDS to simulate the fire behaviour

as it has no interaction with the rest of the building. Whereas the thermomechanical model

requires the whole structural model for the analysis of structural fire response. Therefore, it is

worth noting that the global coordinates for both compartment FDS model and whole structure

heat transfer model must be the same irrespective of their geometrical extent to correctly map

the required data from FDS to FE model at specified locations.
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3.3 Development of the OpenFIRE framework

In recent years OpenSees has been exploited to simulate the thermo-mechanical response of

structures in fire. A number of researchers have been working with OpenSees to develop an

integrated capability to simulate the structural response to a range of idealised fire scenarios

such as standard fires, natural fires, localised fire, travelling fires. In this chapter, a framework

is proposed to integrate OpenSees with CFD, which describes how OpenSees can employ a

user defined output from the FDS (CFD model) as more realistic boundary conditions for heat

transfer analysis and conduct subsequent structural analysis [43]. Firstly, for fire analysis, heat

fluxes and temperatures need to be estimated at the surface using the FDS model. Secondly,

heat transfer analysis must be carried out by applying the temperatures or heat fluxes from

FDS, defining both modes of heat transfer (convective and radiative) on the structural surface.

A user can define any quantity (or quantities) by using middleware to obtain thermal boundary

conditions such as gas temperatures, ASTs, heat fluxes, extinction coefficients, convective heat

transfer coefficient so on. To capture gradients of a quantity (thermal or any other measuring

quantity such as heat transfer coefficient, heat fluxes) along the length, the mesh size of the

CFD domain must be smaller than the spatial resolution required for the structural analysis.

FDS computes a gas-phase quantity in a cell volume. If the cell size is bigger than the struc-

tural component, only a single value of the quantity (gas-phase temperature, adiabatic surface

temperature, and so on) would be obtained from the CFD simulation. For example, if separate

quantities are needed for a flange and web of an I-beam, both (web and flange) must be present

in different cell volumes.

As discussed in Chapter 2 that despite its limitations AST concept is exploited by many

researchers as thermal boundary condition in their study without explaining its limitations

[41, 50, 33]. To validate the current methodology with the experimental and published numerical

study, in the current study, ASTs are recorded in the fire simulation which are used as boundary

conditions for heat transfer analysis. At this point, authors would like to mention that in

addition to the limitations and assumptions of AST discussed in Chapter 2, the convective

heat transfer coefficient evaluated in FDS for determining the AST and heat fluxes may be

poorly defined for a cell. Generally, the boundary layer size is significantly smaller compared to
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Figure 3.1: CFD-FEM coupling in OpenSees

the cell size which makes it very difficult to incorporate a proper calculation as FDS averaged a

quantity over a cell volume. Therefore, it is required user must be aware of the limitation of the

quantity that has to be used as thermal boundary condition for structural analysis (Chapter

2).

By using the AST as the thermal boundary condition, this chapter intent to show how

temperature history (or any quantity) can be transferred from the gas phase to the FEM model

as an effective thermal boundary condition (time-temperature history of a whole process for a

user-defined fire scenario). The chapter shows how temperature history can be transferred from

the fluid domain to the FEM model as an effective thermal boundary condition. Details and

derivation of the AST concept can be found here [37, 38]. Finally, after conducting the heat

transfer analysis, the temperature histories at various locations are transferred to the structural

model to perform the thermo-mechanical analysis.

3.3.1 Couplings in OpenFIRE

3.3.1.1 CFD-HT coupling

After conducting the fire simulation, the output data are required to be transferred to the heat

transfer (HT) model using a suitable coupling technique. Figure 3.1 shows the overview of
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the OpenFIRE framework. Details involved in CFD-HT coupling are explained in this section.

While generating the heat transfer model in OpenSees, the heat transfer entities are required

to define a particular shape of the section, and entities must be assigned unique IDs, each

entity requires all information about the section such as length, section dimensions, entity

type, coordinates, etc [51]. Middleware generates the script files for heat transfer analysis in

OpenSees. While generating the thermocouples or devices for FDS, it generates corresponding

entities for HT analysis with the same tag number as the device number. The thermal gradients

across the depth and along the plane are being handled as per the OpenSees capabilities. To

obtain thermal gradients through the depth of the section, 2D heat transfer analysis is sufficient.

To capture in plane (plane of the floor) gradients accurately, a 3D heat transfer analysis is

required. However, it has been found that a 2D cross-sectional analysis for beam or column

members (or 1D “through-depth” analysis for slabs) at a sufficient number of selected locations

is usually sufficient to produce a realistic representation of the 3D thermal history. OpenSees

is fully capable of performing both 2D and 3D heat transfer analysis.

In OpenSees 2D heat transfer model, while defining an entity there is no need to explicitly

provide global coordinates to the entity whereas local coordinates at elemental level such as

its centroid and dimensions are required. The device locations (DEVC or BNDF ) are assigned

with orientations in FDS by employing the middleware. The middleware arranges the devices

in the same sequence as entities arranged in the OpenSees model to get thermal load for heat

transfer analysis. Therefore, the script files for both FDS (devices) and OpenSees (entities) can

be generated simultaneously using the middleware maintaining the same sequence for the enti-

ties and devices. To establish a coupling between FDS and OpenSees software, the temperature

history (AST) generated by FDS software is mapped to the heat transfer model in OpenSees.

It enables the heat transfer model to pick the correct file from FDS data to apply as thermal

boundary conditions based on the device output corresponding to the ID of each entity gen-

erated by the OpenFIRE framework. The ASTs generated by devices in FDS model are used

as thermal boundary conditions for corresponding entities in heat transfer model by mapping

the data obtained from FDS at the correct location in a heat transfer model. A module of the

middleware post-processes the output data from FDS and assigns proper indexing to each file

to transfer as boundary condition files for HT analysis. This approach significantly makes the
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process seamless and error free, especially when structural analysis for a large model needs to

be performed.

On the other hand, when heat transfer along the length of the member plays a significant

role in overall member temperature, a 3D heat transfer analysis is recommended. To apply the

FDS time-varying output data at the correct location in the heat transfer model, the FSDM

(detail in section 3.3.1.3) program identifies the suitable entity lying in that particular range

of coordinates where the device data was recorded in the FDS model. In this case, entities are

being mapped by the middleware depending upon their global coordinates.

The major difference in data transfer for both types of heat transfer analyses is that in

2D heat transfer analysis, the global coordinates need not be assigned. The HT entities are

created with specific IDs and local coordinates. These unique IDs of entities are used to map

the data from the corresponding device of the FDS model. However, for 3D heat transfer

analysis, entities are created using a similar global coordinate system for FDS and the heat

transfer model. In this case, the global coordinates in a heat transfer model are used by the

middleware to map the entities corresponding to the location of installed devices in the FDS

model. Therefore, unlike the entity IDs in 2D analysis, entities are mapped using the global

coordinates in the 3D heat transfer model.

3.3.1.2 HT-TM coupling

Once heat transfer analysis is finished, the output from OpenSees is obtained as boundary con-

ditions for structural analysis in the appropriate format. A component of middleware searches

the nodes within a range of coordinates and generates a node-set in the structural model corre-

sponding to each HT entity output. Furthermore, for each node-set, an element set is generated

where the output from the corresponding HT entity (after heat transfer analysis) is applied to

conduct thermomechanical analysis.

3.3.1.3 FSDM (Fire Structure Data Mapping) middleware

To map the FDS data to OpenSees, a middleware named; Fire Structure Data Mapping (FSDM)

is developed (executables of FSDM can be downloaded from [52]. A module in FSDM can
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transfer the time varying boundary conditions from FDS output to FE model for conducting

heat transfer analysis by generating the heat transfer entities in the heat transfer model and

corresponding devices in the FDS model. The steps involved in the FDS-FEM coupling for

producing a real fire scenario (‘user-defined ’ fire scenario) and conducting a sequential thermo-

mechanical analysis are represented using the flowchart as shown in Figure 3.2. The FSDM

includes a series of modules written in the python programming language (all source-code can

be downloaded from [52]). The exposed surface on the heat transfer FE model is identified by

the middleware to which the AST data from the FDS model is mapped as thermal boundary

conditions for heat transfer analysis. Similarly, the heat transfer results are also mapped to the

structural model for conducting thermo-mechanical analysis using the developed middleware.

Once the fire simulation is complete, the middleware converts the time-temperature history (or

any other quantity as a function of time) in an appropriate format as required by OpenSees

program (∗.dat format, space separated files) and implements them at the desired locations

to carry out the heat transfer analysis. However, for structural analysis data mapping is not

as straightforward as for the heat transfer analysis. Structural models consist of nodes and

elements to represent the surface of a structural member, whereas the heat transfer model in

OpenSees is developed using HT entities (explained in detail in section 3.3.1.1). To accurately

map the data from HT to the structural model, the middleware searches the elements in the

structural model and creates element sets corresponding to each HT entity output file. Figure

3.2 shows the flow of the various steps involved in the OpenFIRE framework using the FSDM

middleware. The architecture of the integrated computational framework for conducting se-

quential FDS analysis, heat transfer analysis, and finally structural analysis is illustrated in

Figure 3.3. Following are the various steps that are performed in this open-source framework

to conduct an FDS-FE coupled analysis.

1 In the first step, FDS devices and HT files are generated. This module of the FSDM also

creates node sets in the structural model based on the corresponding location of the entity

in the heat transfer model. This module then searches all the elements corresponding to

each node set and creates element sets where the heat transfer output is to be applied

(Figure 3.3). The FSDM can be employed for structural models developed using any type

of elements such as beam-column elements, shell elements, and continuum elements.
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Figure 3.2: Steps involved in novel OpenFIRE Framework
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2 Before carrying out the FDS simulation, geometry of the fire compartment needs to

be produced by writing input code in FDS. In FDS, structural surfaces are defined as

obstruction (OBST ), and necessary fuel load needs to be defined in the code as shown

in Figure 3.3. For data extraction, as discussed in section 3.2.4, DEV C or BNDF ap-

proaches can be utilised by describing them in the FDS code. To attain proper thermal

gradients, it is recommended to place the ‘Temperature thermocouple (Solid phase De-

vice, AST)’ as close as possible if utilising DEV C approach (for BNDF data can be

extracted after simulation as discussed earlier in section 3.2.4).However, it depends on

the users’ discretion, who decides based on the requirement for the level of accuracy and

computational cost. The devices at specific locations are generated using the framework

and added to the FDS input file. Now, FDS simulation is carried out to get the fire

scenario based on the user input (‘real fires ’), and the data in the form of AST (HF or

gas temperatures) is generated for conducting heat transfer analysis (see Figures 3.2 and

3.3).

3 After the FDS simulation is finished, FDS dumps the output of the simulation. Now,

one of the main functions performed by the FSDM middleware is to process output data

from FDS to convert it into a suitable format (∗.dat format) as required by OpenSees to

conduct heat transfer analysis (see Figure 3.3).

4 In the OpenFIRE framework, the FSDM middleware generates the appropriate HT entity

in OpenSees heat transfer model for each device data in the FDS model and implements

corresponding AST data to it, as shown in Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.4. The obtained

output from FDS can be applied as boundary conditions for conducting heat transfer

analysis using ‘User Defined ’ command in OpenSees [51]. The heat transfer model gen-

erated by the OpenFIRE framework selects the correct FDS output file and applies it as

thermal boundary conditions at each entity to perform heat transfer analysis to get the

temperatures inside the solid material (solving heat diffusion equation).

5 Once the heat transfer analysis is complete, a component of FSDM post process the HT

output data required for conducting thermo-mechanical analysis [52]. The post-processed

output from heat transfer can be directly applied to the specific element sets created in
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Figure 3.3: OpenFIRE Framework

step 1. Figure 3.4 shows the application of an HT entity output (arrow) to an element

set (square) in the thermomechanical model.

6 Finally, using the time-varying temperature history, a thermo-mechanical analysis is con-

ducted to understand the structure’s response to a realistic fire scenario (Figure 3.3).

The key features of this FSDM middleware are as follows:

• The FSDM middleware uses HT entity IDs to map the FDS device output data to

OpenSees heat transfer analysis.

• For coupling of heat transfer model with thermo-mechanical model, FSDM creates ele-

ment sets in the thermomechanical model corresponding to each entity output, so it is
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Figure 3.4: OpenSees Entity and Element Set

independent of the mesh size of the FE model, and it can be used for any discretization

level. Besides, the mesh sizes of the FDS model and FE model need not to be same.

• The code written for developing FSDM middleware is generic, and it can be used in

models made with any kind of structural elements such as beam-column (linear), shell

elements (planar) as well as brick elements (continuum).

• The middleware can be applied to map different types of output from FDS such as tem-

peratures, heat fluxes, etc.

• All source codes are freely available to use and further develop by the designers and

researchers [52]. Appendix A explains how to use the middleware and information to

make changes in the source codes.

3.4 Implementation and validation of the OpenFIRE frame-

work

In this section, OpenFIRE framework is implemented and validated using experimental results

of Kamikawa et al. [53] and numerical results of Zhang et al.[33]. As well defined experi-

mental data along with the published work for CFD-FEM coupling for commercial package is
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available, this structure is an ideal candidate for validating the accuracy and efficiency of the

developed framework. A square hollow column (SHS) column is modelled using displacement

beam-column elements because, in the future, the OpenFIRE framework is aimed to be utilised

to analyse the behaviour of large structures exposed to fire. Since modelling large structures

using high-resolution elements such as shell and solid elements is computationally expensive,

therefore, simpler and computationally economical beam-column elements would be used. This

experiment was also validated by Zhang et al. [33] to couple a commercial software with an

FDS model, therefore this case of column exposed to pool fire is chosen to validate the Open-

FIRE framework. This validation aims to demonstrate various capabilities of the OpenFIRE

framework, such as predicting a realistic fire scenario and understanding response of structures

exposed to these realistic fires through a seamless coupling of CFD and FE software.

3.4.1 Fire Scenario

To validate the framework, the thermal response of the SHS steel column exposed to a pool fire

is predicted using an FDS model. The fire model is developed using the data obtained from

the experiments [53]. In the experiment, an SHS column (STKR400) of 0.1 m x 0.1 m and 1.6

m tall with a thickness of 3.2 mm was exposed to a pool fire. The authors performed four tests

under various loading and restraint conditions. The base of the columns was fixed for all cases.

To validate the framework with experimental and numerical results, only Case 1 and Case 4 are

considered. In Case 1, except at the base, the column was unrestrained along the length and at

the top, as illustrated in Figure 3.5. These experiments were mainly performed to measure the

thermal expansion of the column when exposed to fire and to observe the bending behaviour

due to thermal gradients. In all experiments, the columns were exposed to fire (one hour) until

temperatures and displacement reached a steady state. However, in Case 4, as shown in Figure

3.5, a restraint was applied to the horizontal movement of the column towards the fire source.

Moreover, once the temperature of the steel column reached a steady-state, which was around

52 minutes after ignition, a vertical force was applied and increased progressively during the

experiment.

A 0.3m square diffusion fuel burner of 0.25 m high was placed near one face of the column,

as shown in Fig. 6a. Propane was used as a fuel which produced a heat release rate of 52.5 kW.
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Figure 3.5: Loading and restraint conditions for Case 1 and Case 4 Kamikawa et al.’s test

The heat of combustion for propane (44715 kJ/kg) is obtained from SFPE Handbook [54].In

fire simulation, the soot yield for propane is taken as 0.1836, radiative fraction and solid angles

are taken as 0.35 and 100, respectively. Detailed information about the experimental setup can

be found in the published article of Kamikawa et al. [53] and Zhang et al. [33]. A number of

devices are installed on all four faces of the column in the FDS model to record temperatures

around the periphery. The concept of AST has been utilised to get the output from the FDS

model, which is exploited as a thermal boundary condition for further heat transfer analysis in

the FE model. In addition to devices, ASTs were calculated at each cell of the column using

BNDF namelist in FDS. To validate the data with the numerical results of Zhang et al. [33],

the grid size of 0.015 m was used after sensitivity analysis. The computational domain for the

fire simulation was 0.75 x 0.45 x 1.8 m3, as shown in Figure 3.6. It is worth noting that in

such fire scenario (localised fires) it is highly unlikely that emissivity of the gases reached one,

therefore the assumptions of unit emissivity in AST concept may produce conservative results,

especially at the upper part of the column (away from the flame and smoke).
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Figure 3.6: Model setup similar to experimental and numerical model (a) geometry and device
location (b) computational domain and smokeview (FDS)

3.4.2 Thermal response of the column

The heat transfer modules in OpenSees [55, 56] are used to calculate the transient temperature

evolution in the SHS column. As the fire simulations are being performed using FDS models,

the subsequent heat transfer analysis for the specimen has a fully three-dimensional behaviour,

i.e., the temperature varies in all directions, and this behaviour is included in this study.

Furthermore, the conduction of heat along the length of the structural members and across the

width and depth is also considered. Hence a 3D heat transfer analysis is carried out considering

a separate HT entity for each thermocouple device data from the CFD model.

The SHS column (STKR400) of 0.1 m x 0.1 m and 1.6 m tall with a thickness of 3.2

mm is modelled using brick heat transfer entities in OpenSees [51]. Various thermocouples

devices are modelled in the FDS model along the length of each face at a spacing of 100 mm.

Therefore, each column face is modelled using 16 heat transfer entities, and the whole column is

comprised of 64 heat transfer entities. In this study, different faces are referred to as F1 to F4,
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as shown in Figure 3.6. The temperature-dependent material properties of steel (specific heat

and conductivity) are in accordance with Eurocode [57]. CarbonSteelEC3 material classes

available in OpenSees heat transfer module are used for modelling steel SHS [58]. Entities for

all four faces of SHS are applied with thermal boundary conditions as AST produced by the

FDS model at respective locations. The developed FSDM middleware, as explained in section

3.3 is utilised for the application of the AST data from the FDS simulation as thermal boundary

conditions for heat transfer analysis. ASTs are the gas phase temperatures that are calculated

by assuming an adiabatic surface near the actual solid. For heat transfer in the solid ASTs

are used to calculate the heat fluxes, which required inputs for both convective and radiative

heat transfer coefficients (Chapter 2). The convection coefficient of 25 W/m2K according to the

Eurocodes [59] (for composite steel and concrete structure) is assumed for fire-exposed surfaces.

An emissivity of 0.7 is used in accordance with the Eurocodes for steel [59]. The temperature

at various locations on all four faces of the SHS column has been recorded after conducting a

heat transfer analysis.

The predicted steel temperature distributions using FSDM middleware are shown in Figure

3.7. Due to three-dimensional fire exposure, the temperature distributions are highly non-

uniform across the section and along the length of the column. The simulated temperatures

are compared to experimental results at four locations throughout fire exposure to validate the

heat transfer model predictions. At the centre of the front face and its corner, temperatures

are measured at 400 mm above the burner, and for the side and back face, temperatures are

measured at 600 mm above the burner. This comparison is presented in Figure 3.7, which shows

a reasonably good agreement between the experimental and predicted steel temperatures. The

temperature at the front face is higher compared to other faces as it is directly exposed to the

fire flame. Only the front face was in direct contact with the flame, the temperature increase

at other faces is mainly due to conduction, radiation, and cavity radiation. Moreover, the

temperature reached the corners, and the heat of conduction highly influences the side faces

from the front surface. The temperatures at the back and side faces slightly lag behind in the

numerical results compared to the experimental temperatures. This is due to the fact that

the cavity radiation effect is not included while conducting the heat transfer analysis (current

limitation of OpenSees).he experimental temperature reached the back face is in the range of
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Figure 3.7: Comparison between measured and predicted steel temperatures in Case 1 with
experimental results

300◦C, which does induce any loss of steel strength, and neglecting the cavity radiation does

not greatly influence the overall structural behaviour of the column.

3.4.3 Thermo-mechanical response of the column

To obtain the structural response from the novel OpenFIRE framework, a thermal stress anal-

ysis has been conducted by importing the temperature history from the heat transfer analysis.

It is noteworthy that failure occurred due to global buckling and yielding of the column with

yielding as a dominating failure mode. To trace these yielding and global buckling behaviours

of the column, the use of a high-resolution 3D shell FE model is not required. They can also

be captured using less computationally expensive beam-column elements.

For structural analysis, the SHS column is modelled using displacement beam-column

elements. A total of 160 elements of 10 mm length were used to model the full length of the

column (Same mesh size used by Zhang et al. [33]). The model is assigned with sections as

FiberSecThermal available in OpenSees. The FiberSecThermal section is defined using four

fibers - one fiber for each face [44].

Steel02Thermal steel material class with a yield strength (Fy) of 275N/mm2 is considered

for the SHS column. The support conditions were applied to replicate the experimental setup
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Figure 3.8: Comparison between measured and predicted vertical displacements for (a) Case 1
and (b) Case 4 with experimental and numerical results

as presented in Figure 3.5. In Case 1, fixed boundary conditions are applied at the base of the

column. Since the column is allowed to expand and bend, no vertical and horizontal restraint

is applied along the column. In Case 4, to replicate the test conditions, a horizontal restraint at

the height of 1400 mm is applied to avoid the lateral sway of the column, which might introduce

additional P − δ (P-delta) moments. The AST boundary conditions from FDS to heat transfer

were transferred using the FSDM middleware.

In Case 1, the column has no support at the top and is free to expand due to unrestrained

thermal expansion. The displacement in the vertical direction provided by the experimental

results is used here to compare with the numerical results, as shown in Figure 3.8(a). In

FE analysis, the maximum vertical displacement reached during the heating phase is 5 mm,

which is in close agreement with the experimental results, as shown in Figure 3.8. After the

fire achieves a steady state and the temperatures remained constant (from 20 min to 60 min,

Figure 3.8(a)), the vertical displacement also remains constant and starts to decrease during the

cooling phase of the fire. An excellent match with the experimental results has been obtained for

the entire duration of fire exposure, as shown in Figure 3.8(a). While there is a slight deviation

from 1500-4000s after the fire achieves a steady state, the temperatures remained constant

in the FE simulation, therefore, no change in the axial displacement is observed. While, in

experiment, temperature reduced slightly from 1500-4000s, which resulted a reduction in the

axial displacement as shown in Figure 3.8. This difference in the temperature during 1500 to

4000s is responsible for a higher axial displacement in simulation compared to experiments.
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In Case 4, the experimental work presents the vertical displacement at the column top and

a discussion about the failure mode. The structural support conditions for Case 4 are more

complex than in Case 1. Structural boundary conditions for Case 4 column are assumed as fixed

at the bottom end, and the horizontal displacement is restrained at the height of 1400 mm.

Nevertheless, to apply the load appropriately, the horizontal displacement at the column top

should be restrained as it might change the position of the experimental apparatus. This could

lead to the development of additional P − δ moments and can increase column instability. This

instability is avoided by the increased magnitude of vertical loads as it applies some restraint to

the horizontal displacements. In the FE model, the horizontal displacement at the column top

is also restrained to simulate the above experimental loading effect. This analysis is conducted

in two stages. In the first stage, the column is heated until the temperatures on all four faces

are in steady-state. In the second stage, a vertical concentrated load is applied at the top end

of the column. The magnitude of the load is gradually increased until the column fails, and a

failure load of 380 kN is predicted in the analysis, which is within 1.5 % of the failure load of

375 kN obtained from the experiment.Figure 3.8(b) presents the comparison of time-vertical

deflection behaviour from FE simulation with the test results for Case 4. The maximum vertical

deflection and failure time obtained from the analysis is 5.4 mm and 89 minutes, respectively,

which are also in a close agreement with the experimental values of 5.6 mm and 90 minutes,

respectively.

It is noteworthy that this framework utilises displacement beam-column elements for struc-

tural analysis, which reduces the overall computational expense compared to the structural

model developed using shell or solid elements. Beam-column elements are suitable for captur-

ing failure modes such as global buckling and yielding whereas to capture other failure modes

such as local buckling, shell or solid elements are more suitable choice. Since the OpenFIRE

framework is intended to analyse behaviour of large structures exposed to fire, such as tall build-

ings. To simulate the fire response of large structures, computationally efficient beam-column

elements are considered the most suitable choice. Therefore, in this validation, beam-column

elements are utilised to simulate the behaviour of SHS column within the OpenFIRE frame-

work. It also enables the user to conduct a coupled CFD-FE analysis with all of its individual

components available as open-source software i.e., FDS, FSDM, and OpenSees. The coupling
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approach developed here presents the first fully open-source framework to analyse structural

behaviour exposed to real fires. Since, this is the only open-source package available for cou-

pling CFD with FEM software, it allows research community to use it freely and develop based

on their requirements. This tool can bring us a step closer to the adoption of PBD in structural

fire engineering. Two more cases for validation and verification of OpenFIRE are presented in

Appendix C.

3.5 Conclusions

Practices, to evaluate the structural resistance, that were adequate a few decades ago deficient

now due to presence of large open floor plan in modern buildings. A widely accepted solution

to this lag in engineering practice is adopting the more flexible performance-based engineering

(PBE) approach. The integrated computational framework proposed in this chapter directly

addresses the need for significantly better simulation tools for structural and fire safety en-

gineers to encourage wider acceptance of PBE concepts. Work reported in this chapter has

produced a ”free to use” an open-source tool for engineers to design the built infrastructure

against the threat of fire. A novel open-source framework, OpenFIRE, is developed to inte-

grate FDS and OpenSees software. As FDS is capable of producing realistic fire scenarios (fire

scenarios generated by user’s inputs), which are an essential requirement for PBE approach,

this framework enables the user to analyse the structure when it is exposed to these realistic

fire scenarios produced by FDS rather considering a prescriptive fire scenario such as standard

fire, hydrocarbon fire, and parametric fire. This framework allows considering realistic fire load

for conducting structural analysis and obtaining performance-based designs of large structures

(tall buildings). To validate the current framework, a validation study was also performed con-

sidering an SHS column exposed to a pool fire. This study showed that a realistic fire scenario

was accurately generated and sequentially implemented to an SHS column as thermal loads

using the OpenFIRE framework. The thermal expansions of the column in the Case 1 scenario

were accurately predicted. The failure due to axial load and the vertical deflection in the Case

2 scenario, predicted using the OpenFIRE framework, were also in agreement with the test

results. The open-source nature of the framework allows the research community (users and
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developers) to use it and develop it by further enhancement. This framework is utilised to con-

duct a forensic investigation of the progressive collapse of the Plasco in the latter part of this

thesis. Various other applications of the framework may include studying travelling behaviour

of fire in a large compartment and high-rise buildings and employing them to understand the

structural fire response.
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Preface

Fire is a considerable condition for which structures must be designed. However, in some

cases in the past, fire damaged structures severely, and even buildings had collapsed due to fire.

The collapse of the three towers of the World Trade Centre (WTC) and the recent collapse

of the Plasco Building are examples of collapse due to uncontrolled fire. Despite such events,

no well-defined methodology exists to reconstruct both fire and structural behaviors and carry

out the forensic investigation of a building fire. Structural and fire engineers must carry out

a comprehensive forensic investigation of major structural failures in the same rigorous and

meticulous manner the airline industry investigates air crashes. Nevertheless, conventional

forensic investigations emphasis on the cause and origin of the fire while reconstructing the

fire event. While conducting the forensic investigation of the building that has undergone

fire, it is imperative to construct a conclusive timeline from fuel ignition to the structural

damages. The forensic assessment of the building needs to include identification of the cause,

fire spread scenario, fire behaviour patterns from its growth to decay, de-compartmentation, the

performance of fire protection systems, and firefighting management. Using the available tools

and data, the current chapter proposes a methodology to reconstruct the fire for the forensic

assessment of tall buildings. This is done by first organising observed data into a coherent

timeline and presenting the actual fire spread obtained from the visual evidence. The total

fire spread within the building is estimated based on fire dynamics principles and observed fire

scenes that can be verified with a calibrated CFD model. The collapse of the Plasco Building

is assessed by employing the proposed framework.

4.1 Introduction

Assessment of structural damage may be done if it is deemed that the structure is economi-

cally repairable and reusable. This is unlikely to be the case where partial or total collapse

has occurred and in such cases, no investigation or analysis to determine the reasons for the

structural collapse are usually part of the conventional fire investigation methodologies. Nev-

ertheless, when the tragic events of WTC occurred in 2001, and three towers (Tower 1, 2, and

7) collapsed after the impact of two airplanes on buildings 1 and 2 of the WTC , NIST con-
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ducted a detailed investigation of the collapse [1, 2], and so did several independent researchers

[3, 4, 5, 6], given the enormous significance of those collapses. WTC Tower 7 became the first

tall steel-framed structure to collapse entirely due to uncontrolled fire originating from the

collapse debris of WTC Tower 1 [2].

Torero [7] proposed a technique for fire reconstruction, where scientific understanding may

be used to determine the fire history and the structural response corresponding to a unique fire

scenario. He summarised four key aspects when conducting a forensic assessment of a building

after a fire: (1) fire growth; (2) fire protection system (if installed its performance needs to

be assessed); (3) egress analysis (no direct impact on fire but human casualties are directly

connected); and (4) structural analysis (failure of compartmentation, fire proofing, etc.).

The most comprehensive study to reconstruct the collapse of the WTC was conducted

by NIST [1]. A massive amount of data (images and testimonies) were collected to define

the sequence of events. However, it failed to track the specific events of fire spread within

the building to reconstruct a conclusive fire timeline. For such a complex structural failure of

Towers 1 and 2 of WTC, Usmani et al. [3] performed a parametric study (potential conditions)

to model the structural behaviour in fire, where for temperature distributions for structural

analysis, authors exploited all typical fire conditions described by Torero et al. [8]. However,

the aim of the study was to understand the structural response. Consequently, the spread of

fire within the building was not explicitly described to reconstruct the fire.

Over the last two decades, the most common approach to reconstruct the structural be-

haviour to fire is to model all three components of the fire incident, namely: defining the fire,

heat transfer to structural boundary, and structural response [7, 9], as discussed in Chapter 2.

While defining a fire, generally, empirical or analytical idealised models are used [10]. Though

a great deal of information can be generated to understand the structural response to fire from

these models, they are unable to reconstruct the actual fire events, especially for the large fire

scenarios such as the collapse of the WTC towers (New York, 2001) [2, 3], Windsor Tower

(Madrid, 2005) [11], and Plasco Building (Tehran, 2017) [12].

The uniqueness of the structural system of a building combined with specific fire scenarios

may lead to unique forms of structural failure, which may require a comprehensive study of
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the actual fire spread. From the several studies on the fire spread history in the WTC towers,

distinct fire scenarios were identified, where fire travelled along with the open-floor plates and

are being referred to as the “travelling fires” [13, 14]. The particular case of the Plasco Building

is studied in this chapter in order to identify the travel path and fire spread in both vertical and

horizontal directions that eventually led to the total collapse of the building. To reconstruct

the history for a comprehensive fire-investigation of tall buildings, no definitive methodology

currently exists that can be used to provide sufficient information about the progress and spread

of fire and its impact on the structure. The methodologies used for the WTC investigations were

improvised during the analysis, and eventually, the timeline for fire spread was not considered

conclusive [1, 7].

In the current chapter, a framework is proposed that utilises all available evidence in the

form of images, testimonies, videos, reports, and other sources of information. The proposed

framework can be used to reconstruct the fire history for complex fire scenarios and develop a

methodology to perform a comprehensive forensic fire investigation, including structural failure

and/or collapse. The framework allows the establishment of a coherent fire history timeline

based on visual evidence and testimonies associated with the fire spread behaviour and struc-

tural changes within the building during the fire incident. This methodology can be applied to

any fire accident in tall buildings such as the Grenfell Tower, where the structure was severely

damaged and not safe to use. The fire scenario that led to the collapse of the Plasco Building

is reconstructed, and a well-defined sequence of events is presented to establish a rational fire

timeline in conjunction with structural damage that occurred in the building during the event.

4.2 Fire Investigation of Tall Buildings

The foremost step for any fire investigation is the collection of evidence to reconstruct the

fire. Generally, fire investigation emphasises the determination of the origin of the fire and its

cause (cause and origin), rather than a very detailed study of the spread of fire within the

building [15, 16] and any consequential structural damage or failure. For any complex incident

such as the collapse of the WTC towers, Torero [7] recommends investigators set objectives

for their study before performing the investigation, which would make the conclusion clear.
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The primary objective of a forensic investigation of structural failure in fire is generally to

understand the structural response to different fire scenarios. The knowledge of many key

parameters is required to create a rational and justifiable fire history to develop a fire timeline

based on critical events during the fire. These key parameters include the ignition source and

origin of the fire, nature of combustibles and fire load, fuel distribution, the architectural design

of the building, nature of the partitions and compartment walls, ventilation conditions, and so

on. Fire growth is a complex combustion and heat transfer phenomenon [17, 18, 19].

Over the last two decades, CFD has emerged as a strong tool for modelling fire behaviour

in forensic and design applications [20]. CFD tools are capable of computing the spatial and

temporal resolution of temperatures and chemical species, which can be easily implemented

to construct a rational timeline. NIST [1] used CFD models to produce the fire propagation

and linked it with available images of the collapse of the WTC towers, and the resultant data

was mapped to finite element models to obtain the structural response. However, inherent

uncertainties are involved with numerical models of fire, mainly because of the uncertainties

associated with the parameters needed to characterise the fire, such as fuel load and its distri-

bution, ventilation conditions that vary throughout the fire, and so on.

Many researchers have reported CFD simulations are highly sensitive to numerous parame-

ters (even some parameters that are well defined) which may result in fire behaviour predictions

that are not representative of the fires that had occurred in reality [21]. This chapter examines

how to overcome this uncertainty in the case of forensic studies. This can be done by first

organising observed data into a coherent timeline and then using the timeline as a reference

for the calibration process of CFD models. The calibration process has to ensure that realistic

temperature and heat release rate (HRR) predictions are generated while still conforming to

the observed travel path and timeline of the fire. Finally, this process is presented for the Plasco

Building, which provides an interesting case study that demonstrates complex fire behaviour

due to the building’s architecture and fuel load.
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4.2.1 Fire Signatures

When fire initiates, there are changes in the environment, such as the production of heat, smoke,

and char, etc., which are referred to as fire signatures [22]. When the fire grows and travels, it

leaves observable traces behind that can be used to investigate the fire, such as burnt or unburnt

fuel, char on the walls, smoke traces, and deformation of structural elements due to heat. These

fire signatures can be interpreted in a reasonable manner. Spatial and temporal details of fire

signatures can provide a great deal of information for reconstructing the fire. Detailed videos

of any fire incident uncover many aspects which may reveal the dynamics of the growth of

fire within the building [16]. However, it is nearly impossible to have this level of information

from a fire incident, such as video footage of the whole incident or images of each critical event

within the building. Close circuit television cameras (CCTV) can provide the initial details

of the fire if installed in a monitored zone or office buildings. Generally, not all buildings are

equipped with CCTV, and even if CCTV is installed, it may get burned down in a large fire or

get covered by the smoke layer in the upper part of the compartment where CCTV is generally

installed [23]. However, it is possible to reconstruct the fire by collecting information from

different resources such as available images, videos, testimonies, etc. In this study, a framework

is proposed (discussed in the next subsection) to facilitate systematic reconstruction of any fire

incident and will henceforth be referred to as ‘Fire Investigation of Tall buildings ’ (FITB).

4.2.2 Framework for Fire Investigation of Tall Building

A framework to reconstruct the fire as part of a forensic investigation of the structural failure or

collapse of tall buildings is presented in this section. A simple but robust approach is proposed

based on tracing the fire signatures (smoke and flame) from the visual evidence. Figure 4.1

shows a flowchart of the proposed framework. In the authors’ opinion, the essential component

of a fire investigation is creating a coherent timeline of the critical events. A robust and reliable

timeline helps to ascertain the fire spread between subsequent incidents by narrowing down the

uncertainties. The FITB framework, as proposed here, is explained as below:

1 Data collection: All available information related to a fire incident must be collected
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Figure 4.1: Framework for forensic fire investigation
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(represented as step 1 in Figure 4.1), such as photographs, video footage (including CCTV

footage), , reports from the fire department (if available), interviews of the first responders,

testimonies, initial reports from news agencies, etc. Images and videos can be collected

from security footage, satellite images, social networks, newspaper articles, and other

reliable resources. Metadata of the captured images and videos from the original resources

(if available) can provide the exact timing information.

2 Data organisation: Once sufficient visual evidence (images and videos) had been gath-

ered (at least a few images that represent the fire signatures from all sides of the building

exterior), the images showing the exterior of the building are organised according to build-

ing elevation direction (step 2 in Figure 4.1), e.g., put all images of the north face in a

row and similarly for other sides. It is highly unlikely that any images from the interior of

the fire compartment will be available for a complex fire incident. However, if available,

a similar exercise can be performed for the building interior.

3 Fire chronology: The history of the fire is now analysed by looking at the fire signatures.

From the images, it is straightforward to determine if the fire had already traversed a

particular location (or not) by spotting the smoke or flame (fire signatures). All images

and frames from the videos for each orientation can be easily arranged chronologically

based on the fire progression and visual consequences such as visible flame and smoke

signature on the walls that tell a story of smoke and fire movement. Each row shows

the progressive spread of fire. A matrix of photographs called ‘FireEvolutionMap’ is

generated, where each row shows the images corresponding to building orientation and

columns represent the spread of fire progression in time on each face. It is worth noting

that each column does not represent the same time. A time interval for each image is

assigned in the subsequent steps (Step 4 and Step 5).

4 Timeline estimation: Now, according to initial reports, testimonies, and news articles,

an estimated timeline can be set up that could indicate the time of key events such as

time of ignition, fire alarm activation, initiation of the fire protection system, the arrival

of first responders, initialisation and effectiveness firefighting operation, the collapse of

structural elements (if any), etc. An approximate time interval can be allocated to each
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image as each image would represent an instance between two key events. If the number

of images is limited, this exercise can be done on the wall like a ‘detective wall ’, however

for a large number of images, any spreadsheet program can be used.

5 Data refinement: Interviews and testimonies of firefighters and witnesses, and docu-

mentaries (if any) should be carefully examined, and do discover any key events that may

have occurred inside the building, such as multiple local collapses within the building

(loss of compartmentation due to collapse of partition walls, damage to false ceilings),

fire spread within the building and through false ceiling cavities and openings, firefighter

interventions and its effect, the effectiveness of the fire protection system (step 5 in Fig-

ure 4.1, and so on. If the key events established in Step 4 match with the firefighters’

statements and other such documented evidence, one may continue to the next step. Oth-

erwise, the timeline can be refined based on firefighters’ statements and/or any other more

detailed means of information (testimonies, related documents, detailed reports from the

fire service department).

6 Graphical representation: Once a coherent fire timeline is established, the fire progres-

sion and architectural changes can be represented graphically on the plan and elevation

drawings for all floors, as shown in Figure 4.1 as step 6. Flames and architectural changes

visible in the FireEvolutionMap can be presented for each floor according to fire’s known

location between or during specific key events. FireEvolutionMap of the Plasco Building

fire appears in later sections.

7 Fire progression estimation: Once all available evidence of the fire spread is illus-

trated graphically on the plans of each floor, a possible history of fire progression can be

established. There might be some missing information while representing the progression

of the fire. The gaps in the estimated fire progression can be filled based on the fire

dynamics and building knowledge extracted from various sources, such as firefighters’ in-

terviews, documentary evidence, and/or testimonies. These sources can yield a great deal

of useful information such as fuel load, fuel type, and its distribution, which could enable

the presentation of the probable fire spread history in a justifiable and rational manner.

The estimated fire progression history can further be verified by calibrating the CFD
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models with the known locations of the fire. This whole process of filling in the missing

information to obtain a reasonable fire timeline and verification with CFD is shown as

step 7 in Figure 4.1.

8 Fire scenarios establishment: Once a reasonable fire timeline is established, various

local fire scenarios which are representing the distinct fire progression events at the dif-

ferent parts of the building would be established. The global fire scenario for the entire

building can be obtained by combining all local fire scenarios.

9 Fire models allocation: The local fire scenarios for distinct fire progression events,

which are established in the previous steps, can now be used to determine the structural

fire response. If the fire behaviour can be represented using idealised fire scenarios at

certain building locations, it might be reasonable to use analytical models or zone fire

models to represent these local fire scenarios. However, for the fire scenarios where the fire

may have “travelled” across floors and between floors, with non-uniform fuel distribution,

CFD models are the most appropriate choice to obtain the temporal and spatial resolution

of temperature and species concentration [7]. This step allocates fire models to the whole

building fire scenario, as shown in Figure 4.1.

10 Structural analysis: The output data from the CFD or any other model from step 9

(Figure 4.1) is firstly used to perform the heat transfer to obtain the temperature history

for the structural members. This time-temperature history can be used as a thermal

boundary condition to analyse the structural response to fire. A reconstruction of fire-

induced structural failure may now be possible to be determined. This step completes

the original objective of the proposed FITB fire investigation framework and enables

meaningful conclusions to be drawn regarding tall building fire safety that could lead to

improved designs of structural fire safety and fire resistance systems.
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4.3 Fire spread in Tall buildings

4.3.1 Horizontal fire spread

In constructing an estimated fire spread history, the known locations of fire from the images

help fill in the gaps and reveal the missing travelling path of the fire between two key events.

However, to establish the fire trajectory accurately, it is critical to understand the behaviour of

the fire inside the building. Fire behaviour is highly complex depending upon a number of fac-

tors, from ventilation conditions to the type of fuel present and its distribution in the building.

Based on the previous experimental studies, reports from accidental fires for relatively large

spaces, and a basic understanding of the fire dynamics, the gaps in the fire spread history can

be determined, which later can be verified from testimonies and CFD modelling. The following

subsection discusses fire behaviour observed in experimental studies and some infamous fire

accidents, which may be instructive in establishing a rational fire timeline for tall buildings.

The horizontal fire spread is the fire moving within the floor and breaking the compart-

mentation, which is common in the large open floor plan. As discussed earlier, fire in large

open floor plan spaces tends to travel across the floor plates with localised burning. In recent

work, Torero et al. [24] revisited the classical work of Kawagoe [25, 26], Thomas [27], and

Harmathy [28] and concluded that fire in large spaces, where sufficient ventilation is available,

should be considered as fuel-controlled. Based on the experimental results, Majdalani et al.

[29] suggested considering fuel-controlled fire while estimating the thermal load for structures

containing large interior spaces. However, in terms of fire spread and burning location, ven-

tilation played a vital role even for fuel-controlled fires. In an experiment conducted at the

BRE Cardington laboratory [30], even when the fire was ignited away from the vent, the fire

spread quickly towards the vent region in the early stages and consumed all the fuel present

at the vent location before travelling back to the ignition region. In another experiment con-

ducted by Thomas and Bennetts [31] to determine the influence of ventilation on the burning

behaviour of fuel and the consequent temperatures, the authors discovered very large thermal

gradients across multiple locations. Furthermore, much higher temperatures were observed

near the vents, where the fire was spotted for most of the time during experiments. Kirby
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et al. [32] also concluded that structural components near the vent experienced more severe

temperatures than the components inside the compartment when the fire origin is far away

from the vent location. This phenomenon can be explained by the tendency of superheated

gases with unburned particles to reach the oxygen-rich environment [18]. Figure 4.1 (a) shows

the horizontal travelling nature of fire observed in Veseĺı fire test [33].

In real accidental cases in buildings where fire led to structural failure such as WTC 1,

2 [1] and 7 [2] in 2001, Windsor Tower in Madrid [34] in 2005, Faculty of Architecture, Delft

University building in 2008, and Plasco Building [12], in 2017, travelling fire behaviour was

observed where fire spread both horizontally and vertically. Horizontal fire travel is more

common for buildings with large open-plan architecture as in the case of the WTC 1, 2, and 7

[1, 2]. Travelling fires are often observed in a large open space where it is difficult to achieve a

flashover as all fuel cannot burn simultaneously; instead, fire travels from one location to the

other and spreads in all directions. Once fire becomes fully developed in a compartment, it

can spread quickly to adjacent areas. If there is no fire barrier or compartmentation, it will

continue spreading or show travelling behaviour until the fuel burns out or the fire reaches a

flashover. However, if compartments are separated by partitions, fire could also spread through

false ceilings. False ceilings or attics play a critical role in spreading the fire in the horizontal

direction, especially for structures with compartmentation. Fire travel through the false ceiling

can be one of the most severe hazards in terms of safety as it permits fire propagation undetected

by firefighters. If the false ceilings do not have any separation (continuous as in the Plasco

Building), it can support the fire to spread the entire floor. In the Stardust nightclub fire,

Ireland (1981), the fire reached the ballroom from the alcove through false ceilings after it

collapsed, there were 48 fatalities, and another 200 people were injured in this fire [35]. In

other fire incidents, such as the Interstate Bank fire in 1988 [36] and the One Meridian Plaza

fire in 1991 [37], travelling fires were observed, although no structural failure occurred.

4.3.2 Vertical fire spread

The vertical fire spread occurs when the fire spreads from floor to floor, which could be either

upward and downward fire spread. One of the most common vertical fire spread is the façade

fire [38, 39]. Figure 4.1 (b) shows the vertical spread of the fire observed in the Grenfell Tower
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fire [40]. The phenomenon of fire spread to floors above the floor of origin is not uncommon. In

a high-rise building, the fire could travel vertically to upper floors through windows or vertical

openings such as stairways or elevator shafts and the façade. There are some cases where fire

spread to lower floors has also been observed, but this is mainly due to combustible façade [41]

and the structural failure of slabs [2, 12, 34]. Madrid Tower fire was thought to spread to the

lower floors through service openings in floor slabs with missing firestops [11, 42].

In one of the deadliest incidents that was occurred in the Winecoff Hotel in the USA

(“claimed as fire proof ”), fire travelled in the vertical direction and reached the upper floors

[43]. In the Winecoff Hotel, the fire originated from the mattresses in a room on the third

floor, which was near the stairway. Eventually, the fire reached up to the thirteenth floor in

the fifteen-storey hotel building. It was reported that 119 people died during that fire incident.

After this accident, the word “fire-proof ” was eliminated from the NFPA codes. In one of

the disastrous and earliest fire incidents for high rise buildings: the MGM Grand Hotel fire,

around 85 people died, and for the first time in the history of the U.S., people were evacuated

by helicopters [44]. The fire originated in a restaurant at the casino level (2nd floor) of MGM

Hotel, where most of the damage occurred. However, heat and smoke travelled rapidly to the

upper floors through stairways and elevator shafts, and the temperature of hot gases was intense

enough to activate the sprinklers at the top floor (26th floor). In the Windsor Tower in Madrid

[34], a fire broke out on February 12, 2005, on the 21st floor and reached all upper floors rapidly

through the façade, and later it spread downwards as well to lower floors. Eventually, all floors

of the edge bay above the 17th floor and one internal bay collapsed.

Besides vertical openings such as staircases, lift shafts, etc., the breaking of façade windows

can also allow the fire to enter the floors above the floor of fire origin. Window glazing failure

can occur at 280 to 320 ◦C [22] and may cause the fire to travel vertically to the upper floors,

as observed in the Hilton Hotel fire in Las Vegas in 1981 [45].

Vertically travelling behaviour of fire in high-rise buildings can be explained by scientific

principles and phenomena observed in previous fire accidents. Other than the natural tendency

of fire to spread upwards due to buoyancy, another phenomenon that supports the spread of

fire and hot gases in the vertical direction is called the stack effect. The stack effect causes

air entrainment due to temperature differences between two areas (inside and outside). Its
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effectiveness increases for high-rise buildings due to the height of the buildings. The spread of

fire products because of the stack effect is pronounced in high rise buildings because of pressure

difference through their height. Moreover, vertical openings such as stairs and elevator shafts

support the stack effect, and fire spreads towards the openings due to low pressure and can

reach the upper floors through these openings. In terms of the current fire protection strategies,

special attention must be given to vertical openings to overcome the stack effect [22]. Limiting

continuous shaft heights and making the exterior walls airtight to reduce the effects of wind

are a few of the primary design considerations that could be used to limit the fire travel in

the vertical direction. Satoh and Kuwahara [46] investigated fire propagation from lower floors

to upper floors in a high-rise building through windows. As the upward flow adheres to the

exterior wall [47] and enters the upper floors through windows, which largely depend on the

oscillatory motion within the gases or the flame. The oscillatory motion is influenced by heat

release rate (HRR). It accelerates as HRR increases [48].

4.4 Fire in the Plasco Building

4.4.1 Accident overview

In 1962, when the Plasco Building was constructed it was the tallest and one of the most iconic

buildings in Tehran, Iran. Almost 60m tall building had a steel frame structure. Figure 4.2

shows the plan view (not to scale) of the Plasco Building. The Plasco Building had two separate

structural blocks; one on the north side of the building which was a five-story shopping mall,

and on the south side of the building, there was a 16-story tower. The exterior of the building

had cemented walls at the eastern and western sides, and the northern and southern sides of

the building were covered with steel braces as façade and wall panels (ceramic tiles) [12]. Due

to the lack of structural drawings and other information during the fire incident, many field

inspections were conducted by researchers and engineers to establish the details of all structural

members. All the structural members were welded built-up sections, meaning that they were

made by welding multiple steel profiles such as U and L-shaped profiles. The flooring system

comprised a concrete slab with a thickness of 120 mm, supported by a series of ceiling trusses
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Figure 4.2: Details of Plasco Building

in both perpendicular directions forming a dense steel grillage structure. The structure details

are discussed in depth by Behnam [49]. The typical floor plan of the south tower of the Plasco

Building for the floors above the 6th floor is shown in Figure 4.3.

The 16-storey building was initially designed to be used as a commercial building under

normal loading conditions; however, it gradually turned into one of the largest garment distri-

bution and production centre with large static and fire loads coming from the garments. At

the time of the fire incident, the Plasco Building consisted of a shopping centre on the ground

floor and restaurants, workshops, and storage for clothing material on upper floors as reported

in the investigation reports [12, 50]. Therefore, the primary fuel was the fabric material on

the fire floors. The use of the Plasco Building was changed from regular business activities to

storage and manufacturing facility, especially on the upper floors (where the fire broke out and

spread). The change in occupancy resulted in a much higher fire load than the intended [22].

Behnam [49] argued that at the time of the fire, the fire load was almost four times higher than

the designed fire load of the building. The visual evidence and testimonies suggest that it was

even more than that as fabric material was scattered all over the floors. Due to the change of

its occupancy, the static load at each floor was also increased. It is mentioned in the modern

codes and standards to specify the “use of building” which should not be changed until neces-

sary changes to the new occupancy types have been carried out. In NFPA 13, it is explicitly

mentioned to have an “Owner’s certificate” before carrying out any fire protection design [51].

Owner’s Certificate includes all information of the building such as occupancy type, permitted
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Figure 4.3: Typical plan of Plasco Building (6th to above floors)

Table 4.1: Some of the violations of the Plasco Building with the current codes of practice
Fire protection and life safety
requirement

Plasco Building Current life safety code [53]

Supervised sprinkler system Not present Required
Standpipe system Present but not operational Required
Fire Alarm system with
voice/alarm communication

Not present Required

Means of egress Only one Minimum two means of egress are required
Smoke proof exit enclosure Not present Required
Change in occupancy Change from regular business occupancy

to mixed occupancy (mercantile, mall,
storage facility) without any approval

Allowed, if the new occupancy type com-
plies with the latest building and life safety
codes (required approval)

fuel, and so on. However, in the case of the Plasco Building, the fuel load and the “use of

building” kept changing throughout the lifetime which the owner overlooked despite the local

codes and warnings from the Tehran Fire Safety Department (TFSD) [50, 52].

The 16-storey Plasco Building was collapsed in a fire incident that occurred on January 19,

2017. An accidental fire was caused by an electrical short circuit on the 10th floor of the north-

western side of the building, as shown in Figure 4.3 [12]. The electrical wiring was outdated

according to the firefighters [50, 52]. The fire travelled rapidly in the vertical direction and

reached the upper floors in the early stages of the fire. No automatic sprinkler system was

installed in the building. Although when the Plasco Building was constructed, it complied

with the design codes of that period, however, comparing with the current codes of practices,

it violated many mandatory requirements as shown in Table 4.1 The type and amount of the
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combustibles, architectural design, lack of efficient firefighting systems, and many other factors

made the fire grew rapidly, which eventually led to the collapse of the building. There are a few

tall buildings that were collapsed merely due to uncontrolled fire [2]. It is vital to understand

how fire spreads in a tall building that can lead to its collapse or any structural failure.

In a study, Ahmadi et al. [12] presented a critical sequence of events that led to the collapse

of the Plasco Building. However, they did not provide any explanation about the fuel load, fuel

distribution, fire spread, and trajectory of the fire. The effects of these factors are critical and

must be recognised while conducting a forensic investigation for structural failure in a fire. The

proposed framework (FITB) is used to investigate the fire spread and the collapse of the Plasco

Building, and finally set up a coherent fire timeline of the key events. Figure 4.4 shows the

FireEvolutionMap of the Plasco fire incident. Section 4.5 discusses the fire spread presented in

the FireEvolutionMap. Based on the visual evidence and testimonies (discussed in Sections 4.4

and 4.5), a coherent timeline is developed.

4.4.2 Timeline of key events

A coherent fire timeline is the most crucial part of a forensic investigation to understand the

spread of fire and failure or collapse of a structure due to a fire. It is possible to determine

the key events which are essential to analyse the fire spread for a forensic assessment from the

sufficient evidence and testimonies as it implicitly provides the details of the fire growth, travel

path of the fire, cause of augmentation or decay of the fire, and so on, as discussed in Section

4.2.2.

In this section, an estimated timeline for the collapse of the Plasco Building is set up

based on visual evidence, interviews, and a documentary (refer to Section 4.5). The proposed

timeline suggested few modifications to the sequence of events presented by Ahmadi et al. [12]

and explained each event with rational justification based on available data, principles of fire

dynamic and structural fire response. A coherent timeline of critical events is illustrated in

Figure 4.5. An approximate time interval between subsequent key events is allocated. The

nomenclature of the key events is given based on the major incident during the specific time

interval.
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Figure 4.5: Timeline of the critical events
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Event 1: Ignition of fire - around 7:56 AM.The exact time of the ignition was difficult

to report. Before calling the Fire Services Department (FSD), security personnel attempted to

put off the fire (Section 4.5.2). The fire was reported to the FSD between 7:56 to 7:58. It can

be summed up that the fire started a few minutes before FSD was informed. This event is the

starting point of the timeline, as shown in Figure 4.5.

Event 2: Arrival of Emergency Responder Team - between 8:00 AM - 8:01 AM.

Due to the proximity of the FSD (around 350m [12]), it took nearly 3 to 4 minutes to reach

the Plasco Building after the fire was reported (See Figure 4.5).

Event 3: Pre-firefighting operation - between 8:01 AM - 8:22 AM. This event was

one of the most crucial events in terms of fire growth (Figure 4.5). Once the first responders

arrived at the Plasco Building, the pre-firefighting activities such as connecting multiple hoses,

erecting ladders took more than 20 minutes for the firefighters to reach the 10th floor. Due

to a considerable long delay in initiating the firefighting operation, the fire reached the upper

floors during the early stages of the fire (Figure 4.4[N-1and N-2] and Section 4.5.3).

Event 4: Beginning of firefighting operation- 8:22 AM - 8:25 AM. It took around

20-25 minutes to begin manual firefighting after the arrival of the first responders. During this

time interval, the fire could be seen at the 10th to 15th floors on the north-western side of the

building (Figure 4.4[N-2 and N-3]). The beginning of the firefighting operation event is shown

as Event 4 on the timeline (see Figure 4.5).

Event 5: Progress of fire and firefighting operation - 8:25 AM - 9:40 AM.

During event 5, the firefighting operation was in progress on the 10th and 11th floors, which

was continued for more than an hour, and the fire was growing at the 10th, 11th, and upper

floors.

Event 6: Initial control -9:40 AM – 10:00 AM. Around 9:40 AM, it appeared that

the firefighting operation was successful (Figure 4.4[W-3, and S-1]) [12, 50]. Due to the presence

of high moisture content in the smoke (white smoke), it was assumed that the fire had been

extinguished. It is worth noting that the firefighting operation was never performed on the

12th to upper floors, and the elevator monitors were effective to the flames across the perimeter

only.
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Event 7: Re-ignition (Re-appearance) of fire -10:00AM – 10:50 AM. From outside

the building, it was assumed that the fire had been extinguished. However, in such scenarios

where the fire was spreading for more than two hours, it is not unusual that the fire re-ignited

due to its presence at different parts of the building. The firefighters tried to suppress the

re-ignition of the flames at the 10th and 11th floors before they advanced towards the 12th

floor. During this period, the fire could be seen to travel at the western and the eastern side of

the building (Figure 4.4[N-5, N-6, E-2, E3, and E4]) at the 12th and upper floors.

Event 8: First collapse -10:50AM – 11:02 AM. While the firefighters were seeking

to proceed towards the 12th floor, the first collapse occurred between 10:50 AM to 10:54 AM.

A significant portion of the 11th floor had fallen over the 10th floor at the north side of the

building (Sections 4.5.2 and 4.5.3). An uncontrollable spread of the fire on the 15th floor was

observed (Figure 4.4[S-2]), and the fire reached the south side of the building during this event

(Event 8 in Figure 4.5).

Event 9: Second collapse -11:02AM – 11:32 AM. Due to prolonged heating for more

than three hours at the north side of the building, the floors lost their capacity to withstand

existing loads, and almost all the floors below the 13th floor at the north side failed and

collapsed around 11:02 AM (Figure 4.4[N-9, W-5, W-6, and W-7], and Section 4.5.2). The fire

was travelling in both directions (south-west and south-east). It converged at the southeast

corner (Figure 4.4[E-5, E-6, and E-7]), where intense heat was generated. The front portion

of the north face was completely burnt out which completely exposed the north side (Figure

4.4[W-6]). This event is associated with the second collapse and represented in the timeline as

such. After the second collapse, the fire appeared inside the building on lower floors due to the

collapse of the upper floors.

Event 10: Final Collapse -11:33AM – 10:35 AM. By this time, the fire became more

intense, and the heat was generating at a tremendous rate at the south-eastern corner of the

building (Figure 4.4[E-7 and S-6]). While reconstructing the thermal environment of WTC 1,

2, and 7, Gann et al. [54] observed HRR of 1 GW at the corner in CFD simulation.

It appeared that the upper floors started to fall instantly on the lower floors due to pro-

longed heating and progressive collapse of the entire structure started (Figure 4.4[W-8 to W-10,
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S7 to S-10, and E-8 to E-10] and Section 4.5.3). It is observed in visual evidence that this pro-

gressive collapse was triggered due to the increased slenderness of steel columns because of the

removal of lateral support that was provided by the floor slab. Due to the very high slenderness

of columns and extreme reduction in the material properties, the peripheral structural frame

could not sustain any load. It started to collapse, and within a moment, all south side seemed

to be pulled in as a result of buckling of extremely high slender peripheral columns, and in

a flash of moments whole structure of the Plasco Building crumbled to the ground [12, 55].

The observed collapse mechanism of the Plasco Building is similar to the traditional type of

progressive collapse mechanism under fire situation. However, the observed collapse mechanism

needs verification by conducting a structural analysis of the building. This collapse mechanism

might be somewhat different from the WTC 1 & 2 collapse mechanism [2, 3]. In the WTC 1

& 2 collapse, the lateral support to the columns was in place as slabs did not fail till the very

end. The progressive collapse of the WTC 1 & 2 was triggered due to the tensile membrane

action of the floor system that had pulled in the peripheral column leading to the collapse of

the entire structure [4].

4.5 Source of Information

As discussed in Section 4.2, considerable information is required for the reconstruction of the

fire and forensic assessment of structural failure. Using the FITB framework, it is possible to

determine the fire history from the available resources for the Plasco Building, such as images,

videos, reports, testimonies from the firefighters and witnesses, published papers [12, 49, 50,

55, 56, 57] and generate a coherent timeline. The information gathered from various resources

is discussed in subsequent subsections.

4.5.1 Photographs

The adage ‘a picture is worth a thousand words ’ is widely used in the disciplines of education,

artificial intelligence (AI) [58], and communication research [59]. It is not untrue in the case of

forensic assessment of fire incidents, where an image tells some story that can be interpreted

based on the principles of fire dynamics [17, 18]. Images and videos were collected from various
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sources such as official reports, news articles, google images, and so on [60, 61, 62, 63]. The fire

was observed on many floors at all sides of the Plasco Building. As discussed in Section 4.2,

firstly, all gathered images were organised according to the building elevation direction. Images

of the particular direction are re-arranged according to the spread of the fire to determine the

fire trajectory. In this section, the most probable fire spread in all building elevation directions is

discussed individually by interpreting the information obtained from all sets of visual evidence.

4.5.1.1 Northern elevation

4.4(N-1) shows the north side of the building where the fire broke out. It can be seen in Figure

4.4(N-2) that the fire travelled vertically and reached the upper floors (10th to 14th floors)

before it spread horizontally on the floor of origin. A significant amount of fuel present near

the stairway and windows (Section 4.5.2 and 4.5.3) aided the vertical spread of the fire in

the early stages. During this time interval, the fire can be seen travelling in the horizontal

direction towards the western corner of the 10th and 11th floors, as shown in Figure 4.4(N-

3). Information about the initial fire location and spread (both in the vertical and horizontal

directions) is obtained from Figure 4.4(N-1 to N-3). Figure 4.4(N-1) also represents the instant

just prior to any fire-rescue ladder was erected.

Figure 4.4(N-3) [vertical arrow] shows the staircase location, and at that moment, no flame

is visible nearby it, but the fire can be seen on the upper floors. Here, one hypothesis might

be that initially, the fire travelled vertically through the windows and exterior side of the false

ceilings, not only from the stairs as mentioned in some of the earlier papers. This hypothesis

is supported by visual evidence (Figure 4.4[N-1 to N-3]. The vertical fire spread from windows

(openings) or façade is a very common phenomenon in tall buildings, as observed in recent fire

incidents such as the Grenfell Tower, TVCC Tower in Beijing, Torch Tower in Dubai. However,

another explanation is that there was a vertical utility shaft behind the staircase separated from

each other by a wall so that the fire might have spread from the open stairway to the upper

stairs, but this could not be seen from the outside. This can be seen in Figure 4.2 (vertical

shaft), the shop where fire was originated and the utility shaft are next to the stairway.

While the firefighting operation was being carried out, the fire was travelling on the 11th

floor and upper floors along the western elevation of the building (Figure 4.4[N-4] and Figure
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Figure 4.6: Horizontal fire spread in above floors (Figure 4.4[N-4])

4.6). In Figure 4.6) (or Figure 4.4[N-4]), the flames can be seen coming out of the windows of

the 12th and upper floors at the north side of the building. By analysing the fire signatures in

Figure 4.6, it appears that the fuel on the 11th floor at the north-western corner had already

burnt out, and the fire can be noticed to travel towards the south elevation. It is interesting to

observe that the spreading rate of fire on the 14th floor was much higher than on the lower floors

during this time interval. In addition to continuous false ceiling, there was no fire separation in

the floors between different spaces and occupancies (see also Figure 4.3). Hence, the fire could

spread easily through spaces, especially considering the high fire load due to a huge amount of

fabrics.

The fire suppression process using the elevated monitors was continued around the perime-

ter of the building. The fire seemed to be controlled (or burnt out) from the exterior of the

north-western side of the building (Figure 4.4[N-5] ). The fire might not be suppressed in the

interior portions of the lower floors as it reappeared (might be due to re-ignition) around the

perimeter of the north elevation at the 11th and 13th floors (Figure 4.4[N-7, and N-8]). The

fire can be seen in Figure 4.4(N-5) on the 15th floor at the north-eastern corner of the building.

When there were no visible flames on the lower floors at the eastern and the northern sides

of the building, the fire had already traversed a significant portion of the 15th floor along the
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perimeter of the eastern elevation of the building (Figure 4.4[N-5]).

During later stages of the fire, a substantial segment of the exterior face of the north

elevation (façade wall panel and some air conditioning units) from the 10th to the 15th floors

had burnt out, as shown in Figure 4.4[N-8]). In Figure 4.4(N-7), smoke signatures from the

burnt-out fuel can be seen on the external walls of the 14th and the 15th floors of the north-

western side of the building. Due to the prolonged burning of combustibles at the north side of

the building, the slab of the upper floors collapsed and fell on lower floors. It produced a huge

explosion type effect by compressing the air between the floors (Figure 4.4[N-9], arrow shows

the location of the explosion). A massive amount of collapse debris blew out from the lower

floors (Figure 4.4[N-9]). After the collapse of the upper floor slabs, the fire reached lower floors

(floors that were below the floor of fire origin) that can be seen in Figure 4.4(N-10). Figure

4.4(N-10) represents the time interval when only the steel frame remained on the north face of

the building.

4.5.1.2 Western Elevation

In Figure 4.4(W-2), the fire can be noticed to be travelling horizontally on the 11th and 14th

floors. From Figure 4.4(W-1), it appeared that the firefighters were trying to contain the fire

on the 10th floor at the north-western corner, whereas the fire had already traversed almost

one-third of the total length of the western side of the building at the 11th floor. In Figure

4.4(W-3), the smoke can be seen escaping from the windows of all sides of the building. The

white smoke was mis-judged by the firefighters as a sign of the extinguishment of the fire

(smoke with high moisture content) in Section 4.5.3.

Figure 4.4(W-5 to W-7) represents the time interval when the floors at the north side of the

building had already collapsed, and the fire reached the south-western corner of the building

on the 13th floor. In later stages, the fire reappeared on the 15th floor due to the tendency of

fire to travel towards the higher ventilated region (oxygen-rich) (see Figure 4.4[W-7]). During

this time interval, the fire was much more intense on the 13th floor as all the southern side of

the 13th floor was engulfed in the fire.

Figure 4.4(W-8 to W-10) shows the west and the south elevations of the Plasco Building
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just a few moments before the final collapse. The fuel was still burning at the southwest corner

of the 13th floor (Figure 4.4[W-10]). Due to the sudden falling of floors, another but larger flame

burst was observed at the south-eastern corner of the building resulting in the bursting of a fire

cloud just before the final collapse (Figure 4.4[W-9]). Finally, within a flash, the progressive

collapse of the structure started from the south-eastern side of the building that led to the total

collapse of the Plasco Building.

4.5.1.3 Eastern elevation

Figure 4.4(E-1) shows the eastern side of the building when no flame was visible from outside,

and the firefighting operation was being carried out from outside using elevated monitors.

During this time interval, the smoke signatures can be seen on the exterior wall of the 15th

floor, as shown in Figure 4.4(E-2). From a closer look, the flames can be observed inside the

15th floor. From the fire signatures in Figure 4.4(N-5, E-2, E-3, and E-4), it is clear that the

fire had spread rapidly on the 15th floor and traversed a significant distance on the eastern

side of the building. It appears that the fire spread rate on the 15th floor at the eastern side

was higher than on the western side. It might be because of the presence of the stairways and

elevator shafts at the west side of the building (Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3), which acted as an

obstruction for horizontal fire spread. On the other hand, there was no such obstruction at the

eastern side of the building. No flame is visible on the lower floors in Figure 4.4(N-2), but the

smoke is appeared to come out from all floors above the 11th floor.

Due to inadequate firefighting operation at the 12th and the upper floors (refer to Section

4.5.3), the fire was kept spreading in all directions. As seen in Figure 4.4(E-5 to E-7), the

fire reached the far most corner (south-east) of the building from the location where the fire

had initially originated (north-west corner). On the 12th, 13th, and 15th floors, the fire had

traversed a significant part of the eastern and the western sides and finally converged at the

south-eastern corner (Figure 4.4[E-5]). The fire might be accelerated due to the burning of the

combustibles present at both south and east sides so that an extremely large size of the flames

can be seen at the south-eastern corner of these floors in Figure 4.4(E-6, and E-7). This merging

of the fire produced an enormous quantity of heat and black sooty smoke Figure 4.4(E-5 to

E-7). During this time interval, almost 50% of the 12th floor around the eastern elevation of
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the building was engulfed in the fire (Figure 4.4[E-6]). Figure 4.4(E-6) confirms the travel path

of the fire (south-west to the south-east) as the façade wall panel had already burnt out or fell

off before reaching the south-east corner.

Figure 4.44.4ead at the eastern elevation of the building. Except for the 15th floor, no

smoke signatures were found on the exterior walls of the lower floors at the north-eastern side

of the building. Even so, the fire was present at the south-eastern side of the 12th and 13th

floors (Figure 4.4[E-6]). Though the fire had already reached the south-eastern side of the 13th

and the 15th floors, the fuel was still burning at the south-western side as shown in Figure

4.4(W-7, and W-8), where the flames were observed just before the final collapse (it might be

due to the higher fuel load at the 13th floor).

Figure 4.4(E-8 to E-10) shows the eastern elevation just before the final collapse of the

building (3rd collapse). In Figure 4.4E-8 to E-10), a large amount of collapse debris can be

seen blowing from the lower floors. A significant area of the floor slabs collapsed, and a huge

dead load of the collapsed slabs had fallen on the lower floors, which triggered the progressive

collapse of the entire structure.

4.5.1.4 Southern Elevation

It can be seen in Figure 4.4(S-2) that on the 15th floor, the uncontrolled fire reached from the

north to the south side of the building. It might be due to the stack effect as the origin of

the fire on the 10th floor was very close to the open stairway. Additionally, the enclosure of

the utility shaft near the stairway was not fire-resistant that could fail during the initial stages

of the fire and caused the vertical fire spread. Furthermore, from Figure 4.4(S-2), it is clear

from the smoke signatures at the north western corner that fuel had already burnt out on that

part of the building, so the fire spread from windows (exterior openings, e.g., open false ceiling)

dominated the vertical spread of the fire (Figure 4.4[N-1 to N-3]). However, until that moment,

the fire did not arrive at the south side on the lower floors. It might be due to the presence

of a much higher content of the combustibles on the 15th floor. During this time interval, the

fire might present in the inner depth of the floor plates on the lower floors that became visible

during later stages as the 13th floor was engulfed in fire (Figure 4.4[S-3] or Figure 4.7).
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Figure 4.7: Fire spread on the 13th floor of the south side (Figure 4.4[S-3]).

When the southern elevation of the 12th and the 13th floors were covered in flames, the

fire was reappeared on the 14th floor. Meanwhile, it was still near the north-western side of

the building (Figure 4.7). After the initial stages of the fire, not many flames were observed on

the 14th floor in the available images (Figure 4.4[W-1]). It might be possible that the fire was

just smouldering because of the intervention of the fire brigade operation. From Figure 4.4(S-4

to E-6), it can be deduced that the whole south side of the 13th floor; from the south-west to

the south-east was engulfed in the fire, and an enormous amount of flames can be seen on the

south-eastern side of the building (Figure 4.4[S-4]). Figure 4.4(S-4) [arrow] shows that all the

façade wall panels on the 12th to upper floors on the south face had already burnt out or fell

off (except the 14th floor where the fire did not reach the south side

Due to the tremendous amount of heat generation at the south-eastern side of the building,

the floors started to collapse and fell on the underneath floors. In Figure 4.4(S-7), it was

observed that all of a sudden, fire appeared inside the building on the 11th floor, and in the

next moment, the fire cloud came outside as an explosion, as shown in Figure 4.4(S-8, and S-9).

The steel frame from the south-eastern side had failed first, and then all frames seemed to be

pulled in (Figure 4.4[S-10] ), which made the whole structure collapse.
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4.5.2 Documentary

A documentary, Panjshanbeh Suri (Thursday Fireworks) was screened in December 2017 [52]

that explained some aspects of the collapse of the Plasco Building that need to be discussed.

Significant information is provided in the documentary, which is crucial to understanding the

fire spread and the consequent collapse of the Plasco Building. In the documentary, the director

conducted interviews (refer to Section 4.5.3) of the firemen who were inside the building during

the fire incident. Some of the relevant information is gathered from the documentary and

presented in subsequent paragraphs.

Fire Department started to receive calls around 7:56 7:58 AM about the fire in the Plasco

Building. According to the testimonies of some callers, the flames were already coming out of the

windows of the 10th floor of the building. Even the nearest fire office was very close to the Plasco

Building (around 350m) [12]. By the time when firefighters were approaching the building, a

large amount of black sooty smoke was visible from a distance. It was the first indication of the

great extent of the fire. When the emergency responders arrived, the fire had already reached

the upper floors through the windows, as illustrated in Figure 4 4.4(N-1 and N-2). A security

personnel tried to extinguish the fire using the fire-extinguisher when the fire broke out at the

inventory of a shop near the north-west corner. Unfortunately, the fire-extinguisher was empty,

and it caused some delay to inform the fire department and provided more time for the fire to

spread. The non-functional standpipe system in the building exacerbated the situation, and the

fire was growing intensively during this time interval. It took approximately 3 to 4 minutes for

the first responder to arrive at the building since the fire was reported. These initial decisions

during a fire incident are quite crucial to control a fire in the early stages. In the case of the

Plasco Building, the delay in informing the fire department and the non-functional manual

firefighting system made the fire uncontrollable in the early stages of the fire.

Initially, the Plasco Building was designed as a commercial centre, although later it con-

sisted of retails shops, clothing workshops, restaurants, and inventories for textile materials.

The primary combustible within the building was textile material. Most of the floors above the

6th floor were typically used as clothes shops, storing inventories and workshops. Figure 4.8

shows a typical shop in the Plasco Building. It is worth noting that the cotton/nylon or textile
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Figure 4.8: Typical front part of shops [54]

material can burn quite intensively and ignite at much lower temperatures that can make fire

intense in a very short interval of time [64].

There are some other crucial factors that affect the fire intensity. For example, there was

a considerable delay in starting the manual firefighting operation inside the building. The

building architecture and fire location were also responsible for exacerbating the situation. As

the fire was initiated at the north side of the building, however, the entrance for firefighters was

located at the south side of the building, and there was only one stairway to go up, which was

located near the western elevation of the building (Figure 4.2) The design of the stairway was

not continuous, i.e., on each floor, it was required to walk to reach the stairway that goes up

to the next floor, as shown in Figure 4.9 (typical design for the stairways in shopping malls).

Therefore, multiple hoses were required to be connected. It also increased the travel time of the

firefighters to reach the 10th floor. These factors promote the delay of starting a firefighting

operation, where the fire was intensifying at each passing moment. Eventually, when firefighters

arrived on the 10th floor, the fire had already become considerably large (refer to Section 4.5.3).

Since the arrival of the emergency responders, it took 22-25 minutes to begin the firefighting

operation on the 10th floor. To suppress the fire, they had to go deeper inside the shops that

were full of cloth boxes. The cloth boxes were stored at the backside of almost every shop and

reaching to the false ceilings. This kind of fuel arrangement made the fire grow rapidly and
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Figure 4.9: Access to stairways [54]

spread vertically and horizontally in a very short interval of time. The firefighters observed

that fire was already present in the false ceilings. Due to the continuous false ceilings and the

height of the fuel, the fire rapidly spread horizontally all over the floor plates (Figure 4.4[N-3,

N-6, W-1, and W-2]).

When the firefighters were attempting to go to the 12th floor, the first collapse occurred.

In the first collapse, almost 2/3 of the north side of the 11th floor slab (along the width from

the northwest corner to northeast) fell on the 10th floor. Figure 4.10 shows an image of the

interior of the 10th floor after the first collapse, where the collapse debris of the 11th floor can

be seen over the 10th floor. At this moment, the north face was completely exposed as façade

wall panels had deformed, and ceramic tiles had already fallen off (Figure 4.10 and Figure

4.4[N-10]). After around 12 minutes of the first collapse, the second collapse occurred at the

north side of the building (Figure 4.4[N-9]), when all the floor slabs below the 13th floor on the

north side collapsed and fell. During this time interval, at the north side of the building, there

was just a steel frame without any lateral support (Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.4[N-10]).

4.5.3 Interviews

Firefighters are able to provide the most valuable and critical information such as fuel load

and its distribution, the travel path of the fire, failures of structural components, removal

of walls (de-compartmentation) and ceilings, actual ventilation condition, and other relevant

information that is critical to understand the fire behaviour.

To produce a precise and coherent timeline, it is critical to document the “testimonies”
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Figure 4.10: North side of the 10th floor with debris [54]

of the firefighters inside the building while the building was engulfed in the fire. In this chap-

ter, most of the excerpts from the interviews are taken from the documentary. The original

interviews are in Persian, which is translated into English and illustrated here.

The fire department was informed around 4-5 minutes before 8:00 AM.

“The fire department started to receive calls around 4-5 minutes to 8 AM.”

As per firefighters’ interviews, when they had arrived at the building around 8:02 AM, the

fire was quite large and could be seen from outside.

“When we arrived, the fire had already grown very large that could be seen from a

distance.”

When firefighters reached the 10th floor, the fire was already present in the false ceilings.

All the shops seemed identical in terms of fuel arrangement (boxes filled with fabrics or clothes).

Moreover, a lot of materials were stored in the stairways as well [60].

“Because of the textile as a burning material, smoke was quite dense. When we

wanted to go deeper back to the shops to suppress the fire, there were boxes full of

clothes and had a very narrow walkway which was around 1 to 1.5m. We observed

that the fire was present in the false ceilings, and the false ceilings were continuous

throughout the floor.”
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“All shops had the same sort of inventory arrangement where fabrics or clothes were

stored in boxes as well as laying around the shop, and boxes were stacked on top of

each other up to the ceiling height. The fire reached to other places through the false

ceiling, and because of the height of the fuel, the fire spread rapidly to other shops

in the horizontal direction.”

When the white smoke appeared from all the sides, it was believed that the fire had been

extinguished.

“When we saw the white smoke coming out from the building, and the amount

of smoke was getting lower, from our experience we assumed that fire had been

extinguished.”

Though the fire was already controlled on the 10th and the 11th floors, the fire was visible

from outside on the upper floors.

“At this stage, active smoke/flames can be seen from outside but nothing much was

present inside (10th and 11th floors), and these floors were almost cleaned from the

fire.”

After controlling the fire at the 10th and 11th floors at around 11 AM, firefighters were

trying to reach the 12th floor. At that time interval, the floor slab of the 11th floor collapsed

and fell over the 10th floor (Fig. 10), and the sound of the impact was quite loud.

“It was about 11 AM, when we were trying to reach the 12th floor, the ceiling of the

11th floor suddenly started to collapse. The damage due to the collapse was quite

significant.”

“When I was going from the 11th to the 12th floor, I heard a very loud sound similar

to an explosion.”

According to the fire chief, the first collapse had occurred around 10:54 AM.
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“The first collapse (breakage of the 11th floor) occurred around 10:54 AM or 10:55

AM.”

Almost 12 minutes after the first collapse, the second collapse occurred where all the floors

on the north side failed and collapsed. During this critical event, all stairways were completely

collapsed.

“About 12 minutes after the first collapse, the second collapse was observed. And

half of the building had already collapsed. The second collapse included almost all

floors of the north-side. All stairs had fallen, and whoever was on the way was

already buried. It was around 11:02 AM.”

“We saw a vertical breakdown of north side during the second collapse, and in about

20 seconds all floors fell, and only the steel frame was left.”

After the second collapse, the north and south sides of the building were completely dis-

connected from each other.

“We noticed a very large crack on the western part of the building. This collapse

made almost complete disconnection between the north and the south part of the

building.”

At this moment, the building became unstable, and it was ordered to evacuate the building

immediately, including the emergency responders.

“At this point, we were sure that the building was not in a stable condition, and an

issue was ordered for everyone to leave the building.”

Just before the final collapse, one of the firefighters who was still inside the building near

the south-western side compared the collapse of the Plasco Building with the collapse of the

WTC.

“The extent of the collapse was so huge, when I saw outside, it reminded me the

scene of 9/11.”
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The final collapse occurred between 11:30 to 11:35 AM, which was almost 31 min after the

2nd collapse.

“It was around 31 minutes before the last collapse. All people were asked to evacuate

the building, including firefighters.”

4.6 Analysis

The methodology described in this chapter (Section 4.2) provides insights for conducting a

comprehensive forensic fire investigation and an approach to reconstruct the fire history for any

structure that has undergone a fire. For forensic assessment of structural failure, it is essential

to figure out the fire spread in a building and set up a conclusive fire timeline.

The most critical factors that lead to a structural collapse in a fire are fire intensity and

duration of the fire, which are largely dependent on the fuel load and the fuel type [65, 66, 67].

In section 4.5, significant information is accumulated from the available data that can describe

the critical events involved during the collapse of the Plasco Building. It is apparent from the

available images and interviews that due to local flashover and flaring of the fire from windows

on the external wall, the horizontal fire spread through the corridors and false ceilings, and the

vertical fire spread through the open stairway and vertical shafts of elevator and utilities, the

travelling fire behaviour was observed. In the recent fire incidents such as the Grenfell Tower,

façade played a vital role in vertical spread [68].

In the case of Plasco Building, the façade was composed of open steel braces (Figure 4.2

and Section 4.4), masonry wall and glass windows, so that the facade and the external wall

did not contribute to the vertical spread, but the fire flared out from the windows and could

spread to upper floors. Additionally, the arrangement of the fuel load in a building played a

crucial role in spreading the fire. In the Plasco Building, combustibles were piled up to the false

ceiling height (Section 4.5.3), and each shop was full of inventory (near windows). This kind of

fuel distribution pattern accelerated the fire spread; horizontally through the false ceilings and

vertically through windows and shaft.

To perform a comprehensive fire investigation of the Plasco Building, it is crucial to set up
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a coherent timeline of the critical events during the fire and reconstruct the fire history. Sub-

sequent sections discuss the fuel load and critical events that occurred in the Plasco Building.

4.6.1 Fire Load

Fire load is defined as the total quantity of heat released per unit floor area upon complete

combustion in a compartment [65]. It includes all materials available inside a compartment

including the lining and finishing material. Fuel load is one of the key parameters to quantify

the production of heat during a fire in a compartment. Fuel load also determines the duration

of fire [67, 65]. The fire load (or fuel load) for a particular occupancy generally lies within a

certain range as per codes and standards [10, 69], as discussed in Chapter 2. Nature of the

combustible defines the ease of ignition, which dictates the growth rate of the fire [17, 18].

Therefore, it is vital to identify the material composition of the fuels stored in a compartment

as well as wall and ceiling linings. In the Plasco Building, most walls and partitions were from

mineral and masonry nature. Most linings were also from materials like gypsum plaster, and

only in some shops, medium density fibreboards (MDF) were applied on the walls as lining.

Therefore the primary fuel load was the fabrics and clothes, and it can be said that everywhere

was filled with piles of these materials without any attention to fire safety management in the

building. In some shops, small LNG cylinders were being used for cooking purposes. Bakhtiyari

and Jamali [70] tested a sample of typical fabrics taken from some shops in the Plasco Building

(five-storey mall shops) with Cone Calorimeter for an estimation of the fire load in the building.

There were more than 580 shops and mercantile units in the Plasco Building, most of them

were allocated to production or sale of clothing and related works. This high content of the

fabrics and clothing created a high fuel load in the building.

Arrangement of the fuel also plays a vital role in recognising the fire spread rate and

severity of the fire. From the interviews, testimonies and images, substantial information of the

fuel load and its distribution was obtained for the Plasco Building. Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.11

illustrate the condition of typical shops in terms of fuel load. A lot of plastic, carton boxes,

and other flammable material can be seen in Figure 4.11. The windows were open and made

up of thin wire mesh that might provide enough ventilation for the fire to grow and intensify

during the whole duration of the fuel burning. Due to the availability of a sufficient amount of
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Figure 4.11: Façade and open false ceiling on the north and south face of the building

oxygen, the fire might never be controlled by ventilation, and it remained in a fuel controlled

regime [24, 27]. Air conditioning units were also attached near the windows which were also

burnt down, and ceramic tiles also fell off from the building during the fire (Figure 4.4[N-10]).

In Figure 4.11, it can be seen that the false ceiling was also filled with combustibles. It can be

deduced that fire spread quite rapidly in a horizontal direction because of the open plan and

combustible contents in the false ceilings. From the view of the false ceiling in Figure 4.11, it is

also evident that the false ceilings were also open to the surroundings, and the fire might have

entered inside the false ceiling during the early stages of the fire through windows. The factors

such as high fuel load, favourable ventilation condition, design of the false ceilings, and open

combustible façade, all together made the fire spread rapidly in both horizontal and vertical

directions.

4.6.2 Observed Fire Spread

The horizontal and vertical spread of the fire from its origin and all the key events that were

discussed in Section 4.4.2 are represented graphically in Figure 4.12 by arranging the visual

evidence (Figure 4.4 FireEvolutionMap of the collapse of the Plasco Building). Figure 4.12

shows the plans and elevations (not to scale) of each floor where the fire broke out and all

the floors above it. In Figure 4.12 , elevations from all directions are presented, and the fire

locations observed from the specific image (known fire locations) are illustrated. The known

fire location observed from the visual evidence is presented as ‘yellow flame sign’ in Figure
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4.12.

This exercise is conducted to understand the overall fire spread behaviour and use it to

calibrate the CFD model. In all the elevation plots for a specific event figure numbers (relevant

cell number of FireEvolutionMap) are presented for cross-referencing. Event 1 is shown in

Figure 4.12a that is based on the initial reports, and interviews, and testimonies. The Event

2 to Event 4 of the timeline (‘arrival of the first responders to ‘beginning of the firefighting

operation’) is considered as one critical event (E2’) in terms of fire spread as there was no

intervention in the growth and spread of the fire during this period. The north elevation in

Figure 4.12b shows that the fire had reached the top floor, before the firefighting operation was

initiated.

Event 6 is represented in Figure 4.12d shed at the 10th and 11th floors by the initial

attempts of the firefighters, and the flames along the perimeter of the building were suppressed

through elevated monitors. The fire reappeared (visible from outside) during Event 7 (Figure

4.12e). The fire traversed both the western and eastern sides and reached the south side on

the 15th floor (Figure 4.12(f)). Figure 4.12g shows the reappearance of the fire in the visual

evidence on the lower floors when the 11th floor slab at the north side of the building collapsed.

In Figure 4.12g and Figure 4.12h, the 8th and 9th floors are also added to illustrate the second

collapse and the presence of fire on lower floors.

In Figure 4.12c, the available visual data shows the fire presence only at the western side,

and Figure 4.12d does not indicate any fire as it was considered to be suppressed. However,

during Event 7 (Figure 4.12e), flames appeared along the perimeter, which shows that the

fire was not completely suppressed, and it was present at the inner portion of the building,

which helped to reignite the fire. A similar phenomenon was observed in other directions

as well. Therefore, it is clear from Figure 4.12 that there are some gaps that need to be

filled to represent the most possible fire spread. Using the information from interviews and

documentary, principles of fire dynamics, knowledge from previous experimental data, and

observed fire behaviour in previous fire accidents, these gaps are filled in the next section.
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(a) Event 1: Fire initiation (when the fire was started)

(b) Event 2-4 (E2’): Growth of fire prior to the intervention of firefighters
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(c) Event 5: Fire Spread and efforts of firefighters

(d) Event 6: No visible flames from the exterior of the building (initial control)
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(e) Event 7: Reignition (or reappearance) of the fire and spread over the floor

(f) Event 8: First collapse (Falling of the 11th floor)
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(g) Event 9: Second collapse (falling of all floors at North side)

(h) Event 10: Final collapse

Figure 4.12: Observed and estimated flames and structural changes in images
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4.6.3 Estimated fire spread

In the previous section, the spread of the fire across the floor plates of each floor is presented

based on the known locations of the fire in available visual evidence. It is clear from the “known

location” in Figure 4.12, for a comprehensive investigation, data from the visual evidence of the

Plasco Building is quite limited. However, based on the understanding of the fire behaviour,

fuel load, fuel distribution and previous and latest locations of fire, a trajectory of the fire

spread inside the building can be easily traced. From “observed” data in Figure 4.12, it was

noticed that the flames reappeared (or became visible through the openings) on the same floor

at different locations. The reappearance of the flames helps to predict the probable direction

and the flow pattern of the fire. Figure 4.12 also shows the most probable estimated trajectory

of the fire. The most probable missing data to complete the fire travelling path to represent the

fire spread is shown in ‘grey flame sign’. During event 1 (E1) and event 2 (E2’), fire spread is the

same as the fire was spreading vertically or near the north-eastern corner of the building. The

fire was visible around the perimeter after Event 6. Thus, the fire must be present somewhere

inside the building, both as flaming and smouldering ones, which soon became visible around

the perimeter of each floor (Figure 4.12e and Figure 4.12h). The fire might have present inside

the building throughout the entire duration of burning, though it did not appear from outside

for a short period.

During Event 9, a tremendous amount of flames can be seen on the 12th, 13th, and 15th

floors at the south side of the building (Figure 4.12g), but almost no fire or a small number

of flames were visible in the previous events since E2’. Based on the fire intensity (due to

fuel load) and fire location at Event 9, fire trajectory is approximated that can be rationally

justified based on the valid principles of fire dynamics discussed in Section 4.3, such as pyrolysis,

burning of the hot gases in the high ventilated region, adherence of the flames to the exterior

of the building and so on. Furthermore, the information gathered in Section 4.5, such as the

fire presence of the false ceilings, initial control of the fire, etc., can facilitate filling the gaps.

By applying a similar principle travelling path of the fire on each floor can be illustrated.

During the early stages of the fire, the flames appeared at the north-western side of the

building (E1 and E2’) on the 10th floor (Figure 4.12a and Figure 4.12b), and the fire kept
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progressing before the firefighting operation began. Therefore, the fire had reached a little

further, as shown in Figure 4.12c. The fire was suppressed on 10th floor before it reappeared

at the interior of the 10th floor during event 9 due to the second collapse, as shown in Figure

4.12g. However, in the case of the 11th floor, as the firefighting operation began after a long

time (once the fire had been controlled on the 10th floor), therefore it might be possible that

the fire was present (or just smouldering) at the front side of the shops (Figure 4.8, Figure 4.11,

Figure 4.12d and Figure 4.12e) before the first collapse occurred (Figure 4.12(f)). As discussed

in Section 4.5.3, around 2/3 of the 11th floor had collapsed during the first collapse. Thus the

fire was present at least until that region; therefore, it is represented as such on the 11th floor

in Figure 4.12d and Figure 4.12e.

On the 12th floor, the fire reached the eastern elevation (Figure 4.12g). Nevertheless,

significant information was missing that can be filled by assuming that the fire might present

near the front of the shops (flaming or smouldering) and was moving towards the perimeter

(Figure 4.12c – Figure 4.12f). Similarly, the fire was propagating towards the perimeter at

the upper floors due to the presence of the high fuel load nearby the periphery and favourable

ventilation conditions. This behaviour is also discovered in experimental studies [71, 32] (Figure

4.12c – Figure 4.12f), refer to Section 4.3). Now, the full fire spread history is determined, which

further can be verified from the CFD modelling.

Once the fire trajectory and the fuel load are known, local fire scenarios can be established

for the distinct locations in the entire building. After establishing appropriate empirical global

fire scenarios for the entire building by combining the local fire scenarios in all parts of the

building, structural response analysis can be performed. Ultimately, a credible reconstruction

of the structural failure of the Plasco Building can be achieved through simulations using a

number of most likely candidate scenarios.

4.6.4 Further analysis

The present study provides crucial information about the collapse of the Plasco Building that

can be used to perform structural analysis and understand the collapse mechanism. Previous

studies of the collapse of the Plasco Building did not consider the realistic fire load [49, 57].
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Ahmadi et al. [12] provided information of the sequence of the critical events and structural de-

tails, but no description of fire behaviour and structural response were discussed. Aghakouchak

et al. [55] investigated the local and global behaviour of this structure during three stages of

partial and global collapse, assuming some specific temperature scenarios in different parts of

the building. Behnam [49] used the parametric curve to perform the structural analysis, how-

ever, these curves do not represent the real fire and consider uniform fire load throughout the

compartment [72] as described in Chapter 1. It is clear from the above analysis in the previous

sections that the fire spread was not uniform, and the fire was observed at different locations

during each key event. In other studies, Hajiloo et al. [56] and Yarlagadda et al. [57] used the

fixed temperature of structural components (800◦C for beams and 400◦C for columns), which is

not accurate to represent large fire scenarios because the temperature was not uniform during

the whole fire duration.

As discussed, the temperatures for the whole structure would not be uniform, and there

must be some part of the structure that might be cold (room temperature) and providing

restraint to the hotter part of the structure. This kind of non-uniform heating of the structure

may result in a complex structural response [73]. Owing to the non-uniform heating within a

structural member, thermal gradients get induced in structural elements. The classical curves

such as the standard fire curve and Eurocode fire models [10] cannot be applied, which are

mainly applicable for ventilation-controlled fire scenarios and incapable of producing the said

effects. In a large area, generally, the fire process is controlled by fuel [24]. A few analytical

fire models are available to calculate the temperatures to reproduce travelling fire scenarios

[33, 74, 75]. All these models consider uniformly distributed fuel and are applicable for the

predefined fire trajectory. In the Plasco Building, the fuel distribution was not uniform, and

the fire travelled in all directions so that the travel path of the fire was not defined. Therefore,

detailed fire progression history is required to establish local fire scenarios.

In the Plasco Building, it was found from the above study that the fire progression in the

entire building can be represented by a combination of various local fire scenarios. For example,

in some of the part of the building, the fire can be characterised as travelling fire, while in some

part, such as compartments located at a south-eastern elevation of the 12th and 13th floors, it

can be represented by analytical or zone models. For a significant portion of the building due
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to travelling fire behaviour, it is required to perform a CFD fire modelling. The CFD analysis

requires detailed input parameters from the information collected in this chapter to calibrate

the model. The calibration process has to ensure realistic temperature and heat release rate.

Using the thermal load from the CFD and/or other appropriate idealised models, a realistic

fire behaviour of the Plasco Building can be simulated.

There are a number of CFD packages available for fire simulation, such as FDS developed

by NIST, FireFoam, Fluent, SOPHIE, etc. A fire model can be generated in any of these CFD

packages based on the fuel load, fuel type, fire travel trajectory, and geometrical conditions

(open windows, continuous false ceilings, etc.). The data obtained from the CFD can be

transferred to any finite element model to perform the structural analysis and understand the

structural response.

4.7 Conclusions

Well-defined methodologies are present for engineers and investigators to investigate accidents

such as plane crashes. Such precision is also warranted to investigate the structural collapse or

failure due to a fire accident as it may result in a higher number of casualties and huge economic

loss. Generally, the conventional methods for fire investigation do not include structural failure

or collapse while reconstructing the fire. A simple yet robust fire investigation tool (FITB)

is proposed in the present chapter that provides a methodology to perform fire investigation

of a structure so that improved fire safety design for tall buildings can be achieved and such

incidents can be avoided in future. A conclusive and coherent timeline representing critical

events during a fire accident can be created using the available images, videos, testimonies,

interviews, etc. The whole process of fire investigation presented in this chapter is summarised

in Figure 4.13.

By calibrating the CFD model, the realistic temporal and spatial resolution of temper-

atures can be obtained and used to analyse the structural failures. Using the methodology,

the fire in the Plasco Building is reconstructed, and a conclusive fire event timeline is cre-

ated. Events related to the flames and structural damages observed from the visual evidence

are presented graphically for each floor of the Plasco Building. The spread of fire is verified
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Figure 4.13: Flow of the fire investigation of an accident

with the firefighters’ interviews and testimonies. The fire spread behaviour on each floor and

across floors is estimated based on the basic understanding of fire dynamics and experimen-

tally observed phenomenon. The estimated fire spread can further be verified using the CFD

model (Chapter 6). The temperature output from CFD fire models provides a realistic thermal

boundary condition to study the collapse mechanism of the Plasco Building.
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Preface

Since the World Trade Centre (WTC) incident, efforts to understand realistic fire behaviour

in tall buildings are accelerated. It is critical to understand the fire dynamics involved in a

compartment fire before performing a forensic investigation of a fire accident. In chapter 4, a

the detail fire investigation of the Plasco Building is carried out, however, to reconstruct the fire

of the fire accident using the CFD models, it is imperative to understand how fire spreads in a

building. In this chapter, various fire scenarios are considered to simulate the behaviour of fire in

a high-rise building and demonstrate the case of the Plasco Building using computationally fluid

dynamics (CFD). Two fuel distribution patterns are assumed with different packing densities as

clothes placed throughout the compartment in a scattered form (similar as in racks) and densely

packed as stacked (stored in cartons). It is observed that the distribution of the fuel highly

influences the duration of the fire, peak temperatures, and the severity of the fire. The fuel

distribution also affects the spread of the fire in both horizontal and vertical directions, which

helps in understanding probable fire scenarios responsible for the collapse of a building. A case

of subsequent heat transfer analysis in an OpenSees FE model is conducted to represent the

extent of temperature reaching the structural elements where temperature data from FDS are

used as thermal boundary conditions. Significant variations in the temperature of the structural

members have been observed between two fuel distributions, which can be a governing factor

while analysing structural behaviour in fire conditions. This chapter provides an insight into

performing a forensic investigation of fire collapsed high-rise buildings by understanding nature

of fire spread due to the fuel load and its distribution.

5.1 Introduction

Over the last century, several structures collapsed or were severely damaged due to fire [1].

The tragic event of the WTC garnered significant attention from the structural engineering

community. Researchers have suggested proactive measures to avoid such incidents either by

upgrading the existing fire safety strategies or improving the strength of the structural members

to sustain such fire accidents, and the use of performance-based design (PBD) methods is also

suggested. Usmani et al. [2] investigated the collapse of the WTC Twin Towers and concluded
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that only the fire effects were severe enough to cause its collapse without including the impact

of the airplane in their study. Nearby building WTC 7 was also collapsed where the fire was

ignited from the collapse debris of WTC 1 [3, 4] due to fire. In the Plasco Building, a fire was

caused by a short circuit [5, 6] and the whole building crumbled to the ground within three

hours of fire ignition. However, it leads to a question: what kind of fire scenarios are responsible

for the collapse of these tall structures?

Fire resistance design of structures is principally based on the provisions of locally adopted

codes that are usually based on the building codes, as discussed in Chapter 2. In the prescriptive

design method, a fire scenario is defined using idealized fire curves such as a standard time-

temperature curve [7]. Chapter 2 demonstrates that these curves do not represent real fires,

although traditionally considered to be a conservative representation of a real fire scenario.

Modern materials and architecture have changed so fundamentally that this assumption is being

seriously questioned, particularly in the context of high-rise buildings. The Grenfell Tower fire

in London was an example of a façade fire. To understand the role of material flammability in

fire spread caused by a combustible façade, Khan et al. [8] performed a bench-scale study of the

aluminium composite panels used in modern facades in tall buildings, it was found that even the

panels with higher fire-resistive ratings can ignite and allow the fire to spread. The realisation

of the inadequacy of the current approach to represent the likely fire hazard has provoked

a need of new thinking and method for developing realistic fire scenarios that could account

more faithfully for features of real fires. In addition to the heat generated from the fuel, the fire

spread behaviour is also an important feature that is required to represent real compartment fire

scenarios. Fuel quantity and its distribution within the building can greatly influence the fire

intensity and its spread behaviour. An experiment conducted at Ulster University demonstrated

the influence of the fuel load and ventilation on the fire behaviour in large compartments [9].

The reasons for the fire spread within the Plasco Building, which led to its collapse, are

unclear mainly because of the ambiguous data in terms of the building architecture, actual fuel

load and its packing and distribution. In previous studies, while investigating the collapse of

the Plasco Building realistic fire load was not considered. The structure was either assumed to

be exposed to a constant temperature or standard fires [6, 10]. These fire loads are far from

reality and do not provide any information for factors affecting the fire behaviour, such as fuel
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distribution, and building geometry, which might be one of the deterministic factors for the

collapse of the Plasco Building. Estimating the accurate fire load facilitates establishing realistic

fire scenarios, which is an essential prerequisite for the development of the PBD approach. The

implementation of the fire curves such as standard and parametric fires may produce misleading

fire scenarios, for example, in the presence of high fuel load at each floor and combustible

façade around the perimeter of the building, the fire can be considered as fuel-controlled [11].

In contrast, the standard and parametric fire curves can only represent ventilation-controlled

fire scenarios [11]. According to Thomas’ curve for Regime II, fuel-controlled fire is highly

unpredictable, and standard curves cannot represent such fires as discussed in Chapter 2. To

investigate the collapse of the Plasco Building, a fuel-controlled fire scenario may be the most

suitable because of its unique fuel distribution patterns and ventilation conditions. Regarding

the effects of fuel distribution and its packing, and building geometry on fire behaviour, the

research community has paid insufficient or limited attention.

In this chapter, a numerical study is performed to evaluate the effects of the fuel load

distribution on the temperatures reaching structural components. It also discusses how the

distribution of fuel load affects the fire spreads to adjacent compartments (horizontal fire travel)

and upper floors (vertical fire travel). The prime objective of this chapter is to understand the

fire spread behaviour in a high-rise building and the effects of fuel distribution and its packing

on the overall fire behaviour using computational modelling of the Plasco Building accident as

a case study. The necessary information of the Plasco Building, such as building architecture,

ventilation, and fire load, is obtained from the literature [6, 5]. It enables the reader to conduct

forensic studies of fire accidents by verifying data with the evidence available in the literature.

5.2 Fire accidents in tall buildings

According to a survey conducted by NFPA, more than half of the high-rise building fire incidents

occurred in hotel-type buildings. These buildings were severely damaged but did not completely

collapse [12]. The fires in office buildings might lead to higher damages to the structures. The

main reasons for the collapse or failure of these office buildings are the tendency of the fire

to travel quickly in both horizontal and vertical directions. The travelling behaviour of fire
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in office buildings is exacerbated due to the availability of a high amount of fuel load such

as furniture, paper, and plastics [1]. Open-floor plans of office buildings may also enhance

the fire intensity and turns it into an uncontrolled fire. According to a report published by

NFPA [1], the likelihood of floor-to-floor fire travel in tall buildings is 3-4 times lower than the

short buildings. Among all surveyed buildings, it was reported that almost three-quarters of

high-rise building fires occurred in five ‘occupancies types’ i.e., apartments, hotels, dormitories,

offices, and facilities that take care of sick. Report did not mention that if any ‘change in

use’ was observed for any of the property types. Many of these buildings did not comply

with the code requirements (many buildings did not have wet-sprinkler systems) and some

complied with the codes when these buildings were constructed.The report also states that

the probability of spreading of fire in tall buildings beyond the room of origin is 50% lesser

than short buildings, which is attributed to adequate fire barriers due to compartmentation.

Therefore, it is intriguing to identify the conditions that lead fire in high-rise buildings to

spread vertically and horizontally as in the Plasco Building. Other than the collapse of the

three towers of WTC and the Plasco Building, a 26-storey building in São Paulo, Brazil (2018)

collapsed after being engulfed in flames. It was witnessed that the flames spread quickly from

one of the lower floors and set an adjacent building on fire. According to the São Paulo fire

department, the modifications made by the residents increased the fuel load (temporary wooden

partition) had allowed the fire to spread more quickly. The lifts had also been removed, and

those empty air shafts formed a chimney and helped fire spread. In most of the buildings that

were collapsed in the fire, the fire load was significantly higher than the intended or designed fire

load. Additionally, the distribution of the fire load also played a significant role and contributed

to the rapid fire spread within the floor and across the floors.

Fire can spread in both horizontal and vertical directions from its origin. Undoubtedly, the

main reasons for rapid fire spread were the amount, distribution, and packing of the fire load.

In addition to the fuel load and its distribution, fire spread depends on many other factors such

as the location of vertical openings (elevator shafts, stairways), interconnected false ceilings,

combustible interior finish, presence of power and communication cables, combustibles materials

in the elevator shafts or false ceilings or false floors and so on. Fire travel behaviour and factors

affecting its spread in a high-rise building are discussed in Chapter 4. This section also discusses
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the fire behaviour in real fire accidents.

5.2.1 Vertical fire spread

The fire can reach upper floors through windows or façade which might be the most probable

scenario in the case of the Plasco Building. Due to the openings created by the failure of

windows, more air is drawn, and fire behaviour might eventually turn from ‘ventilation con-

trolled’ to ‘fuel controlled’ (regime II to Regime 1 of Thomas’s Curve) [11], and instantly a very

fast-growing fire can be observed.

The flames (fire) travel towards the openings due to the stack effect and reach upper floors

through these openings, as was observed in the Plasco Building. However, all these provisions

were not considered for constructing the Plasco Building, which might have supported the fire

propagation in the vertical direction.

5.2.2 Horizontal fire spread

Once a fire becomes fully developed in a compartment, it can spread to the adjacent area and

lead to the horizontal spread of fire. In the absence of fire barriers (or compartmentation),

fire can keep spreading until it reaches flashover or travel across the whole floor plate. If

compartments are made using barriers such as walls, in that case, fire can still travel horizontally

through false ceilings (later section discusses how this could have happened in the case of the

Plasco Building).

In the Plasco Building case, the floor plan was typical for all floors above the 6th floor, as

shown in Figure 5.1(a). Two scenarios are favourable for the fire to propagate throughout the

floor. Firstly, floors might not have partition walls which permit the fire to travel across the

whole floor. In this case, the fire propagation can simply be described as travelling fire or fully

developed fire, which would depend on fuel distribution, the density of the fuel, and the velocity

of the fire spread. If the velocity of fire spread is nearly equal to the velocity of burnt-out fuel, it

would be considered a travelling fire [13], as discussed in Chapter 2. Another possible scenario

is that the shops were separated by partition walls which limit the fire propagation. It raises a

question that in the presence of fire barriers, what favours the fire to travel in the horizontal
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Figure 5.1: a): Floor plan of 10th Floor of Plasco Building (Typical from 6th to top floor) [5]
(b): Floor plan of 3rd Floor of Winecoff Hotel [16]

direction as the fire was observed throughout the entire floors above the 10th floor and 11th

floors of the Plasco Building. The Plasco building had continuous false ceilings on each floor, as

reported by Ahmadi et al. [5] (Figure 4.11). It can be deduced that the only possible scenario

for the fire to travel within the floor was through false ceiling - once it was damaged. The

damaged false ceiling in a compartment fire was observed in many previous fire incidents. A

survey was conducted by Chow and Kot [14] on hotel fires in Hong Kong. It was found that the

false ceiling of one of the hotels was severely damaged by a relatively small fire which was later

extinguished by sprinkler systems. However, in the Plasco Building, no automatic sprinkler

system was installed, and the manual fire hose reels were also not operational; therefore, the

fire could have travelled horizontally once the false ceiling got damaged.

5.3 The collapse of the Plasco Building

5.3.1 Fuel in the Plasco Building

Not only increase in the fire load and static load as discussed in Chapter 4 but also the fuel

distribution and consequential fire travel behaviour might have played a vital role in triggering

the collapse of the Plasco Building. This analyses the possible fire scenario that might be

responsible for the collapse of the Plasco Building by arguing the conditions that favour the
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fire spread.

5.3.2 Fire accident

During a fire incident, smoke and heat can reach the upper floors through stairs or façade

of the building. Flames can also spread horizontally within the continuous false ceilings and

open stairways [5], which favoured the fire to spread in both horizontal and vertical directions,

respectively. In the fire accident that occurred in the Winecoff Hotel [15] (as discussed in

Chapter 4), the fire was originated from the mattresses in a room on the third floor near the

stairways which reached the thirteenth floor in the 15 storeys hotel. As shown in Figure 5.1,

besides being a steel frame structure, the Winecoff Hotel fire was quite identical to the fire

in the Plasco Building (Figure 5.1(a)), particularly in terms of the origin of the fire which

was near the stairways, and only one stairway was serving all floors of the building (Figure

5.1(b)). Unfortunately, both buildings were not equipped with sprinkler systems which also

fuelled the fire spread. In the Winecoff Hotel, only the floor of the fire origin and stairway were

damaged while the rest of the structure was unaffected, and the entire building did not collapse.

However, the fire load on the Plasco Building was much higher, which raised the temperatures

of structural members and reduced their load-carrying capacity significantly, leading collapse

of the whole building. The current numerical study suggests that it was not only the amount

of fire load but also its packing and distribution that facilitated the fire spread throughout the

floors.

5.4 Fire modelling of a compartment

In this chapter, a compartment with a similar fire load as was reported in the Plasco Building

is simulated for 60 minutes of fire (when the heat release rate reached the steady-state). This

chapter primarily investigates the effects of the distribution and packing of the fuel load on the

severity and the spread of fire. A fire load of 1910 MJ/m2 [6] is used to perform CFD analysis

using FDS software to understand fire behaviour and to obtain realistic thermal boundary con-

ditions for sequential heat transfer and thermomechanical analyses. The building was occupied

primarily by a large amount of fabric material on the premises. Therefore, nylon is considered
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as primary combustible (fuel of fabric type) to adopt a simpler chemical kinetics model in CFD

analysis as the material properties of the nylon are well defined in the SFPE Handbook [16]

based on experimental studies.

5.4.1 Fuel Distribution

Fire load is the major criterion to estimate the fire risk for any kind of occupancy [17, 7],

which is generally defined in statistical terms [18, 7], as discussed in Chapter 2. The standard

calculation methods for fire load ignore the effects of its packing and distribution, which may

greatly influence the fire behaviour and be vital for structural integrity in fire accidents. To

investigate the fire behaviour in collapsed structures, a CFD model is usually developed and

validated based on available information such as building plans, visual evidence, and possible

fuel load. It is also necessary to learn how fire can travel and how fuel distribution and

packing can affect the fire severity. In the case of the Plasco Building, unlike the WTC towers,

insufficient data is available that could provide a clear picture of the amount of fuel load and its

distribution within the building. The fuel load data in the literature or reports from the Fire

department [19] is primarily based on the testimonies of witnesses or fire department personnel

(evaluating the exact value of fuel load requires a tedious survey as discussed in Chapter 2).

Therefore, no well-structured fire investigation is found in the literature so far.

Figure 5.2 represents two probable ways of storing goods, which are often used in practice

and can result in two distinct cases of fuel distribution. Case1- where fuel load is distributed in

the form of small stacks (as in racks, see Figure 5.2(a)), and Case 2- where the same fuel load

is supposed to be densely packed in large cartons (see Figure 5.2(b)). Both methods of storing

cloth fabric can produce fire scenarios that have entirely different fire behaviour and effects on

structural integrity. Ventilation conditions were kept the same for both cases.

In FDS simulation, only a portion of the 10th floor, where the fire broke out, is modelled

as a compartment to understand the effect of fuel load distribution on fire behaviour. The

dimensions of the modelled compartment are 7×5×3 m3. All sides of the compartment are

provided openings as in the Plasco Building, windows were open from all sides or burned down

during the fire as shown in Figure 5.3(Images are taken from various news agencies [20, 21,
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Figure 5.2: Fuel Distribution Cases a) Case 1: Small staked b) Case 2: Densely packed in
cartons

Figure 5.3: Ventilation from all sides of the building

22, 23]). Adiabatic surface temperatures (AST) were recorded on the surface of structural

members [24], which were used as a thermal boundary condition to conduct sequential heat

transfer analysis. For Case 1, stacks of dimension 1×1×0.2 m3 were placed with a gap of

0.1m between each stack, and for Case 2, blocks of 1×1×1 m3 were distributed within the

compartment. The fire load present in the compartment ignited and continued to burn until

the end of the analysis (one hour). A burner of 1 × 1 m2 was placed at one corner of the

compartment and initiated for 30 seconds to ignite the fire. The pyrolysis model available in

FDS is not feasible and practical to simulate the fire behaviour within a compartment as it

requires a complex stoichiometry model. Therefore, the ignition temperature of the fuel surface

(230◦C in case of nylon) was set for its ignition, which is a valid approximation for such kind of

study. Figure 5.4 shows the temperature contours at the centre of the compartment (X=2.5 m)

after 45 minutes since the ignition. A significant temperature difference is observed between

both cases of fuel distributions. It can be seen from Figure 5.4 that the maximum temperature

for Case 1 is significantly lower than Case 2, which were around 980◦C and 1270◦C, respectively.
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Figure 5.4: Temperature Contours (◦C) at 45 minutes a) Case 1 b) Case 2

The above observed phenomenon is counter-intuitive, but it can be explained using fire

dynamics principles and difference in the burning rate between both cases. The burning rate

depends on several factors such as surface area, thickness, the fuel’s porosity, etc. The burning

rate of fuel also affects the temperature within the compartment, which is illustrated in detail

in the subsequent paragraphs.

When surface-controlled burning of fuel is considered, the burning rate would be higher for

Case 1, which is attributed to the higher surface area compared to Case 2, as shown in Figure

5.5. This phenomenon can be understood by representing Case 1 and Case 2 fuel distribution

analogous to wood cribs and solid blocks of wood, respectively. The burning rate is numerically

expressed as Eq. 5.1, where the burning rate (m) is inversely proportional to the thickness

of fuel (D) [16]. Block [25] deduced a similar inversely proportional relationship between the

burning rate and the thickness of the fuel bed by conducting theoretical and experimental

studies (Eq. 5.2). According to an experimental study performed by Gross and Robertson [26],

a considerably higher burning rate was observed for fuel distribution with higher surface area

under unrestricted ventilation conditions. This behaviour validates the observations made in

this study as Case 1 has a higher burning rate due to the availability of higher fuel surface

area compared to Case 2. The higher value of fuel porosity in Case 1 also contributes to an

increase in the burning rate of fuel and can be expressed as Eq. 5.3 [16]. Gross [26] confirmed

this phenomenon by conducting an experimental study for diffusion-limited combustion, where

the fuel burning rate increased with an increase in the fuel porosity. In this study, Case 1
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Figure 5.5: Thickness and porosity for the arrangement of fuel load (a) Scattered (b) Carton

has higher surface area and porosity and lower thickness compared to Case 2; therefore, the

observed burning rate is significantly higher for Case 1.

ṁ =
4

D
m0vp

(
m

m0

)1/2

(5.1)

Where m0 is initial mass and vp is the regression velocity which depends on the type of

the material [16].

ṁ =
C

D0.5
(5.2)

Where C is the material property and is independent of the size and geometry of the fuel.

ṁ = 4.4× 10−4

(
S

H

)(m0

D

)
(5.3)

where S is the distance between the stacks (porosity between the fuel) and H is the total

height of the fuel load.

Hot products of combustion such as gases and soot rise above due to buoyancy and escape

the compartment, which allows drawing in cool air from outside, as illustrated in Figure 5.6.

This phenomenon was experimentally studied by Kawagoe and Sekine [27] and Odeen [28].

They proposed a correlation to calculate the heat losses due to the replacement of the hot
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Figure 5.6: Compartment fire mass flow of hot gases and cool air

gases with the outside cooler air, as illustrated by Eq. 5.4. Kawagoe and Sekine [27] calculated

the flow rate of the incoming and outgoing air by using Bernoulli’s equation at the openings

(difference of gases coming in and going out is equal to the difference of the quantities of the

gases consumed and produced during the combustion). They found that the heat loss to the

atmosphere (QL) is directly proportional to the burning rate (m) [34]. It was reported in their

study that the rate of incoming air (ṁin) and outgoing gases (ṁout) are also a function of the

burning rate [29] as illustrated in Eqs. 5.5 and 5.5. In other words, the volumes of the cool air

coming in and hot gases going out increases with an increase in the burning rate. Therefore,

as the burning rate is much higher for Case 1 compared to Case 2, more hot air escapes from

the compartment in Case 1, and to maintain the equilibrium at the neutral plane (where the

pressure difference is zero), an equivalent volume of cool air is drawn inside the compartment.

Due to the exchange of hot and cool air, heat losses observed for Case 1 are higher than Case

2, which eventually results in a reduced overall compartment temperature for Case 1, as shown

in Figure 5.4. The authors recommend conducting more experimental studies to understand

the above observed phenomenon.

The CFD calculation results for the mass flow rate at the opening are presented in Figure

5.7. A higher mass flow rate is obtained for Case 1 compared to Case 2, which confirms the

empirical relation proposed by Kawagoe and Sekine [30]. Therefore, it can be concluded that

due to higher heat losses in Case 1, lesser overall compartment temperature is observed.
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Figure 5.7: Mass flow rate at the opening for both Cases from the CFD calculation

QL = ṁGO(Tg − Ta)Cp (5.4)

Where GO is the volume of the combustion gases produced by the fire. Tg and Ta are the

gas temperature and outside air temperature, respectively. Cp is the specific heat of the hot

gases.

ṁin = ṁLρa (5.5)

ṁout = ṁGOρa (5.6)

The flow rate of the gases for Case 1 and Case 2 can be represented using the velocity profile

obtained from the CFD simulation (Figure 5.8). These results are in confirmation with Eqs. 5.5

and 5.6 proposed by Kawagoe and Sekine [27], where the airflow rate is directly proportional to

the burning rate. As seen in Figure 5.8 for Case 1, the hot gases are leaving the compartment

with an average velocity of more than 5 m/s, which is significantly higher than the average

velocity of 3.0 m/s for Case 2. As a result, the hot gases stay inside the compartment of Case
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Figure 5.8: Velocity contours (m/s): (a) Case 1, (b) Case 2

2, resulting in lower heat losses and relatively higher compartment temperatures compared to

Case 1. Due to the burning of fuel at multiple levels in Case 1, the air is drawn at various

levels that enhance the burning rate. On the other hand, for Case 2, the high velocity of

gases can be found only in the upper zone of the compartment because most of the burning

is taking place at the upper level. It is noteworthy that in Case 2, the high-velocity gases are

travelling through the gaps between the fuel load as shown in Figure 5.8, which are responsible

for creating large-scale vorticities at the upper zone of the compartment. These large-scale

vorticities could essentially be another reason for obtaining higher temperatures in the upper

zone in Case 2.

τ =
L

ṁf

(5.7)

Fuel burning rate also affects the duration of the fire. As the burning rate for Case 2 is

lower than Case 1, a longer burning time is observed for Case 2, and prolonged fire exposure

for structural elements could be detrimental to structural integrity. The longer duration of fire

(τ) in Case 2 with the same fire load (L) as in Case 1 can be explained using the correlation

proposed by Law (Eq. 5.7)[31], where fire duration is inversely proportional to the mass flow

rate or rate of burning of fuel (ṁf ) (discussed in Chapter 2).

Figure 5.9 shows that a higher magnitude of heat release rate (HRR) is obtained for Case

1 against Case 2, which is mainly attributed to the higher mass burning rate in Case 1. HRR is
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Figure 5.9: Heat release rate for both cases

proportional to the heat of combustion (hc) of a fuel and mass loss rate (m) as illustrated by Eq.

5.8. From equations 1, 2, and 3, a higher burning rate was obtained for Case 1, therefore the

HRR for Case 1 is also higher. The velocity of the surrounding air influences HRR, it increases

sharply with an increase in the velocities of the surrounding air. In an experimental study

carried out by Lönnermark and Ingason [32], the authors tested the wood cribs in a tunnel

and found that the fire growth rate increased by 5 to 10 times by increasing the surrounding

air velocity three times. In the current analysis, the maximum HRR recorded for Case 1 is

1.25 times higher than Case 2, as shown in Figure 5.9. This behaviour is supported by the

information presented in the velocity contours (Figure 5.8).

For Case 2, lower HRR was observed because of a relatively slower burning rate; how-

ever, higher temperatures were obtained, as explained earlier in this section. Both the higher

temperatures and longer duration are more critical for a structure’s performance in a fire.

HRR = ∆hc × ṁ (5.8)

5.4.1.1 Variation of HRR for different fuel packing density

In the previous section, analytical and numerical correlations are presented to illustrate the vari-

ation of HRR due to the difference in fuel porosity and surface area. A small-scale calorimeter
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Figure 5.10: a) Block b) sticks used in the experiment

test has been carried out to indicate the HRR for two cases. To represent Case 2, a solid

block of wood of 10×10×3cm3 (Figure 5.10(a)) was exposed to irradiation of 50kW/m2 and for

representing Case 1, 12 sticks of 10cm long and diameter of 1cm (Figure 5.10(b)) of the same

material were placed up to a height of 3cm and exposed to the same irradiation. HRR was

calculated based on oxygen calorimetry [33]. As shown in Figure 5.11(a), significantly higher

HRR was obtained for the case when fuel was placed in the form of sticks compared to a solid

block. These results are intuitive and confirm the well-established analytical and numerical

methods which were developed by conducting FDS simulations and using fire dynamics princi-

ples. Figure 5.11(b) shows the ratio of the remaining mass (mr) to the original mass (m0). It is

clear from this experiment that the HRR and mass consumption rate are much higher in sticks

compared to solid blocks as shown in Figure 5.11(b). The mass-loss rate was lower for block,

however, it kept burning for a longer period which justifies the correlation suggested by Law

(Eq. 5.7) [31]. The experiment described above provides a relatively qualitative indication, and

therefore it is not reasonable to draw definitive conclusions based on small bench-scale tests.

The authors strongly recommend carrying out experiments for such cases at a compartment

scale.

5.5 Surface Temperature at structural elements

The transient temperatures obtained from the CFD analysis are used for performing heat

transfer analysis of the structural members. Heat transfer analysis is performed to estimate the

difference in the temperature of structural elements and consequential strength reduction due
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Figure 5.11: a) HRR b) mass ratio for both the cases

Figure 5.12: Temperature Vs. Time a) Truss temperatures b) Slab temperatures

to consideration of different fuel distribution. A heat transfer model of a concrete slab-steel

truss assembly similar to the Plasco Building is developed in OpenSees (an opensource FE

software) [34]. A concrete slab of 130 mm thick and a 400 mm deep steel truss are considered.

The section details used are similar to those used by Behnam [6]. The temperatures in the form

of AST [35], which are obtained in section 5.4.1 after conducting CFD analysis, are used as the

thermal boundary conditions for conducting heat transfer analysis. A convection coefficient of

25W/m2K and an emissivity of 0.7 are used as per the Eurocodes for steel [36] for fire-exposed

surfaces. Figure 5.12 shows the surface temperatures of the truss members and concrete slab

for both cases after performing heat transfer analysis.

Figure 5.12(a) represents the time-temperature behaviour for both cases at various loca-

tions on the steel truss. The overall temperatures reached for Case 2 were significantly higher
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compared to Case 1. After 60 minutes of the fire exposure, the difference between the maxi-

mum temperatures reached was around 400◦C between the two Cases. It is noteworthy that

an additional 400◦C rise in temperature in Case 2 can adversely affect the building’s structural

performance and might help in determining the correct fire load distribution that could have

caused the collapse of the Plasco Building. It is interesting to note from Figure 5.12(a) that

the temperatures for Case 1 are higher in the beginning compared to Case 2, which is due to

the higher fuel burning rate for Case 1. Whereas, at later stages, due to the higher burning

rate, cool air starts replacing the hot air, resulting in reduced overall temperature reduction for

structural members, as shown in Figure 5.12(a). Figure 5.12(b) shows the variation in temper-

atures with time across the depth of the slab. Thermal gradients are observed inside the slab

for both cases. The difference in overall temperature is quite high for both cases, for example,

the temperature at 23mm inside the bottom face of the slab (reinforcement level) is around

560◦C and 410◦C for Case 1 and Case 2, respectively. The current analysis is performed for

one-hour fire duration where the top face of the slab is assumed to be at ambient temperature.

Higher structural temperature and thermal gradient in Case 2 compared to Case 1 present a

severe fire scenario for analysing the structural performance of the building.

5.6 Fire spread in the Plasco Building

Before performing the CFD simulation of a whole building for a fire investigation study, it is

critical to understand and verify the fire spread in horizontal and vertical directions with the

actual data and visual evidence present in the literature. In this section, ventilation conditions

(around the perimeter) and fuel load of the Plasco Building [6] are considered to ascertain

how fire travels vertically and horizontally from the floor of origin to upper floors and adjacent

floors.

5.6.1 Numerical modelling of vertical fire spread in a building

To determine the possible fire scenarios based on the fuel distribution, a two-floor building (one

room at each floor) with one vertical opening (as stairways) and similar ventilation conditions

as in literature [5, 6, 37], is simulated for both cases. To demonstrate the vertical fire spread,
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Figure 5.13: Case 1 Vertical propagation a) Two Floor geometry (b) fire spread from the
opening (c) multiple ignitions

each room of 7 × 7m2 floor area and floor to floor height of 3m was generated in FDS. A vertical

opening of 2×2m is provided near the origin of the fire to demonstrate the effects of stairways

on the vertical spread of fire. Figure 5.13 shows the fire spread behaviour for Case 1. Once the

fire started, it grew, and flames could be seen coming out through windows and reaching the

upper floors from both vertical openings and windows, as shown in Figure 5.13(b) and Figure

5.13(c). Within 25 to 30 minutes, the fire started to grow rapidly, and the flame front became

significantly large. The fire entered the upper floors through multiple locations and ignited the

combustibles. At that moment, the HRR increases at an exponential rate before reaching a

steady-state [38], as shown in Figure 5.14(a). Similar vertical fire spread behaviour was observed

in the Plasco Building, verified with the available investigation reports and interviews from fire

department personnel and witnesses [19]. In the Plasco Building, windows were present all

around the perimeter of the building, and according to the report and testimonies, the fire

reached from the 10th to the 15th floor (top floor) within 22 minutes (before the firefighting

operation began, as discussed in Chapter 4). It can also be interpreted from the simulation

results that at later stages, the fire was freely spreading and might ignite the combustibles at

multiple locations on the upper floors, which may have resulted in multiple local flashovers

at the very early stages of the fire. As the current simulation present the special case when

combustibles are close to the ceiling and it is open to upper floors; therefore, in case of the

Plasco Building, it is necessary to simulate the whole floor representing all compartments. In

Chapter 6, the fire spread through the open façade (openings) to the upper floors is verified

using a CFD simulation.
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Figure 5.14: HRR for both Cases a) Two floors geometry, b) Single floor with wall partition

Figure 5.15: Case 2 Vertical propagation (a) Two Floor geometry (b) Initial vertical spread
(stairways) (c) horizontal spread

For Case 2 fuel distribution, the fire could not reach the upper floors, as shown in Figure

5.15. This behaviour is attributed to the fact that the flames are not high enough to reach the

ceiling or enter through openings. According to Hasemi’s [39] fire model for localized fire, flame

height depends on HRR and the diameter of the fire. Figure 5.14(b) shows the HRR obtained

for both cases. For Case 2, the HRR is significantly lower compared to Case 1 as a result flames

do not reach the upper floor. Another reason is the height of the stored fuel load. For Case 2,

the fuel load was stored at a lower height compared to Case 1, where fuel was about to touch

the ceiling. Due to the lower height of the fuel, flames were not able to reach the ceiling and

stayed within the floor, as shown in Figure 5.15. Consequently, multiple floors (10th to 15th)

are not simulated for Case 2 distribution.

In the Plasco Building, the windows coverings were combustible (Chapter 4 and [20]),

which burnt down at the early stages of the fire. In the simulation of Case 1 (section 5.4.1),
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Figure 5.16: Velocity contours (m/s) for Case1 at Y = 2.2: (a) at 500 sec, (b) at 600 sec

large vorticities are observed in upward fire flows, as shown in Figure 5.16 (red circles), which

caused the fire to reach the upper floors. In a numerical study, Satoh and Kuwahara [40]

observed that large scale vorticities in the upward motion of the hot gases were because of the

entrainment of cool air and verified this behaviour with the experimental study of Hayeshi [41].

Due to the oscillatory motion within the gases or flames, the flames adheres to the exterior wall

[41] and enter the upper floor through windows

This oscillatory motion was observed for Case 1 fuel distribution and can be seen in Figure

5.16. HRR influences the oscillatory motion; it gets accelerated with an increase of HRR [42],

as observed for Case 1, where HRR was much higher than Case 2 (Figure 5.14(a)). The fire

was able to reach the upper floors due to high oscillatory motion. HRR for Case 1 increased

tremendously, once both floors reached flashovers, the peak HRR reached nearly 80 MW as

shown in Figure 5.14(a).

From the above discussion and CFD simulations, it can be deduced that factors such as

buoyancy, stack effect, oscillatory motion, and most importantly the height of the fuel influenced

the fire to reach the upper floors.

5.6.2 Numerical modelling of horizontal fire spread in a building

To verify and understand the horizontal fire spread, the authors performed a simulation for a

small building where a concrete wall is used for compartmentations (Figure 5.17). False ceilings
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Figure 5.17: Case 1 Horizontal propagation a) Compartment with wall and false ceiling, b)
Horizontal spread, and c) Horizontal spread after 450 seconds

were also attached, which were assumed to be failed after a certain duration of exposure to the

fire. In the simulation, the false ceilings were removed progressively using control devices in

FDS [43] to capture the effects of the fire spread through false ceilings.

Figure 5.17 and Figure 5.18 show the geometries used for the CFD simulations to verify

the fire spread to adjacent rooms for both cases of the fuel distribution. For Case 1, as shown

in Figure 5.17(b), after the removal of the false ceiling in the simulation, it took less than 8

minutes for the fire to reach another room, and the top surface of the fuel in the adjacent room

ignited. In Case 1, the fire propagated to the entire floor horizontally, and a peak HRR of

20MW (Figure 5.14(b)) was recorded. For Case 1, at early stages, the HRR increases steadily,

whereas at later stages (Figure 5.14(b)), it increases rapidly when the fire reached the adjacent

compartment resulting in the sequential local flashover. On the other hand, the flames for Case

2 (Figure 5.18) are not high enough to reach the adjacent room; it might be mainly due to lower

HRR (10 MW) [39] (Figure 5.14(b)) and comparatively lower height of the fuel. Evidently, these

simulations represent that the failure of the false ceilings would accelerate the fire propagation

and the height of fuel plays a critical role in determining the ignition of the fuel in the adjacent

room. Once the fuel in adjacent compartments ignited, multiple flashovers can be obtained.

The distribution of the fuel affects the timing, growth rate of the fire, and travelling behaviour

of the fire to the remaining floor area. The current simulations also suggested that the fuel

distribution governs the fire spread behaviour in the horizontal direction. Authors recommend

performing such experimental studies to understand the fire spread in modern buildings for

obtaining realistic fire scenarios as fire accidents are occurring each year.

In short, to conduct a forensic study through a computer modelling approach, it is necessary
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Figure 5.18: Case 2 Horizontal propagation a) Horizontal spread, and b) Horizontal spread
after false ceiling removed

to have a great deal of information available beforehand. Besides having a proper layout of

each floor, detailed information of the combustibles, fuel distribution, ventilation conditions

such as windows, doors, or any other openings, and their size and location are required. In

the case of the Plasco Building, the information of most of these factors is not available.

However, this chapter provides an investigation study for fire spread behaviour in the Plasco

Building considering two possible fuel distribution patterns based on the limited available data.

This chapter also provides an insight into fire travelling behaviour in high rise buildings by

considering the case of the Pasco Building accident and develops a basic understanding to

perform realistic fire simulations. This study also provides an insight that how fuel might

have been distributed in the Plasco Building as temperatures for Case 2 were much higher to

make the structure collapse, but the probability of spreading fire within the floor and to upper

floors is low. Case 1 supports the propagation of fire both horizontally and vertically, but

temperatures observed inside the compartment were much lower compared to Case 2, though

still high enough to cause a structural failure. Therefore, the fuel might have spread all over the

floors as a combination of both fuel distributions, which are generally found in storage areas

and workshops. The rate and probability of propagation of fire in both horizontal and vertical

directions would also be influenced by the height of fuel (fuel distribution methods).

The outcomes and reasoning from the current study and visual evidence of any incident

would greatly help to investigate fire behaviour in any high-rise building and to conduct a sub-

sequent thermomechanical analysis to determine the structural response in a real fire scenario.
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5.7 Conclusions

The current study presents the effects of different fuel load distribution on fire behaviour.

Previous studies for simulating the collapse of the Plasco Building and other high-rise buildings

were mainly performed using parametric curves. The fire spread behaviour (horizontal and

vertical travel) and temperature differences in the structural members due to different fuel

distribution cannot be represented using these curves. By simulating two dissimilar cases of

fuel distribution, where fuel load and ventilation conditions were kept the same for both cases,

fire behaviour was observed to identify the possible horizontal and vertical spread of the fire.

The fire spread is verified with a case of the Plasco Building. The key findings of the study are

listed as follows:

• For a scenario where densely packed fuel (in cartons) is stored in a compartment, fire can

be more severe for a structure as higher temperatures are obtained during the fire. The

duration of fire would also be longer compared to loosely stored (stacked) fuel because of

much slower burning rate, however, it might not trigger the spread of the fire.

• If the fuel is loosely stored (stacked) resulting the fuel height reaching close to the ceiling,

the fire tends to spread to adjacent rooms, and it can travel even the compartments are

separated by fire barrier provided the false ceilings present is continuous.

• The height of the fuel has a great influence on fire propagation in both vertical and

horizontal directions. For Case 1 fuel distribution, the fire was able to propagate in both

directions as the height of the fuel bed was higher compared to Case 2 that promoted the

fire propagation in both directions.

• The vertical spread of fire to upper floors is governed by HRR (flame height, oscillatory

motion) and the height of fuel load.

• The horizontal spread of fire is greatly influenced by the breakage of the false ceiling,

location of the openings and the presence of partition walls.

• Fuel in the Plasco Building was most likely to be stored as a combination of both cases.
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• Due to multiple ignition points and multiple flashovers, the fire had reached upper floors

and led to the collapse of the Plasco building in three hours.

While several models are available to simulate the effect of a fire, such as the standard

temperature-time curves, parametric fire model, and travelling fire models, their validity re-

mains debatable. To date, the most realistic approach to simulate real fires is through com-

putational fluid dynamics. To get a realistic thermal load for structural analysis, computer

modelling is necessary whilst considering the factors explained in this chapter. To obtain the

fire scenario for the entire building, the complete model of the Plasco Building can be simulated

using the fire behaviour and load distribution information obtained from this chapter. As data

for the Plasco Building is quite scarce, this study helps to move a step forward to investigate

the collapse of the building.
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Preface

This chapter uses the estimated fire spread presented in Chapter 4, where evidence of

the Plasco Building fire is collected to generate a coherent timeline and reconstruct the fire

processes. The vertical and horizontal fire spread observed in the building is reconstructed using

CFD fire modelling and calibrated against the evidence library. The scattered fuel distribution

case (Chapter 5) is used to simulate the fire spread. The spatio-temporal temperature history

from the fire modelling provides realistic fire scenarios to simulate the structural response. The

fire simulation results, are used as boundary conditions to be transferred to a finite element

analysis tool using the methodology described in Chapter 3 for a detailed structural analysis to

determine the likely collapse mechanism of the Plasco Building. The methodology presented

in this chapter to reconstruct the fire can also guide fire safety engineers to improve building

fire-safety and life-safety strategies.

6.1 Introduction

Building structures may sustain severe damage or even collapse during a fire accident. Fire

safety of tall buildings is a major challenge especially evacuating the occupants before the

building environment becomes untenable.

As discussed in Chapter 4, traditional fire investigations are generally associated with

discovering the ‘cause and origin’ of the fire [1, 2], which explains how to collect evidence and

organize it for use in the legal process. These methodologies do not include assessment of

structural failure or collapse of the building. It is essential to reconstruct the fire based on

observed empirical fire scenarios to develop a rational hypothesis for the fire accident. Current

methodologies cannot provide sufficient information about the spread of fire and its impact

on the structure to reconstruct the fire history for a comprehensive fire investigation of tall

buildings. The Grenfell Tower [3], it is still under investigation, and so far, no detailed analysis

has been performed to reconstruct the fire in that building [4, 5].

The well-documented methodologies for fire investigation in textbooks [1] and NFPA 921

[2] provide scientific procedures that only focus on fire growth and its effects on the materials

stored within the fire compartment. The fire phenomenon in tall buildings is quite different
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such as the traveling nature of fire may be observed due to the large open floor plan, stack

effect, vertical spread, and so on, which idealized fire curves cannot represent. Therefore, it

is imperative to reconstruct the fire and carry out a rational investigation of the structural

response and damage.

The available literature on the collapse of the Plasco Building does not provide detailed

information on the fire spread history that can be used to reconstruct the fire to carry out

detailed structure analysis [6, 7]. In a recent study, assuming specific temperatures at different

locations of the building, Aghakouchak et al. [8] investigated the local and global collapse of

the Plasco Building. An article from Ahmadi et al. [9] provides some information about the

sequence of the critical events and structural details; however, there was no description of fire

and structural response. To perform structural analysis of the building, Behnam [6] used the

parametric curve, but these curves do not represent the real fire scenarios in modern buildings

where floor plans can be larger than prescribed in the codes Bisby et al. [10]. Assuming fixed

temperatures over the entire building (800◦C for beams and 400◦C for columns), Hajiloo et al.

[11] and Yarlagadda et al. [7] conducted structural analysis, which is not accurate to represent

large fire scenarios as the temperatures were not uniform during the entire fire duration.

As discussed in earlier chapters, so far, there is no specific methodology available to recon-

struct the fire development of a fire accident in tall buildings, and there has been no dedicated

effort to analyze the failure of the Plasco building based on realistic fire temperatures. The

prime objective of this study is to reconstruct the fire development in the Plasco Building by

numerical fire modelling using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) based on the empirically

observed fire spread estimated in chapter 4. The thermal data obtained from the calibrated

fire model is transferred to the OpenSees to simulate the structural response of the building.

Heat transfer analysis is performed using a finite element (FE) heat transfer tool in OpenSees

using the temperature data from the calibrated fire model. The data obtained from the CFD

simulations in this chapter will be transposed as structural boundary conditions for a detailed

structural analysis of the Plasco building. The detailed structural analysis is not part of this

thesis.
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6.2 Fire accident of the Plasco Building

For a detailed forensic analysis of a structural failure in a fire and to develop a rational failure

hypothesis, reconstruction of a fire should be based on the realistic fire spread history. The

framework presented in chapter 4 is used to develop the fire timeline and estimated fire spread

of the fire accident of the Plasco Building.

As discussed in previous chapters, due to the rapid vertical fire spread in the Plasco

Building fire, the fire reached the upper floors in the early stages of the fire. The floor plan

of the floors above the 6th floor was typically designed for multiple shops, and the fuel was

similar from the floor of fire origin to the upper floors - containing fabric material. Figure 6.1(b)

illustrates the typical floor plan as a computational domain used for the CFD fire modelling.

Using the forensic evidence of the accident, an estimated fire spread history, and a fire timeline is

generated to reconstruct the fire in chapter 4. By utilising FireEvolutionMap (representation

of the fire spread in each direction), the fire spread on each floor is estimated, which is used to

build and calibrate the CFD models of the Plasco building. A detailed FireEvolutionMap is

presented in Chapter 4, and a concise version of it is shown in Figure 6.2. The critical events

such as the arrival of the emergency responder to the first, second, and third (final) collapse

are included in the timeline (section 4.4.2). As the timeline defines the time interval between

two events, it helps in generating rational CFD models while arranging the fuel over the floor

and providing the control devices to remove (or deactivate) the false ceilings or windows.

6.3 Calibration of the Plasco Building fire

Over the last few decades, the capabilities of the CFD fire modelling have been used extensively,

particularly for modelling smoke movement in the fire-safety performance-based design (PBD).

However, the user must be aware that the state-of-the-art fire models are not capable of sim-

ulating the gas-phase combustion reactions and complex pyrolysis and phase-change processes

of solid fuels. As discussed in earlier chapters, most fire simulations are also highly sensitive to

specific parameters such as ventilation conditions, soot, and carbon yields - and the modelling

results can significantly deviate from the realistic fire events [12]. The user must have sufficient
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Figure 6.1: Detail of the Plasco Building and computational domain of a typical floor plan.

knowledge and understanding of the limitations and uncertainties involved in the CFD fire

modelling and obtain as much information as possible about the fire-spread phenomena within

the building to reconstruct a realistic fire scenario. To obtain an accurate simulation for the

fire of the Plasco fire accident, FDS 6.7 [13] – developed by NIST - is used in this study.

The FDS [13] is the most widely used CFD fire modelling software globally for fire en-

gineering design and fire safety research. FDS implements the Large Eddy Simulation (LES)

turbulent model to solve the airflow and smoke transport in the fire. The LES model resolves

the energy and momentum of large eddies while ignores eddies smaller than the mesh size.

Therefore, no grid independency test is performed in LES, but the analysis’s sensitivity to the

mesh size is evaluated. A few methods are suggested to estimate the reasonable cell size for the

practical problem of the fire plumes. The mesh resolution can be evaluated by determining the

characteristic plume length scale (D∗), which depends on the heat release rate (HRR) [14, 15].

In the current study, the cell size was chosen that represents a reasonable fire spread at a lower

computational cost. For a more accurate fire spread for any fire accident, a finer mesh may

be required. After carefully performing a few numerical tests (for coarser and finer meshes) in

this study, the cell size of 0.2 m is used in all fire simulations. As discussed, FDS is an LES

based simulation where Kinetic Energy would be modelled more precisely for finer mesh, but

finer mesh increases the computational time. AST is used as thermal boundary condition for

structural analysis. It was found that there were no significant variations in the temperature
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Figure 6.2: A concise version of FireEvolutionMap of the Plasco Building fire accident.
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data (AST) when using finer mesh (0.15), however, the computational time increased by five

times. It may be impractical to use very fine mesh for calibration study for large buildings,

where such precision may not be necessary.

The Plasco building was occupied primarily by garment businesses, and a high volume

of fabric material was stored on the premises. Due to this reason, as discussed in Chapter 5,

nylon is chosen as a representative combustible (fuel) in the CFD fire modelling. The ignition

temperature of the fuel surface (230◦C ) was set for its ignition to simulate the fire spread. To

simulate the fire spread, the ‘surface ignition method’ is utilized. It is a valid approximation

to model fire spread in a building, especially when the ignition of the fuel in the adjacent

compartments needs to be simulated. Several researchers used this method to represent the

traveling-fire experiments [16] as well. FDS includes few other methods to simulate the fire

spread. One is the ‘prescribed spread rate model,’ where flame spread is controlled by prescribed

spread rate, although it is computationally inexpensive; however, in the current case (fire spread

in the Plasco Building where compartments are separated by walls) this method is not feasible.

In another method, the ‘in-depth pyrolysis model,’ solid degradation is calculated using the

Arrhenius equation. Due to the complex chemistry and heterogeneity of real fuels in fires, this

method is very difficult to apply, and it is computationally more expensive than the other two

[15]. Therefore, in terms of the computational cost, accuracy, and possible fire scenarios in the

Plasco building, the ‘surface ignition method’ is the most appropriate method for the current

study.

6.3.1 Effects of fuel distribution on fire spread

Generally, the codes and standards recommend fire load as the major criteria to estimate the fire

risk for an occupancy, usually defined in statistical terms [17, 18] (refer to Chapter 2). Though

the Plasco building was constructed as a commercial center, the quantity of fuel kept changing

throughout the building’s life span. The specific fuel load of the building before the fire is

unclear, but it is known that whole floors were filled with fabrics, as described in Chapter 5.

To understand the fire travelling behavior in vertical and horizontal directions, two types of fuel

distribution patterns were simulated in Chapter 5, which provides a qualitative understanding

of the effects of fuel distribution on fire spread. It was observed that the fire reaches the ceilings,
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and almost all fuel in the compartment is burning without spreading in the next compartment

(for case 1). After removing the false ceiling in the simulation (Figure (c)), the fire reaches

the adjacent compartment, and the top surface of the fuel is ignited. Having continuous false

ceilings (no separation between the compartment over the false ceiling), as shown in Figure

6.3(a) is quite common even in modern buildings. The Plasco building also had a continuous

and open false ceiling (Figure 6.3(a)) [19]. On the other hand, the flame height for Case 2

(Figure 6.3(d)) is not large enough to reach the adjacent room, even after the removal of the

false ceiling; it might be mainly due to lower HRR [20], because the air gaps increase the HRR

[21], and comparatively lower height of the fuel. These simulations represent that the failure of

the false ceilings would accelerate the fire propagation, and the height of fuel may play a critical

role in determining the ignition of the fuel in the adjacent room. To illustrate the vertical fire

spread, Chapter 5 also demonstrates the effect of both fire distribution patterns. For Case 2,

the fire did not reach the upper floor. This is attributed to the fact that the flames are not

high enough to reach the ceiling or enter through openings. According to Hasemi’s fire model

for localized fire, flame height depends on HRR and the diameter of the fire [22]. As discussed,

the HRR would be lower for densely packed fuel [21].

From the CFD simulations presented in Chapter 5, it can be deduced that the factors that

the fuel distribution greatly influence the rate of fire spread both in horizontal and vertical fire

spread. According to the testimonies of firefighters, in the Plasco Building, the fuel was stored

near the windows and reached the height of the false ceiling [19]. The simulations show that

Case 1 supports the horizontal and vertical fire spread, therefore, to calibrate the fire spread

obtained in the Plasco Building, Case 1 is used.

6.3.2 Vertical fire spread in the Plasco Building

In the Plasco Building, windows were present all around the perimeter of the building, which

provided enough fresh air to support continuous burning. These favorable conditions led to the

collapse of the Plasco building in three hours. In case of the WTC 7 [23], it took seven hours

to collapse after the fire broke out [9]. As each building is unique, the collapse mechanism of

both buildings cannot be compared due to its size, fire spread behavior, fire protection ratings

and so on. To understand the collapse mechanism of each building, an independent study with
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Figure 6.3: The modeled fire spread in an adjacent compartment, where Case 1: Fuel is stacked
over each other and has air gaps (rack type storage), and Case 2: Fuel is stored in large carton
boxes. (a) an example of the open false ceiling between two compartments (b) fire in the
compartment before false ceiling removed (c) fire reached adjacent compartment (d) fire in a
compartment for Case 2 fuel distribution.

comprehensive forensic investigation must be carried out.

To further verify the fire spread through openings to the upper floors, a CFD simulation

was performed. The northwest corner of the Plasco Building from the 10th to 15th floors

was simulated. This vertical fire spread can be verified with the photographic evidence of the

Plasco Building (Figure 6.4). This simulation represents the vertical fire spread and calibrates

the entrance of the fire to the upper floors.

An FDS model for the 10th to 15th floors at the north-western corner is shown in Figure

6.4(a). A burner is placed near the corner of the 10th floor (lowest floor in the FDS model)

of the building to initiate the fire (burner was stopped after 60 s). As the fuel (fabrics) was

present at the end of each shop until the false ceiling height, and the fire was observed in the

false ceiling as well (Chapter 4). Therefore, in the fire model, fuel is placed up to the height of

the false ceilings and in the false ceiling. Clothes were stacked either in racks or large boxes.

Therefore, some gaps are provided between the pile of clothes.

As shown in Figure 6.4, once the fire broke out on the 10th floor, it reached the upper
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Figure 6.4: Fire simulation (at 1,900 s) and images from fire accident for vertical fire spread,
(a) initial stage, where walls of north and south sides were still present, and (b) vertical upward
fire spread.

floors in the early stages of the fire. With sufficient quantity of air, the fire increases rapidly and

releases an extensive amount of heat, making it easier to reach upper floors. The false ceiling

was open to the air, and the window coverings was made of simple wire mesh on the north and

south sides of the building (Chapter 4). In Figure 6.4(b), in the FDS simulation, fire can be seen

reaching upper floors as observed in the fire accident. Within 30 minutes, the fire had already

reached the top floor before the firefighting operation began [9, 19]. The façade behind the

steel bracing had completely disappeared at some of the floors and ceramic tiles attached to the

façade had fallen off, so these were removed from the simulations from each floor progressively

using the obstruction removal technique in FDS. Control devices’ (controlling to remove or

deactivate an obstruction in fire simulation) timing is set up based on the visual evidence and

repetitive simulations to calibrate the vertical fire spread. This simulation suggests that fire

had reached the upper floors during the early stages and began spreading horizontally from a

similar location (north-western corner of the building), agreeing with the visual evidence and

testimonies. The combination of the visual evidence and fire simulation (Figure 6.4) provides

two critical pieces of information, i.e., (1) the fire reached the upper floors during the early

stages of the fire (before any firefighting operation began), and (2) the fire initiation location

was similar at each floor. It justifies simulating the fire only for a few floors to calibrate the
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Figure 6.5: Fire at upper floors

model and obtain realistic thermal data for all floors.

Figure 6.5 shows the velocity vectors of the hot gases and incoming air. As shown in

Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5, fire reached the top floor due to the openings at the north side of the

building. The large openings (sufficient ventilation) allowed a high volume of fresh air to enter

continuously inside the building and kept the fire in the fuel-controlled regime [24]. The higher

velocity of incoming and outgoing gases makes the rapid replacement of the hot gases with the

fresh air inside the compartment; eventually, the faster burning rate of the fuel is observed [22].

In the Plasco building, according to the witnesses, the fire could be seen coming outside the

windows and reaching the upper floors in the early stages [19]. Some of the witnesses stated

that the flames could be seen near the stairway due to the vertical shaft, which was in the

proximity of shops (Figure 6.1). It creates a few hypotheses, such as whether the fire reached

upper floors through the shaft or the perimeter openings or a combination of both. In the FDS

simulation, the temperature and velocity of hot gases are recorded to observe this phenomenon.
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Figure 6.6: (a) Temperature and (b) velocity contour plots for vertical fire and smoke spread
from windows and vertical shaft, where fuel was burning at the 10th floor (500 s); fire reached
at the 12th floor (1100 s); fire reached at the 14th floor (1700 s); and high-speed hot gases
reached the top floor through vertical shaft at early stage.

Figure 6.6 shows the temperature and velocity contour plots at the center of the compart-

ment. Flames can be seen going upward from the vertical opening (vertical shaft). Though

high-temperature gases can be observed inside the vertical opening, it could not ignite fuel on

upper floors. The vertical fire spread is mainly from to the windows (or openings), as shown

from the rise of temperature near the windows’ openings of each floor (Figure 6.6 (a)). In the

vertical shaft, the high velocity of gases is also observed from the simulation (Figure 6.6(b)).

Due to the buoyancy stack effect, hot gases travel upward.

There were openings around the perimeter (Chapter 4) so that the fire might enter the

upper floors through the opening first. According to the fire department, before reaching the

building, they could see the fire coming out of the windows [19]. Based on this hypothesis,

the fire simulation of a few upper floors (13th, 15th) would be done separately, and the fire

would be initiated near the windows at the north-western corner of each floor (as discussed

earlier). This exercise allows to simulate different floors at different timings such as the 10th,

11th, and 14th floors fire duration was much shorter than the other floors due to the firefighting

operation, which significantly reduces the computational cost.
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6.3.3 Horizontal fire spread in the Plasco Building

In large open floor plan spaces, fire tends to travel across the floor plates with localized burning,

which process is often termed as the “traveling fire.” While reviewing the classical work of

Kawagoe and Sekine [25], Thomas and Heselden [26], and Harmathy [27], Torero et al. [24]

concluded that fire in large open spaces with sufficient ventilation should be considered as fuel-

controlled. In the Plasco building, windows covering either burnt out or fell off during the fire,

which kept the fire in the fuel-controlled regime. Moreover, the false ceiling was open to the

atmosphere, and fire entered the false ceiling during the early stages of the fire (Figure 6.4,

6.5, and 6.6). Generally, fire can reach the adjacent compartments through windows and false

ceilings, or due to de-compartmentation (failure of walls). Fire could reach either from the gaps

in the false ceiling or complete failure of the false ceiling due to extensive heat. In the Stardust

nightclub fire, Ireland (1981), once the false ceiling collapsed, the fire reached the ballroom

from the alcove, there were 48 fatalities, and another 200 people were injured in this fire [28].

According to the emergency responders, in the Plasco building, the fire reached the adjacent

compartments through a false ceiling [19]. Fuel distribution in the Plasco building played a

vital role in spreading the fire (section 5.4.1). From the visual evidence, it was found that

fabric type of fuel was scattered all over the shops on entire floors. Figure 4.8 shows the typical

shop which was present in the Plasco Building [19]. The fuel distribution pattern and a large

quantity of fuel support the rapid growth and spread of the fire in the Plasco Building.

An FDS model is generated to represent the spread of the fire on each floor (Figure 6.7).

The top view of the CFD domain of a typical floor is shown in Figure 6.1. There were many

shops present on each floor containing a large amount of fabric (Figure 6.1, and Chapter 4).

The fire was initiated near the room adjacent to the room at the north-western corner. The fire

location was verified with the visual evidence of the early stages of the fire (Figure 6.2), and

interviews of firefighters and security personnel who tried to extinguish the fire once it broke out.

The room is filled with fuel (nylon) in a similar manner as generally found in garment shops.

The fuel was present in the false ceilings as well (Chapter 4). Once the fire broke out, due to

the fuel height, the fire reached the false ceilings during the early stages (verified by firefighters

[19]). In the fire simulation, the fire did not reach the adjacent compartment until the false
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Figure 6.7: Typical horizontal spread of the fire on each floor of the Plasco Building; (a) Fire
at 850 s (before false ceiling removed), (b) Fire at 1050 s.

ceiling was not removed, as shown in Figure 6.7(a). The fire reached the adjacent compartment

(at the north-western corner) once the false ceiling was removed from the simulation after 900

s (Figure 6.7(b)). The ceiling failure is controlled by the obstruction removal techniques in

FDS. The timing is approximated (calibrated) based on the fire spread observed from Figure

6.2 and Chapter 4 (FireEvolutionMap). Once the flames reached the adjacent compartment,

fire traversed along the western elevation of the building and started to become larger. It is

worth noting that the actual firefighting operation inside the building was carried out on the

10th and 11th floors only, as there was no active fire protection system (both sprinkler system

and standpipe were missing). The attempt of controlling fire from the exterior using elevated

monitors turned out to be futile. After a brief period, the fire was observed almost inside all

upper floors. The calibrated model represents a reasonable horizontal fire spread in the Plasco

Building.
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6.3.4 Calibration of fire on the fire floors

The fire was observed on the 10th and all upper floors before the second collapse (collapse of all

floors at the north side of the building) (Chapter 4). After the second collapse, the collapsed

slabs brought the fire to the lower floors as well. Within 30-35 minutes after the second collapse

(Chapter 4), the whole building collapsed (final collapse); therefore, the calibration process for

the fire is not carried out for lower floors. It can be assumed that the collapse of the lower

floors was mainly due to the increment of the dead load due to the failure of upper floors. It

was observed from the visual evidence and witnesses’ reports that fire did not spread on the

entire floor of the 10th and 11th floors, mainly due to the initial efforts of the firefighters. The

manual firefighting operation inside the building was carried out at the10th and 11th floors

only. Due to the first and second collapses, firefighters could not reach the 12th floor or above.

In terms of the 14th floor, after initial rapid growth, not much fire was observed on the 14th

floor it might be due to the firefighting operation or fire was not able to penetrate adjacent

compartments. It is worth noting that firefighting operation on upper floors (floors above the

11th floor) was only through the elevated monitors. The fire on the 10th and 11th floors were

confined to the north-western region of the building. Therefore, in FDS, fire is calibrated for

the 10th floor that can also represent the fire on the 11th and 14th floors.

Similarly, the observed flames on the 12th and 13th floors were similar except in the south-

western region, where the fire was more intense on the 13th floor. For fire representation, only

the 13th floor can be used. However, to obtain the realistic boundary conditions for structural

analysis, the fire on the 12th floor is also calibrated. The fire spread rate on the 15th floor

was much higher than the other floors. During the early stages the fire was observed near the

north-eastern corner and along the eastern elevation (Figure 6.2). Therefore, the fire on the

15th floor is also simulated for calibration. Figure 6.8 shows some of the images from the visual

evidence and simulation results of FDS models for few floors.

On the 10th floor, the fire was initiated near the north side of the building, and not much

fire was observed other than the north-western side of the building. Due to high fuel content,

the fire on the 10th floor lasted around one and a half hours (around 90 minutes- from 8:00

AM to 9:30 AM as discussed in Chapter 4) before it was contained by the firefighters. In the
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Figure 6.8: Calibrated model for few fire floors. (a) fire in false ceilings and upper floors, (b)
fire spread along the western elevation, (c) fire at elevation of the 12th floor, (d) flames coming
out of the 13th floor at the southeast corner, (e) fire at the southeast and south-west corners,
(f) fire at the south-west corner before the final collapse, (g) fire at the eastern elevation of the
15th floor, and (h) fire at the south-west corner when all the fuel at south-eastern region burnt
out.
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FDS model, only fuel was placed in the two compartments (shops) at the northwest corner. All

fuel is allowed to burn in the fire simulation (90 minutes simulation), and no fire suppression

was simulated. According to the firefighters, when they reached near the fire’s location on the

10th floor, the fire already covered the north-western region and could be observed in the false

ceilings of the 10th floor. In Figure 6.8 , on the 10th floor, both vertical and horizontal fire

spread can be seen in an adjacent compartment matching the images of the incident. From

both simulation and visual evidence (Figure 6.8a and b), it can be seen that the north-western

side of the floor is engulfed in the fire. The fire can be observed travelling towards western

and eastern directions and reaching the adjacent compartments after the collapse of the false

ceiling (removed using control devices in fire simulations).

While calibrating the fire for the 13th floor, fuel was placed all over the floor except near

the north-eastern region, as no fire or smoke signatures were observed in that region of the

building. A few assumptions can explain it, such as (a) due to the fire suppression process from

outside, (b) or fire was not able to penetrate through the adjacent compartment boundaries,

(c) or not enough fuel was present on the false ceiling of the 13th floor. This method of

fire calibration is because FDS allows materials to burn when their surface temperature reaches

ignition temperature; however, in reality, fuel combustion chemistry is quite complex. Although

FDS also has a complex chemistry models representing the pyrolysis process, which includes

more reactions, the multi-chemistry method has many assumptions and is computationally

much more expensive, as discussed earlier. Therefore, the adopted model (placing the amount

of fuel that matched the fire spread with the evidence) is reasonable and computationally

inexpensive for calibration.

The images from the simulation and fire incident show that when the fire reached the

south-eastern corner of the 13th floor, the fire became very intense. The production of an

enormous amount of heat was due to the merging of the fire from eastern and southern sides

of the building. The simulation also reproduces flames visible at the southeast corner. During

this period, flames can be seen at the western elevation of the 13th floor as observed from visual

evidence (Figure 6.8 e). Similarly, while calibrating the fire on the 15th floor, using the control

devices, the fire was allowed to penetrate into the adjacent compartments through the failure

of the false ceilings. In Figure 6.8, the fire can be seen at the eastern elevation both in fire
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simulation and the image from the accident during the early spread of the fire. Furthermore,

Figure 6.8 also shows the fire at the west elevation when the fuel at the south elevation was

already burnt out.

Given the uncertainties associated with a such a complex building fire, it is highly unlikely

that the exact fire spread can be simulated even with a full-scale experimental study, let alone

fire simulation. Especially, it becomes much more complex when there is no precise information

of various features that can affect the fire spread is available, such as fuel location and its

distribution, failure of compartmentation and false ceilings, change in ventilation condition due

to failure of windows, gaps, or openings that can allow the fire to spread, and so on. However,

the method presented here to calibrate the fire is based on the detailed and careful forensic

investigation, which allows reconstruction of the fire.

6.4 Coupling of CFD and FEM

Figure 6.9 shows the temperature contour plots which represent the travelling behaviour of the

fire on the 13th floor. It is clear from the CFD results that the temperature distribution for the

whole structure is not uniform, where some part of the structure is colder (south-east region

in Figures 6.9a and 6.9b, and north-west region in the later stages of the fire) and providing

restraint to the hotter part of the structure. The fire curves presented in internationally recog-

nized standards and codes are mainly applicable for small compartments (Chapter 2). These

fire models were proposed several decades ago and largely depended on empirical or semi-

empirical relationships. There have been some attempts to put forward more realistic idealized

fire models, for example, “traveling fires” for large open plan floor plates [16, 29, 30]. However,

these models are meant for PBE and require more validation studies. The true response of

complex structures to real fires cannot be determined using the prevalent idealized fire models.

Only a CFD-based fire modelling tool can reconstruct a realistic fire scenario with high-fidelity.

Before performing the structural analysis of a building, it is necessary to perform heat

transfer analysis using the gas temperatures that reach the structure boundary. Therefore, it is

required to transfer realistic data from FDS to the finite element tool to carry out heat transfer

analysis. The temperatures in the form of adiabatic surface temperature (AST) are calculated
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Figure 6.9: Calibrated CFD model of the 13th floor of the Plasco Building

from the calibrated FDS model. Wickstrom [31, 32] introduced the concept of AST to produce

rational boundary conditions for conducting a heat transfer analysis. AST can be considered

effective fluid phase temperature, including both heat transfer modes – radiation and convection

heat transfer. It is worth noting that AST is calculated based on some assumptions such as

unit configuration factor and unit emissivity, which are reasonable when the structural surface

is engulfed in smoke as in the Plasco building.

After conducting the fire simulation, the output data needs to be transferred to the heat

transfer (HT) model using a suitable coupling technique. The middleware developed in Chapter

3 is used to transfer the data from FDS to OpenSees. It makes the whole process streamline

from CFD simulation in FDS, heat transfer, and structural analysis in the FE tool.

6.4.1 Heat transfer analysis

To capture thermal gradients in all structural components such as slabs, trusses, columns on

each floor, many ‘AST measuring devices’ are installed in the FDS simulations. On trusses

and slabs, devices are installed every 2m, while on each column, two devices are installed. The

number of devices is sufficient to obtain the thermal gradients for each structural component

along its length. However, while performing structural analysis, it may be required to get

more refined data, then more devices might be needed. To perform a heat-transfer analysis in

OpenSees, the material property of carbon steel (for trusses and columns) and concrete (slabs)

are taken from Eurocode 3. The convective heat transfer coefficient of 25W/m2K according to

the Eurocodes [18] is assumed for fire-exposed surfaces. An emissivity of 0.7 and 0.85 is used

according to the Eurocodes for concrete and steel, respectively.
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Figure 6.10: Temperatures after heat transfer in FEM (a) Trusses (b) Columns (c) Slabs.

Figure 6.10(a) shows the temperatures obtained after the heat transfer analysis in OpenSees

for the 15th floor fire at two locations: (a) temperature history that represents the temperatures

in the truss near the north-west corner (where the fire first broke out), and (b) temperature

history represents the truss temperatures near the south-east corner of the building (where the

fire was present just before the final collapse). Once the fire started, the temperature rises

rapidly on the north side due to the direct impingement of the flames. While at the south-

eastern part of the building, where fire reaches during later stages, initially, the temperatures

increase mainly due to hot smoke, which is the reason that the temperature at southeast was

much lower during the first 4,000 s. The peak temperature at the south-eastern side is observed

after two hours of the fire, while at the north-western corner, the peak temperature was reached

within the first hour of the fire. The temperatures fell quite rapidly at the south side of the

building, which can be explained as HRR becomes much higher in the later stages of the fire,

and due to very high HRR, all fuel is burnt out rapidly, as shown in Figure 6.11. The obtained

thermal gradients represent the traveling nature of fire in the Plasco building. Figure 6.11

shows the HRR and mass loss rate (MLR) of the fuel. Once the false ceilings are removed from

the simulation (Figure 6.11(b)), HRR increases drastically for a very short period (fire reaches

adjacent compartments and more fuel starts burning); however, later it increases monotonically.

It is worth noting that distinct parts of the false ceilings were removed progressively. The control

timing for different parts of false ceilings was based on numerical tests conducted to calibrate

the fire spread with the observed fire in the visual evidence. The HRR becomes very high

when a significant portion of the floor is engulfed by the fire. Near the south-eastern elevation,

the MLR is very large compared to the initial stages of the fire (in the north-western region)
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Figure 6.11: Fire simulation results (a) HRR (b) MLR

(Figure 6.11(b)); therefore, fuel is burnt out more quickly at the south-eastern elevation.

Figure 6.10(b) shows the temperature at the two columns at the northwest and southeast

corners. Temperatures are measured at 1.2m and 2.8m from the bottom of each column. The

peak temperatures at the lower part of each column are almost half of the temperatures reached

on the upper part of the column. It is mainly due to the hot gases in the upper portion of the

compartment. The traveling nature of the fire can be seen in columns’ cases as well.

The heat transfer in the concrete slab of 120 mm deep is presented in Figure 6.10(c).

Figure 6.10(c) shows the temperatures on the exposed and unexposed surface to the fire near

the northwest and southeast corners. The trend of temperature on the exposed surface is similar

to the trusses. Due to the lower thermal conductivity of the concrete, the temperature on the

unexposed surface starts rising during later stages of the fire. Due to slower conduction heat

transfer in concrete, the temperatures on the unexposed surface kept increasing even in the

decay stage of the fire. In another independent study, the heat transfer analysis of the whole

structural frame of the Plasco Building (fire floors) will be performed.

6.4.2 Perspective Structural analysis of the Plasco Building

Once heat transfer analysis is finished, the temperature output from OpenSees is obtained

as loading conditions for structural analysis. The middleware maps the respected temperature

history from the heat transfer analysis to each element of the structural model. The temperature
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Figure 6.12: Visualization of OpenSees model with composite slab modelled (three floors only).

Figure 6.13: Thermo-mechanical behaviour of slab in a realistic “travelling fire” (13th floor)

history will then be applied as a thermal load in the thermo-mechanical model to simulate

the nonlinear structural response to fire. Figure 6.12 shows the OpenSees structural model,

including trusses, columns, and slabs.

For the 13th floor, sequential heat transfer and thermo-mechanical analysis is carried out

using OpenSees under a realistic fire scenario (obtained from the calibrated CFD models).

Figure 6.13 shows the vertical deflections in the slab at different times during the fire. Results

show the sagging of the floor area which is exposed to fire. For example, the slab at the north-

western corner of the floor experienced a sag when it was exposed to fire while an increase in the

vertical deflection has been observed at the opposite corner when fire travelled towards western

and eastern directions, as shown in Figure 6.13. Preliminary results are presented in Figure

6.14 which shows that due to high temperatures in trusses around the column at the south-east
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Figure 6.14: Preliminary results: Triggering of the collapse of the Plasco Building

of the floor, the column is pulled in by the sagging trusses, that may cause the failure of this

column and trigger the collapse of the entire building (as observed in visual evidence). From

Figures 6.13 and 6.14, it is clear that a complex thermo-mechanical behaviour under realistic

fires is obtained by coupling CFD analysis with FE simulations. This study illustrates that

the OpenFIRE framework is capable of simulating large structures in realistic fire scenarios.

Whereas to understand the response of complex tall buildings such as the Plasco Building, it

is suggested to perform a detailed structural analysis by incorporating complexities such as

multiple floor fires and connections, which requires an independent study.

This whole process, from calibration of the Plasco Building fire to simulation the cor-

responding thermo-mechanical response of the structure amply demonstrates the capability

of OpenFIRE for carrying out detailed forensic analyses of structures subjected to large and

complex fire scenarios.

The realistic thermal data allows understanding the reasons for the total collapse of the

Plasco Building through developing a reasonably comprehensive 3D finite element model of the

building. In a further study, the progressive collapse of the building will be simulated with re-

spect to the traveling fire phenomenon as represented by the heat transfer results (section 6.4.1).

Previous studies [6, 7, 8] representing the structural collapse mechanism used the standard fire

or parametric fires curves, which do not represent the real fires. With the temperatures ob-

tained from calibrated models and the detailed forensic analysis, a credible structural response

to real fire scenarios can be simulated. A separate independent study will be performed to
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carry out the 3D nonlinear analysis to understand the local and global collapse of the Plasco

Building during the fire. This whole process will put forward a well-structured methodology to

carry out a detailed forensic investigation of the failure of tall buildings in fires from collecting

evidence to detailed structural response analysis.

6.5 Conclusions

In a fire accident, structures do fail and sometimes collapse as well. Each year, in addition

to the loss of lives, fire accidents cost a significant percentage of the world’s total GDP. This

chapter uses the available evidence such as images, video footage, interviews, and reports to

reconstruct the Plasco Building fire. The information gathered from the evidence facilitates the

development of a conclusive timeline from fire initiation to the total collapse of the building.

The fire timeline helps to estimate the spread of the fire between two key events, which in turn

allows allocating the approximate timing to each visual evidence. Using CFD modelling, the

fire-spread history of different floors created from the visual evidence is calibrated. The fire

simulation reasonably matches with the visual evidence.

This chapter also explains how the fuel distribution in the Plasco building affected the

vertical and horizontal spread of the fire. Simulation shows that fire was able to reach all upper

floors of the building in the early stages due to the height of the fuel and ventilation conditions.

The fire simulation also demonstrates that the false ceiling failure supports the fire to reach

adjacent compartments.

The data obtained from the CFD simulation is transferred to the FE tool to perform the

heat transfer analysis. The temperatures on the surface of the structural components, namely

trusses, columns, and slabs, depict the traveling behaviour of the fire in the Plasco Building.

Heat transfer analysis of the whole structure provides realistic boundary conditions to simulate

the structural response. Preliminary thermo-mechanical analysis of the Plasco Building shows

the complex structural behaviour to the travelling fire which matches with the visual evidence.

The detailed structural analysis of the Plasco building based on the thermal data obtained in

this chapter will be carried out as an independent study. The whole process, from collecting

the evidence to the structural response analysis, provides a novel methodology to carry out
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the forensic investigation of tall building fires, which can guide structural and fire engineers to

achieve improved structural fire design and life safety strategies.
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7.1 Outcomes of the present research

While carrying out the structural assessment for the design or forensic study of a failure or

collapse of a structure, it is necessary to quantify the correct thermal load to which the structural

response is closely linked. The definite location and duration of the fire are two of the most

crucial parameters that define the actual thermal gradients within the compartment. The fire

models prescribed in current fire codes to analyse the structural performance are limited to

certain floor area as described in Chapter 2. However, in modern buildings, the floor plan

can be much larger than prescribed in these codes [1]. The code-based fire models may be

conservative for large areas, and uniform temperature is considered in the compartment as

thermal load. Chapter 2 reviewed the limitation of the widely adopted fire models for structural

analysis. Fire travels across the floor plates in large areas (travelling fires), as discussed in

Chapter 2, and structural components would be subjected to various temperatures, so there

would be thermal gradients in the fire compartment. Therefore, the available analytical fire

model cannot be applied to obtain a realistic structural response. Chapter 2 discusses the fire

models that can be adopted for performance based engineering designs and the CFD based

fire models that can represent the real fires. A few methods have been suggested to transpose

the gas phase temperatures to solid surfaces. Chapter 2 reviewed these methods and explained

the applicability and assumptions embedded with the said methods. Chapter 2 also surveyed

current research in the state of the art of CFD-FEM coupling problems.

Chapter 3 proposes a rational methodology to estimate scientifically appropriate boundary

conditions to represent realistic fire scenarios on the structure for more credible simulation of

the consequent structural response using an integrated computational tool. An open-source

framework “OpenFIRE” is developed in Chapter 3. OpenFIRE is capable of simulating the

whole sequence i.e., development of a fire scenario, heat transfer to the structure, and the

thermomechanical response of the structure, through a sequential coupling of CFD tools with

FE software. From chapter 2, the most appropriate thermal boundary conditions - based on the

fire scenario - to carry out structural analysis, can be determined that can be extracted from

the CFD fire simulation. OpenFIRE can be used by consultancies to undertake large projects

requiring performance-based engineering against the fire hazard. It can also be used for forensic
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investigation of the structural failure or collapse due to fire. In this thesis, OpenFIRE is used

to extract the AST data for performing the heat transfer and structural analysis.

Fires in tall buildings have become more frequent in the last few decades. According to

a survey carried out by NFPA, it was found that the U.S. fire department responds to almost

40 tall building fires every day [2]. Structures may undergo severe damages or even collapse

during a fire accident. Despite increasing number of such events, no well-defined methodology

exists to reconstruct both fire and structural behaviors and carry out the forensic investigation

of a building fire. A novel and robust fire investigation framework – FITB - is proposed in

Chapter 4 that provides a methodology to perform fire investigation of a structure so that

improved fire safety design for tall buildings can be achieved and such incidents can be avoided

in future. Using the proposed methodology, the fire spread in the Plasco Building is estimated,

and a conclusive fire event timeline is created. Events related to the flames and structural

damage observed from the visual evidence are presented graphically for each floor of the Plasco

Building. The spread of fire is verified with firefighter interviews and testimonies. The fire

spread behaviour on each floor and across floors is estimated based on the basic understanding

of fire dynamics and experimentally observed phenomenon. For qualitative understanding,

the fire spread behaviour due to the fuel distribution in a building, two different cases of fuel

distribution are numerically tested in chapter 5.

The estimated fire spread in Chapter 4 is verified using the CFD model in Chapter 6. The

distribution pattern that supports the rapid horizontal and vertical fire spread is used in the

calibration process. Simulation shows that fire was able to reach all upper floors of the building

in the early stages due to the height of the fuel and ventilation conditions. The fire simulation

also demonstrates that the false ceiling failure supports the fire to reach the adjacent com-

partments. The temperature output from the calibrated CFD fire model provides a realistic

thermal boundary condition to study the collapse mechanism of the Plasco Building. Using the

thermal data obtained from the calibrated FDS models, heat transfer analysis was performed

that provided the element level temperature-time histories to carry out the thermo-mechanical

analysis of the Plasco Building. The preliminary study showed the structural behaviour to trav-

elling fire (obtained from the calibrated FDS fire simulations) and demonstrated the collapse

mechanism of the Plasco Building. This whole process, from calibration of the Plasco Building
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fire to thermo-mechanical behaviour of the structure, presents the capability of OpenFIRE to

carry out a detailed forensic analysis of large structure fires. For understanding the structural

behaviour to real fires, it is recommended to perform a detailed structural analysis by incor-

porating complexities such as multiple floor fires and connections which requires a separate

independent study for structural behaviour to a realistic fire.

7.2 Future studies and challenges

7.2.1 Fire models for PBE

It is clear from the discussion in chapter 2 that over the last century, the field of structural fire

safety has seen a great deal of progress (Figure 7.1). However, it is still evolving and demands

better models to represent realistic fire scenarios in the context of PBE. Some knowledge gaps

and challenges associated with PBE for structural fire engineering are discussed in this section.

This thesis developed an open-source package that can perform all three types of analyses

(OpenFIRE). Appendix A and Appendix B explain how these packages can be used while

providing the thermal boundary from real fires (‘user defined’ fire from CFD) or ‘idealised

fires’, respectively. Some of the current challenges in defining the thermal boundaries to a

particular fire scenario are discussed here.

7.2.1.1 Travelling fires

Over the last decade, a number of travelling fire tests have also been carried out to investigate

the travelling behaviour of fires in large compartments, including the Veseĺı Travelling Fire Test

in the Czech Republic in 2011 [3], tests at BRE laboratory in 2013 [4], Tisová Travelling Fire

Test in the Czech Republic in 2015 [5], Malveira fire test in Portugal in 2017 [6]. The objective

of the tests was mainly to understand the fire behaviour, but some of them had a special focus

on the thermal input for structural response. These tests are being used to validate some of

the analytical models discussed in Chapter 2 [7].

Until now, all travelling fire tests have used either wood or hydrocarbons as fuel, so the

chemistry embedded with these tests is limited to these fuels although it is clear that the
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Figure 7.1: History of fire models and current development

chemical composition of fuel would affect the amount of heat generation as well as spread rate.

Travelling fire tests are essential for introducing idealised fire models for large indoor spaces

where compartment fire assumptions are not valid. Travelling fire models are potentially a

more realistic alternative to using CFD in a PBE context as multiple scenarios can be rapidly

generated. It is many times more important to consider multiple fire scenarios in PBE that

envelop the fire load on the structure more effectively than an expensively obtained single

CFD scenario. However, more travelling fire models are required in future as there is further

development work needed for such models.

7.2.1.2 Localised fires

The current localised fire models only include heat flux from flames (Chapter 2), the effect of

smoke layer is not considered. In an experimental study performed by Wakamatsu et al. [8],

it was found that due to the presence of soffits the entrapped smoke raised the temperature

of structural component (beam) significantly. In the Malveira travelling fire test [4], it was

observed that as soon as fire reached near the beam, soffit temperature raised drastically and

the radiation feedback from the smoke changed the fire behaviour from travelling to fully
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developed fire. Beam soffits are common in modern buildings, especially in large compartments

where fire may accumulate and generate a deep smoke layer. More tests are needed to determine

modifications to the current localised fire models by quantifying additional heat flux generated

by the thick smoke layer.

In another module of OpenFIRE: ‘OpenFIRE for idealised fire’ (Appendix B) allows the

user to apply idealised fire models for structural analysis. An open-source package allows the

professionals to inspect, modify, and learn from the freely available source codes. It can be

downloaded from [9].

7.2.2 Bridging the two disciplines

Fire engineering and structural engineering are two distinct domains and the interaction be-

tween them has hitherto been quite small [10]. As Buchanan stated, “Fire engineers and

structural engineers need to talk to each other much more than they do now”. Some of the

key gaps are mentioned in this section which requires both disciplines to work together and

advance the field of ‘structural fire engineering towards promoting PBE.

• The nature of the combustibles defines the kinetics of chemical reactions which in turn

dictates the growth rate of the fire [11, 12]. Therefore, it is vital to identify the mate-

rial composition of the fuels stored in a compartment. Multi-material testing should be

considered for large fires. NIST conducted some tests for office type of occupancies to

reconstruct the fires associated with the collapse of the WTC towers [13].

• A numerical study is carried out in this thesis to understand the effects of the fuel ar-

rangement on the fire spread rate and severity of the fire. However, it requires a series of

experiments for a quantitative study that may be used to produce empirical correlations

or include in current codes and practices. Such tests should be interdisciplinary where

structural engineers and fire engineers should be able to record the necessary information.

• In recent years there has been rapid growth in the use of timber as structural material

for tall buildings [14]. Timber is itself a combustible material and will add to the fire

load. The burning characteristics of timber are quite complex and include charring and
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smouldering which are difficult to model [10]. Modelling of thermo-mechanical behaviour

of timber is also currently evolving. Traditional design frameworks that use a prede-

fined temperature vs time curve as the source of the thermal load assume that once the

building contents have been consumed (i.e., burn-out) the structure does not continue to

burn. This forces the understanding of self-extinction as a necessary outcome for timber

structures. Instances like the recent fire accident at a motorcycle museum in Austria

(January 2021), where the whole structure which was constructed using timber burnt to

the ground [15], raise doubts about the current design methods for timber structures.

Understanding the safety of timber structures can therefore also require understanding

what are adequate levels of inherent passive fire resistance which requires a great deal of

fundamental research to enable reliable quantification necessary for PBE.

7.2.3 Structural Analysis of the Plasco building

In this thesis, a realistic fire scenario of the fire in the Plasco Building is reconstructed using

CFD simulation based on visual evidence and testimonies, providing credible thermal boundary

conditions for structural analysis. Using the obtained thermal from CFD models, a preliminary

study is performed to demonstrate the collapse of the Plasco Building. However, to present a

detailed structural analysis that can explain the collapse or failure mechanism of the Plasco

Building, a separate work is required which must be carried out by an engineer who has sound

knowledge and understanding of structural response to fire including damage and collapse.

Therefore, an independent study must be carried out to perform the 3D nonlinear analysis

to understand the local and global collapse of the Plasco Building during the fire based on

the thermal boundary conditions obtained in this Thesis. Figure 7.2 shows the scope of two

different disciplines of engineering required to carry out the whole forensic investigation process

of the collapse of a building due to fire. This entire process will put forward a well-structured

methodology to carry out a detailed forensic investigation of the failure of tall buildings in fires

from collecting evidence to structural response analysis. This thesis covers the fire engineering

part of the Plasco Building fire and presents how complete structural analysis can be performed

using OpenFIRE by demonstrating the structural behaviour to travelling fire.
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Figure 7.2: Full analysis of the collapse or failure of a building and scope of the work of two
engineering disciplines.

7.2.4 Further improvement of proposed methodologies

In the current thesis, along with a novel framework for fire investigation, an open-source pack-

age to couple CFD with the FE tools is presented. These methods can lead fire and structural

engineers to a better structural design and fire safety. There is a scope for their further im-

provements.

GUI for OpenSees

Though OpenSees is a powerful FE tool capable of efficiently performing complicated and large

simulations, it relies on script input that must be very laborious, especially for large structures.

This issue can be mitigated by using a graphical user interface (GUI). There are some GUI

with thermomechanical capabilities [16, 17]. Being able to visualize the OpenSees results will

expand the number of users of OpenFIRE.

Coupling with more CFD Packages

In this thesis, OpenSees is coupled with FDS, however, other open-source CFD tools are also
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available that use different numerical schemes. Researchers may use the methodology presented

in this thesis to couple other CFD packages as well.

Use of Artificial Intelligence, Virtual and Augmented Reality for fire investigations

The framework for forensic fire investigation presented in this thesis can provide comprehensive

details of a fire incident, including the growth pattern of the fire, fire behaviour, fire load, fuel

distribution, fire detection, the performance of fire protection systems, and information about

how firefighting operation was carried out. To handle such massive data, this methodology can

further be improved by employing artificial-intelligence methods that can automatically arrange

the data in a systematic way and produce the most probable fire spread in the building.

The framework presented for the forensic investigation can also exploit the recent advancement

of the VR and AR technology to visualize the fire spread in a fire accident. It can guide the

forensic investigators, engineers, and firefighters to visualize an accident and develop improved

designs and strategies to the mitigate the effects of fire.
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Appendix A discusses how to interface CFD (FDS) with OpenSees to carry out all three

analyses (fire modelling, heat transfer analysis, and mechanical analysis) by using a middleware

tool (FSDM) – an integral part of OpenFIRE. The middleware generates a portion of script files

for all three analyses with minimal human efforts and reduces chances of errors while handling a

large amount of data for structural analysis, especially when it is required to perform structural

analysis of tall buildings (WTC and Plasco building) where structural model may contain thou-

sands of elements. FSDM allows users to produce a part of scripts for all three analyses simulta-

neously, which further are used to perform sequential analysis. OpenFIRE includes a number of

modules that are written in the Python programming language. Graphical User Interface (GUI)

is developed for each module. Subsequent sections explain how it can be used to carry out struc-

tural analysis from the realistic thermal boundaries obtained from CFD. Source code for each

module can be downloaded from GitHub page (https://github.com/aatif85/OpenFIRE ). De-

tailed video presentations are available for each code to explain the process and instructions to

make any changes in the source codes (https://firesafetyedu.wixsite.com/aatifalikhan/projects-

minimalist).

A.1 OpenFIRE Middleware (FSDM) Executable

The middleware tool is written in the Python programming language, so it can run on Windows,

Linux or Mac OS. The relevant executable file can be downloaded from (https://github.com/aatif85/OpenFIRE ).

Once execute the program, it shows multiple options of choosing the modules, as shown in Fig-

ure A.1. Some of these modules are discussed later in this chapter.

Currently Available Modules in FSDM

Users are recommended to visit the author’s website and Github page to download the

latest version of the middleware. The modules included in the current version of the FSDM

middleware package are listed below:

Device and Elements: It generates devices (quantity to be measured and location) for the

FDS script and entities for OpenSees. It also produces a part script for structural analysis,

which includes the details of the elements.
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Figure A.1: Modules in current OpenFire Middleware (FSDM).

FDS2OpenSees: When Device (Refer Chapter Coupling) approach is used to get the output

from the FDS, this module converts the data in the OpenSees format.

Run FDS and OpenSees: The installed FDS and OpenSees can be run directly from this

module of the middleware.

BNDFBatchFile: When the BNDF method is used to measure a quantity in FDS, this

module of the middleware generates a batch file that can be run in Terminal to produce an

output of the FDS in ASCII format.

BNDF2OpenSees: When the BNDF approach is used, this module will utilise the output

from the fds2ascii program, and finally, output in OpenSees format can be obtained. Refer to

FDS User’s manual to get the data from fds2ascii.

The last methods are optional and represent another method to obtain data from FDS; there-

fore, these are not discussed here. However, to use these modules correctly, readers are recom-

mended to refer to FDS User’s manual [Ref] to understand how and when the BNDF approach

can be beneficial to capture data from FDS.

A.2 Devices and Elements

Generally, it is not required to define structural components in FDS; however, measuring devices

are needed to be placed at the required location where data needs to be exploited from FDS to

use as boundary conditions for the thermal and structural analysis in OpenSees. FDS is written

in Fortran [Ref] so, the input script file must be written in such format. On the other hand,

the input files for OpenSees to perform heat transfer and structural analysis must be written

in ∗tcl format. The link between fire model and structural model is the Device location. It is
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Figure A.2: Basic Inputs for the Devices in FDS and OpenSees Entities

Figure A.3: Defining a measuring device in FDS

worth noting that only the fire compartment would be generated for fire modelling rather than

the whole building; therefore, it is necessary to keep the global coordinates same for

both models.

A.2.1 FDS Devices and other essential inputs

FDS requires location and orientation of the measuring devices such as adiabatic surface tem-

perature (AST), heat flux (HF), heat transfer coefficients (HTC). This part of the module helps

writing a script for the device locations based on the structural geometry (Figure A.2). Once a

directory is selected, the user needs to define if any quantity is required as a boundary condition

for heat transfer analysis (Figure A.3 shows an example of input data for defining a device in

FDS ). The current version of middleware has three quantities (AST, HF, and HTC) to obtain

time-variant data for HT analysis - current version of the OpenSees requires only these three

quantities to carry out HT analysis.

Generally, a structure is composed of columns, beams, trusses, slabs, or combinations. It is
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required to define structural components where devices need to be installed as shown in Figure

A.4. A device’s location can be set based on the level of accuracy in terms of thermal gradients

required for structural analysis. For example, if structural analysis requires different time-

temperature history for every 0.5m, this module will generate the devices accordingly (devices

are installed every 0.5m). After selecting the type of structural component, information related

to the structural component needs to be filled in the input entry boxes of the corresponding

frame (Figure 5 shows the frames for columns and longitudinal beam). It is worth noting while

generating a structural model in FDS, by default, Z-axis is taken as vertical direction

( gravity is along the Z-axis) therefore, it is recommended to follow this in the structural

model. Furthermore, as discussed earlier global coordinates should be the same for the

fire compartments and building model.

As shown in Figure A.5, for the column, it is needed to provide the X, Y coordinates

for the devices and initial height of the columns, and the distance between each device as an

increment to place the devices. Finally, the orientation of the devices ( -1, -2, -3, 1, 2, and 3

for -X, -Y, -Z, +X, +Y, and +Z, respectively) is to be defined based on the outward position

of the installed devices (Please refer FDS User’s Manual ). Similar information is provided for

other structural components. Once all input data is provided, an FDS input file containing the

information of devices is generated in the selected directory. Follow the below steps to define

the devices for fire simulation.

Steps

• Chose the working directory.

• Assign the type of data that needs to be extracted, such as AST, HTC, or HF. Only one

quantity can be assigned at one time.

• Choose the type of structural component where a device needs to be placed, such as

columns, beams, trusses or slabs.

• Choose the units of structural components (mm or m). It is noteworthy, though the

structural frame may be crated in “mm” but FDS devices and heat transfer entities are

generated in standard SI unit (m). The user has to specify if heat transfer entities (
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Table A.1: Boundary conditions for heat transfer analysis
Method Boundary condition Value of convective

heat transfer Coeffi-
cient

Type of fire in
OpenSees HT file

1 AST Fixed 1
2 HF Fixed 2
3 AST + HTC Varying 3
4 HF + HTC Varying 4

Figure A.4: Structural components

explained in the following section) need to be created. If only FDS devices need to be

created, then select “No” from the drop menu. The default value is “Yes” as shown in

Figure A.3. A similar option is for creating the element sets for structural analysis.

• OpenSees is capable to perform both 2D and 3D heat transfer analysis. By default, 2D

analysis is selected which is generally preferable for large geometry to save computational

cost. By pressing “Add analysis” button, the type of analysis would be added to the

script file.

• Based on the chosen “Structural Component”, the data in the relevant frame needs to be

filled. For example, Figure A.4 shows the frame for columns where user has to provide

the values of X and Y coordinate. The ‘initial value of Z’ suggests Z coordinate for the

bottom of the column or location from where output data from FDS is required. Provide

the total height of the column. By filling the increment value, the program would evenly

place devices separated with the suggested increment value until the height of the column.

• Based on the face of structural components where the device is to be placed, the orienta-

tion of the devices (outward direction) needs to be provided for each component.
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Figure A.5: Inputs of structural components

Figure A.6: An example of HT input file in OpenSees

A.2.2 OpenSees heat transfer entities

To perform HT analysis in OpenSees, structural components are defined as entities correspond-

ing to the section type, such as I-section entities for beam and columns, block or brick entities

for slabs [OpenSees Website Link]. The input file for HT analysis should be written as TCL

(∗.tcl) script. Figure A.6 represents a typical heat transfer script file as an example.

As shown in Figure A.7, some basic information needs to provide in the OpenSees HT

script before generating heat transfer entities such as type of material, heat transfer constants,

faces where heat fluxes are applied, and so on. Readers are recommended to visit OpenSees

for Fire for more details [Ref]. To perform heat transfer analysis, in the current version of

OpenSees four different types of boundary conditions can be applied with the combinations of
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Figure A.7: Section Details for structural components

the quantities obtained from FDS as shown in Table A.1.

In the first method, only time-variant adiabatic surface temperatures with a fixed value

of the convective heat transfer coefficient are applied. By applying the AST as a boundary

condition, the time-temperature history at the surface is obtained. In the second method, the

time-varying heat fluxes from FDS with a fixed value of HTC are used as boundary conditions

for HT analysis. In the third and fourth methods, the time-varying HTCs obtained from FDS

are added to AST and HF, respectively.

Once preliminary details for conducting heat transfer analysis such as material type, heat

transfer constants, fire model, thermal boundary conditions, etc., are defined, it is required

to provide inputs for the section type and dimensions to generate HT entities, as shown in

Figure A.7. The inputs for defining a section in Figure A.7 are self-explanatory. This part

of the module creates an entity in the heat transfer model corresponding to each device in

the FDS model. The AST obtained from individual devices in FDS will then be applied to

the corresponding entity in the HT model as thermal boundary conditions to obtain the time-

temperature history. This time temperature output generated by the heat transfer model can

be used as a thermal load to conduct a thermomechanical analysis of the structure. Steps for

generating the heat transfer model which is compatible with the FDS model are listed below :

Steps

• After providing the data for devices and selecting the analysis and entity type for heat

transfer analysis, define the material type of the structural components such as concrete

or steel for CarbonSteelEC3 as defined in Eurocode 3. The script of OpenSees should

have such information, and for each material type, a tag number should be assigned. As
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shown in Figure A.7, the entry boxes provide the material type for the sections that would

be used in analysis and assign a tag number to each material and add them in script by

pressing the assigned button (Figure A.7).

• Now, provide the values of heat transfer constants that are used in heat flux equation such

as convective heat transfer coefficient, emissivity, absorptivity, Stephen-Boltzmann con-

stant, and assign a tag number to each group of constants. Then, press “Add Constants”

to append them to the script file.

• Some material such as concrete contains moisture which may evaporate (change its phase)

while high temperature reaches within. Therefore, it is required to explicitly mention if

a phase change is required in the analysis or not. If material changes its phase during a

fire, provide “1” to the entry box otherwise “0” (default value).

• To enable a coupling between heat transfer and thermomechanical model, locations where

temperature data is required for conducting thermomechanical analysis are defined as

node sets - using ‘HTNodeSet’ command, as shown in Figure A.8. The current version

of FSDM allows two methods to define location: nodes at entity faces and nodes at user

defined locations. Each HT entity has various “faces” as shown in Figure A.9. The

entry box “Location for Nose Sets” defines “faces” of the entity for the nodal data where

temperature history can be recorded. Users can provide as many faces separating them

by “space or tab”. When the ‘User Defined’ option is selected, location where data needs

to be extracted needs to be defined. As shown in Figure 8. Temperature data along

the depth of the entity may be required to perform structural analysis, in such cases in

the current version of the OpenSees allows to select any of the three options; 2, 5, for

example if “5” is selected, temperature data at five locations along the depth of entity

will be provided after heat transfer analysis.

• There are various fire models available in OpenSees to perform HT analysis, such as stan-

dard fire, localised fire (refer to OpenFIRE for idealised fires). The boundary condition

from the CFD analysis or experiment is referred to as “User − defined” in OpenSees

(Figure 6). Each fire model should be assigned its type. The current version of Open-

FIRE supports four types of user-defined thermal boundary conditions as shown in Table
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Figure A.8: Node Set creation

A.1; for example, if AST is being applied as a boundary condition, select ‘1’ as type.

Please refer the latest version of OpenSees while filling the entry box for the fire model.

• The output from the FDS would be in the form of time varying heat flux or time-

temperature history (Refer to section A.3). For heat transfer analysis, the output ob-

tained from FDS is used as input in the form of thermal boundary conditions. The input

file name needs to be provided in the entry box. In the current version, as one entity is

created for each device, therefore, only one type of boundary file name can be assigned.

However, the user can replace it based on the type of BC is required for the HT analysis.

• While performing the HT analysis, faces of the entities which are exposed to fire need

to be defined to calculate heat fluxes on those faces. In some instances, it might be

required to calculate the heat fluxes on specific faces of the entity. For such cases, only

the particular face can be assigned; for example, if a slab is exposed to fire from the

bottom, the thermal boundary conditions are applied only at the bottom face “face 1”

of the slab. User can provide as many faces as required depending upon the number of

exposed faces separating them by “space or tab”.

• When basic information for the HT script file is filled, the specific section type (I-section,

block ) needs to be provided, such as dimensions of the entities, location of the centroid,

and mesh sizes. The section type would depend on the type of structural component;

for example, slab may be represented by block type entity, and beam or columns may

be represented by Isection type entity. Figure A.7 shows the ‘data input frames’ for

“Isection” and “Block” type entities.
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Figure A.9: Faces for HT Entities
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A.2.3 Elements sets

This module of the FSDM maps the specific time-temperature history from heat transfer anal-

ysis to the thermo-mechanical analysis.

Similar to any other finite element (FE) software, structural model in OpenSees requires

components to be represented by different type of elements. Various types of elements are

available in OpenSees, such as beam-column elements, shell elements, and continuum (solid)

elements. Beam-column elements are computationally inexpensive and are most suitable for

understanding the global behaviour of very large structures. In a typical thermomechanical

model, slabs are generally represented by shell elements, and beam-column elements may rep-

resent other components such as beams, columns, and trusses. In OpenSees, there is no coupling

feature available to map the data from a heat transfer analysis to a thermomechanical analysis.

The output data from the HT analysis is to be used as an input for thermomechanical analysis.

This output data is applied as the thermal loads to the structural elements; therefore, it is

required to identify the right elements for a specific HT output recorder file. Once HT anal-

ysis is finished, a number of output files would be generated based on the number of entities.

Now, the output files containing the time-temperature history for each entity containing the

all nodesets data would be applied to the structural elements present at the same geometrical

location as defined in CFD model. For a large structure identifying and mapping the correct

entity output to the structural model at specific locations is cumbersome and may increase the

chances of human errors. Therefore, it is necessary to find elements associated with a particular

geometrical location to which the entity output is assigned as thermal loads.

An entity is created for each device in CFD calculation, while defining these devices, the

elements at that particular location can be identified using this module of the FSDM. This mod-

ule generates a portion of the script file for thermomechanical model which contains the data

associated with the application of thermal loads (specific entity output) to the corresponding

structural elements as shown in Figure A.10 (“temp1.dat” is the output from the HT analysis

). In this way, accurate mapping of the data from HT analysis can be performed with minimal

chances of error. Below are the steps to create a part of the structural analysis script file, which

maps the data by applying the HT output as thermal loads to the structural model.
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Figure A.10: Load assignment to structural elements

Figure A.11: Element set generation for structural components

Steps

• Firstly, define if the element set needs to be generated or not. By default, its value is

“Yes” as shown in Figure A.4, however, if structural analysis needs not to be performed

or only HT entities are required to generate, the option “No” can be chosen from the

drop menu.

• Once structural geometry is created in OpenSees, it creates elements and associated nodes

for each element. Elements and nodes data can be extracted from the structural model

script. Three different files should be saved, namely, nodes file, beam-column elements,

and shell elements (if exist) in either ∗.dat or ∗.tcl format.

• Save these files in the working directory, and browse the nodes file by clicking the relevant

button as shown in Figure A.11 and generate nodes. A node file containing the nodes

number and corresponding coordinates (x, y, and z) would be generated, and other data

would be removed. Similarly, for beam-column elements and shell elements files, some

temporary files would be created.

• Based on the input coordinates for each CFD measuring device, this part of the module

searches the nodes within the specified range. The module also identified the elements
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within this range, to which an output file is generated after HT analysis. This output file

would be applied to all elements within that range (Refer Website ) as shown in Figure

A.10 as an example for fire load file (“temp1.dat”) on an element.

• To apply thermal loads on beam-column or shell elements, the temperature field for

these element should be defined. Generally, data points are defined across the depth

of the section to capture a thermal gradient. As shown in Figure A.12, in the current

version of OpenSees, maximum nine data points can be used to represent a thermal

gradient for a beam-column element which creates eight temperature zones (users can

make modifications in source code) . A lesser number of data points can also be used

where thermal gradient is not significant and could be calculated using linear interpolation

between data points.

• Once above-mentioned data has been filled for devices, entities and element sets, press the

save button as shown in Figure A.1. It will generate three script files, namely; (1) CFD

script file containing the device location, (2) HT script file containing the entities and

other relevant information including mesh and fire model, boundary condition files name,

and (3) an input file for structural analysis - having element load with corresponding file

name that contains the output of the HT analysis.

• To finalize the HT analysis file, define the initial temperature, simulation time and time-

step for HT analysis (Figure A.13). Pressing “Save HT File” would generate the full

script of HT analysis. A script file containing the name of each output file of heat

transfer analysis corresponding to each element will also be generated (Figure A.14)

Now, CFD file can be updated with other details such as the geometry of the fire com-

partment, fire load, fire size, reaction, and so on [FDS manual]. Similarly, structural analysis

script file can be updated with other necessary details. This framework streamlines the process

of mapping the data from CFD to FEM (OpenSees). The following section describes how the

data from FDS is transferred to OpenSees for HT analysis.
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Figure A.12: Temperature gradients along the depth

Figure A.13: Saving the file and generating the three script files

Figure A.14: Element set where HT output would be applied
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Figure A.15: FDS to OpenSees module

A.3 FDS2OpenSees

Using this module, data from the FDS can be transferred to OpenSees. The output data

obtained from FDS is not in the format of OpenSees. Pre-processing work needs to be done to

covert the output, which can be suitable to perform HT analysis. For HT analysis in OpenSees,

it requires a separate file containing time varying data of a quantity such as a temperature or

heat flux for each HT entity. On the other hand, FDS provides a single “∗.csv” file containing

all data for all output devices (if the DEVC approach is used). This module allows to generate

the necessary input file for each entity.

Figure A.15 shows the frame of the module that allows to generate files that are used as

a boundary condition for the HT analysis. Below are the steps to convert FDS output into

OpenSees format.

Steps

• Firstly define the directory where the output file of FDS is saved.

• As discussed in the previous section, four types of boundary conditions can be used in

the current version of OpenSees (Refer to Table A.1). This module can generate the

necessary files for each boundary condition presented in Table A.1. As shown in Figure

A.16, from the drop menu (Boundary Condition) user can select the type of input files
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Figure A.16: Boundary conditions for HT analysis in OpenSees

require. It is worth noting that the FDS output data would be in the same sequence as

written in the FDS script file. Therefore, it is recommended to keep a sequence to avoid

any error while handling very large data. In the current version of this module, firstly, all

AST devices are placed followed by HF, and HTC. The user must maintain the sequence

if all four boundary conditions are required in the analysis. Generally, the method where

only ASTs are taken as boundary condition provides better or similar results compared

to others (Refer Validation Case ).

• Browse the FDS file and reformat by clicking the “Update File”. It will generate another

file after removing the information not required by OpenSees such as header line and unit

descriptions.

• Provide number of devices (or entities) that are installed for each type of quantity (AST,

HF, HTC), and press “Save” button. It will generate as many files as the number of enti-

ties (separate time-temperature history for each entity) which can be used as a boundary

condition for HT analysis.

A.4 Run FDS and OpenSees

This module of the middleware has two frames to run both FDS and OpenSees. First, make

sure that FDS is installed (Figure A.17). Users can download FDS from the NIST website
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Figure A.17: Frame for running FDS and OpenSees

[Ref]. This module allows running both software from one frame, although OpenSees would be

run after fire simulation is finished. Below are the steps to run both software.

Run FDS

• Select the directory where the FDS script file (“∗.fds” ) is saved.

• Write the file name in the entry box without the file extension.

• Based on the number of processors and cores in the machine, assign the number of pro-

cessors and cores to run the fire simulation. To utilize this option, split the FDS mesh

at least in the number of processors the user wants to assign for the calculation (refer to

FDS manual to install and save). Once this information has been provided, run FDS by

pressing “Run FDS”.

Run OpenSees

• Select the directory where the OpenSees HT analysis script file (“∗.tcl” ) is saved.

• Save the files (generated by using the FDS2OpenSees module) in the same folder where

HT analysis script file is saved (generated by the “Device and element” module).
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• Write the file name in the entry box without the file extension.

• Make sure that OpenSees program is saved in the computer at specified location.

• Run OpenSees.

• Once HT analysis is finished, it will generate output files containing the time-temperature

history to perform structural analysis.

HT analysis provides input files for subsequent structural analysis (mechanical analysis).

These files will be used as a thermal load to the specific elements. A part of the script for

structural analysis, which defines the specific file for the corresponding element, is already

written by the module “Device and Elements” (refer to section A.2). It finalises the process of

mapping data from FDS to OpenSees.
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As discussed in Chapter 2, there are various fire models available to evaluate the structural

fire resistance. In OpenSees, these models can be applied as a boundary condition for thermo-

mechanical analysis. This middleware of OpenFIRE (OpenFIRE for Idealized fire) is able to

perform heat transfer analysis and provide the results for subsequent structural analysis for

idealized fire scenarios. It includes some of the widely accepted fire models such as standard

fire, localised fires, natural fire. Additionally, a few models which are suggested to represent

the travelling fire are also included in this module. Following paragraph explain how a user can

perform structural analysis by choosing a particular fire model. Figure B.1 shows the frame of

the module (OpenFIRE for Idealized fire).

B.1 Fire models in OpenSees

In the current version of ‘OpenFIRE for Idealised fire’ following models are present which are

discussed one by one (Figure ). In the future, more models will be added in this program.

• Standard fire

• Localised fire

• Localised SFPE

• Natural fire

• Travelling Fire

B.2 Basis Inputs

The foremost thing to do structural analysis is to provide the basic information for the analysis

such as material type, heat transfer constants, type of analysis as discussed earlier in this

Chapter. Once a directory is selected where the output needs to be saved the other information

needs to be filled. This section explains each term present the “Basic Inputs” frame as shown

in Figure B.1.

Steps
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Figure B.1: Fire models in the current version of OpenSees for Idealised fires.

• OpenSees allows performing both types of analysis (2D and 3D). From the drop menu,

type of analysis can be selected. In a 2D analysis, HT entities are independent to one

another, while in 3D analysis translational heat transfer is also considered and each entity

is connected to the adjacent entity. After choosing the analysis type, “Add Analysis”

button will generate an HT input file containing the analysis type and further information

will keep appending to this file.

• Type of material can be chosen from the drop menu such as carbon steel, concrete, and

assign a “tag” number to each material for identification in the heat transfer analysis.

• Heat flux needs to be applied for HT analysis and calculating structural temperatures

therefore the constants for heat flux calculations must be provided such as convective heat

transfer coefficient, ambient temperature, emissivity , absorptivity. These values can be

written with a ‘space’ separation between each value.

• When assigning a HT entity for analysis, it is required to assign a name of faces where

heat flux boundary is to be applied for the analysis. Figure 9 shows the faces of each

entity. Separating each face number with a “space” multiple faces can be defined in the

entry box.
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Figure B.2: Inputs for fire models: Localised fire

• Assign the faces of the boundaries which would be exposed to ambient, and provide a tag

number to the values of heat transfer constants assigned at the ambient face.

• Provide ‘0’ for no change in phase and ‘1’ for any phase change (refer section in OpenSees)

• Now, assign the tag number for the heat transfer constants which is assigned to the faces

which are exposed to fire and where the boundary condition from the fire models would

be applied.

B.3 Adding Fire Models

Among fire models, ‘Standard Fire’ is the most conservative fire scenario where single tem-

perature is applied to the whole structural member within a compartment (refer Chapter 2).

When Standard Fire model is chosen, no other inputs are required. Press “Add Model” to save

the model in HT script file. Figure B.2 shows an example of localised fire model. Provide the

inputs necessary to define the localised fire in the window (Figure B.2).

B.4 Section Detail

As discussed earlier, in OpenSees, heat transfer analysis is performed using various kinds of

section that defines structural components such as I-section, block, brick as discussed in Ap-

pendix A. From the frame of ‘Section Entries’, the type of the entity can be chosen. As shown

in Figure B.3, the current version of OpenFIRE includes Isection, block, brick and Isection3D
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Figure B.3: Type of entities

( I section for 3D analysis) [Refer website: OpenSees for fire]. As it is an open-source package,

researcher can further add more entities in future.

B.5 Entities details and HT Analysis

• Once section type is chosen, the inputs for an entity type are required to fill in as shown

in Figure B.4. In the input frame, dimensions and mesh details of the section need to be

provided.

• Type of material of the section is also required to be assigned before adding the entity

for the analysis.

• To get the output after heat transfer analysis for structural analysis, user needs to define

the location where the output is required such as at the face of an entity, or any defined

location by providing the coordinates and/or by using user-defined location as shown in

Figure B.5.

• The section details where temperatures field along the depth of an element is required

should be provided for structural analysis as shown in Figure B.5.
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Figure B.4: Inputs for a HT entity and creation of node set

Figure B.5: Entity and NodeSet details
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• Press “Make Node Set” button in Nodeset frame, it will the data to the HT analysis

input file.

• Now, provide the initial condition such as initial temperature, simulation time and time

step for the analysis. The total time of the simulation would the product of the “Simu-

lation Time” and “Time Step” (B.1).

• Now, before running the analysis save the file from the “Save File” button and then press

“Run OpenSees” to carry out heat transfer analysis (Figure B.5). It will generate the

output files in the chosen directory.

Similar to Isection, inputs for other section entities can be provided for analysis. It is

recommended to refer the website (OpenSees for fire) for the details required for each type of

entity.

In this manner, ‘OpenFIRE for idealised fire models’ allows to perform the HT analysis

directly because these fire models are already embedded in OpenSees.From the heat transfer

analysis data, Thermo-mechanical analysis is similar as described in Appendix A and Chapter

3.
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Two more cases are presented here to present the verification and validation of the Open-

FIRE. For more cases, refer to website ’OpenSees for fire’.

C.1 Case1: Localised fire with Soffit

A number of tests were performed by Hasemi et al. [1] and Wakamatsu et al. [2], to investigate

the thermal impact of localised fires on structural members. The ceiling size of the real-scale

localised fire tests was 6.0m × 6.0m and its height is 3.4m. Temperatures and heat fluxes

were recorded over a 6m long steel beam of an I-section (400mm×200mm×13mm×15mm).

These tests were referred to as unconfined localised fire tests. In later studies, keeping other

conditions same, smoke soffits at every edge of the ceiling were introduced to investigate the

effects of smoke layer. Figure C.1 shows the arrangement of the later localised fire tests.

C.1.1 Verification of the OpenFIRE

Both cases (soffit and without soffit) are used to validate and verify the OpenFIRE package. In

the FDS models, the model dimensions are defined according to the experiments of Wakamatsu

et al. [15] as shown in Figure C.2.

Propane is considered as the fuel for the experiment. The properties of the propane such as

heat of combustion (46.5 MJ/kg), density (1.82 kg/m3 in normal air) and so on are taken from

the SFPE handbook [3]. The burning characteristics such as carbon and hydrogen content, and

soot yield are taken from the experiment conducted by NIST for validation purpose [4].The

mesh sizes for the CFD simulations are varied to perform the sensitivity analysis. A mesh sizes

of 0.05m has been chosen for the vicinity of burning area, while larger mesh sizes up to 0.2m

are chosen in the subdivided meshes on the remote side. Using OpenFIRE, total 27 devices are

installed to measure the quantities such as adiabatic surface temperature (AST), heat fluxes

(HF), and heat transfer convective coefficient (HTC). Due to symmetry, nine measuring devices

for each quantity (AST, HF and HTC) are placed at equal distance (0.3m) from centre to the

one end of the beam, which are identical to the test measurement setup. Except the ceiling

and floor, open boundary condition is applied to the perimeter of the models.
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Figure C.1: Experimental set up of Wakamatsu et al. [2]

Figure C.2: FDS model of the localised fire tests (a) without smoke soffit (b) with soffit

To apply appropriate heat transfer boundary conditions between CFD and FE models,

different approaches are used and compared, which utilises the AST, HF and HTC data obtained

from FDS. In the first method, only the time-variant ASTs with the fixed value of convective

coefficient (25 W/m2) suggested by Eurocode are applied. By applying the AST as boundary

condition, the time-temperature history at the surface is obtained . In the second method, the

time varying heat fluxes from FDS with fixed value of HTC are used as boundary conditions

for HT analysis. In the third and fourth methods, the time varying HTC obtained from FDS

are implemented along with the time-variant AST and HF, respectively. In all calculations,

emissivity of steel is kept fixed as 0.85.

The localised fire tests investigating the effect of smoke layer used pool fire resources of

three different HRRs, i.e., 1127 kW, 848 kW and 569 kW (Only case of 1127 is presented

here, for other cases refer website ‘OpenSees for fire’). The temperature data obtained from

the experimental data and FDS-OpenSees (OpenFIRE) are compared as shown in Figures C.3.

Figure C.3 shows the temperatures along the length from centre to the end of the beam for
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Figure C.3: Beam temperatures after for HRR of 1127 kW when (a) soffit condition (b) no
soffit condition

both soffit and non-soffit condition. The simulation results showed that after 45 minutes, it is

reasonable as Kamikawa et al. [5] has found that the temperatures of steel columns reached

steady state after 54 minutes of fire exposure.

Figure C.3 shows the surface temperatures of the beam when soffit is present and HRR of

1127kW is used in fire simulation. The temperatures obtained just above the fire source from

the FDS are quite large than the experimentally obtained values for all methods due to high

value of heat fluxes as shown in Figure C.3a. Furthermore, due to uncertainties with the fire due

to environmental condition and limitation of the input parameter, it is difficult to recreate the

same fire. The temperatures obtained using AST are the closest to the temperatures obtained

in experiments. While using the time-varying HTC with AST, the temperatures are closer to

what is obtained using AST only, but it deviates near the end of beam. The results using the

HF boundary conditions are the poorest among all. While using the time varying HTC with

HF, the results are closer to AST and AST+HTC. While there was no soffit, the temperatures

obtained from the FDS and experiment for HRR of 1127 kW are shown in Figure C.3b. In

the experiment, temperatures in both near-field (near the fire source) and far field (farther

from the fire source) from the fire source decrease more steeply when there was no soffit. The

highest temperatures obtained were around 620 ◦C and 550 ◦C with soffit and without soffit,

respectively (Figures C.3a and C.3b). However, in FDS temperatures in the near field were

similar for both scenarios (due to similar length of flame). For more details about the fire and

structural models visit ‘OpenSees for fire’.
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C.2 Case 2: Collapse of I-65 Birmingham bridge

On January 5th, 2002 a tanker truck travelling on the I-65 Birmingham bridge carrying 37.5

m3 of gasoline swerved and crashed into the piers supporting the North East end of the central

span. The piers supporting the girders survived the tanker impact as they were protected by a

half meter wall around them. Whereas, the resulting fire scenario severely damaged the bridge

girders within few minutes of exposure as they were not designed to resist any fire load. When

the firefighters quelled the fire, it was found that one of the girders was heavily damaged and

deflected up to 2.5m at the location around 15m. from its North end. The bridge deck was

structurally irreparable and was replaced by constructing a new precast pre-stressed concrete

deck.

C.2.1 Use of OpenFIRE

C.2.1.1 Fire Simulation

A simplified geometrical model of the I-65 Birmingham bridge is generated in FDS. The input

parameters, such as material properties, soot yield, are collected from an article by Moya et

al. [6], where the authors obtained the necessary data to conduct the numerical simulations

from the Alabama Department of Transport. Figure C.4 shows the computational domain

(86×40×14m3) that includes the girders and slabs of the bridge and fire source. Except for the

bottom surface, an open boundary condition is applied, which allows a continuous supply of

air in the computational domain, and fire could be considered fuel-controlled where fuel burned

locally. For sensitivity analysis several numerical simulations are performed until no variation

in the value of ASTs is observed. Numerical simulations for the cell size of 0.3, 0.25, 0.2, 0.15,

and 0.125 (all in metre) were conducted. To keep lower computational cost with reasonable

accuracy, a cell volume of 0.2m3 is used in the current fire simulations.

In the fire simulation, the tanker is considered as a ‘burner’ of size 12×2.5×1m3, where the

heat release rate per unit area (HRRPUA) is assigned as 2500kW/m2 [6]. For validating the

results with the numerical study [6] and deflection observed after the accident, the HRRPUA

for the spill region is taken as 1000kW/m2. To capture the temperature profiles along the
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Figure C.4: (a) Computational domain for CFD simulation (b) temperature contour plot at
x=30m (c) temperature contour plot at y=15

bridge span, AST devices are installed at a distance of 1m. A total of 74 AST sensors are

installed in the fire simulation; 37 sensors to record the temperatures on the steel girder, and

37 devices on the slab. The fire load location (exposure region) has been assumed as per the

data obtained from real fire accident to validate the model in terms of failure time.

The fire simulation is run until the temperatures reach steady-state. Figure C.4(b) shows

the temperature contour plot at x=30m (around 20m from the North corner of the bridge),

where the first girder can be seen to be engulfed in flames from the tanker and spilled fuel. The

temperature profile along the span of the girder can be seen in Figure C.4(c). Figure C.5 shows

the AST temperature profiles in the near field (location of girder which is engulfed in flames)

and far-field (15m away from the fire location, where the girder is heated mainly by smoke). A

significant decay of the temperature is represented by these temperature profiles when moving

away from the location of the burning vehicle.
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Figure C.5: AST temperatures obtained from FDS at the near field and far-field

C.2.1.2 FDS-OpenSees

After establishing a realistic fire scenario using FDS modelling, an OpenSees model of the

bridge is developed for conducting heat transfer analysis. The central span of 37m long, which

was mainly exposed to the fire comprised of steel girder and reinforced concrete slab. The steel

girder (built-up section) was made of steel with a yield strength of 350N/mm2. A concrete slab

of 170 mm thick was connected with the steel girder using shear studs and had a compressive

strength of 40N/mm2. The flange was made of a 457mm wide and 28mm thick plate, and the

web had dimensions of 1344mm depth and 12mm thickness. The central girder was stiffened

with a total of 34 stiffeners on each side of the web, and four of them were present at the girder

supports. The thickness of the support stiffeners was 25.4mm and the rest of the stiffeners were

11 mm thick. Heat transfer entities are created using OpenFIRE to carry out heat transfer

analysis. The AST obtained from FDS simulations are applied at different locations on a

steel girder and bottom of the slab as thermal boundary conditions. Heat transfer from the

gas phase to the structural elements was modelled by applying appropriate convection and

radiation boundary conditions. A convection coefficient of 25W/m2K for exposed surfaces

and 9W/m2K for other ambient exposed surfaces and emissivity of 0.7 were considered. The

variation of temperature profiles across sections above the location of the vehicle due to realistic

fire exposure obtained after conducting heat transfer analysis is shown in Figure C.6. It can
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Figure C.6: Temperatures at the section above vehicle location with fire intensity of 1000kW

be seen that web temperatures are the highest being the thinnest part of the steel girder,

and the temperatures of the top flange are significantly lower compared to the bottom flange

because of its direct contact with the slab. While the temperatures at the bottom surface of the

slab are similar to the top flange as both are in direct contact with each other. However, the

temperatures at the mid-depth of the slab and the top surface are significantly lower, resulting

in a steep thermal gradient which is attributed to low conductivity and high specific heat of

the concrete material.

C.2.1.3 FDS-OpenSees

Following the heat transfer analysis, a sequential thermomechanical analysis is also conducted.

The mechanical properties for both concrete and steel at elevated temperatures are used as

per Eurocode recommendations. Figure C.7 shows the maximum deflection of the span. The

maximum vertical deflection is observed above the location of the vehicle when the bridge is

exposed to the realistic localised fire scenario developed by FDS modelling. It can be seen

from Figure C.7 that the rate of increase of deflection during the initial phase of the fire is

very high despite having simply supported boundary conditions, this is due to the high thermal

gradient within the composite bridge section. In the fire size of 1000 kW fire, after 12 minutes

of fire exposure, maximum web temperature reaches 800 ◦C while the slab’s temperatures are

significantly lower with 400 ◦C at the bottom surface and 30 ◦C at the mid-depth, as shown
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Figure C.7: Maximum span deflection-time behaviour with different fire intensities

Figure C.8: Deformed shape of the bridge in the real fire accident

in Figure C.6. As the overall slab temperature is quite low compared to the steel girder, the

strength reduction of the steel girder is significantly higher compared to the concrete deck. The

sudden increase of deflection after 12 minutes of exposure followed by the failure of the bridge

is mainly contributed to the loss of strength of the steel girder as temperatures of the steel

girder are comparatively higher than the concrete slab. The bridge’s failure occurred after 12

minutes of fire exposure, as shown in Figure C.7, which was also confirmed by the literature [6],

and the deflected shape of the bridge obtained with 1000 kW fire exposure is also compared to

the observed after the bridge accident as shown in Figure C.8. Moya et al. [6] also conducted

a numerical study by developing realistic fire scenarios using CFD simulations to evaluate the

structural performance of the I-65 Birmingham bridge, and they also achieved a failure time of

12 minutes. It verifies the use of OpenFIRE for the real accidents.

For more details about the fire and structural models visit ‘OpenSees for fire’.
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